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Abstract

Due to an exponential increase in the number of consumers using the voice,

video and data services associated with modern optical transport systems, the

footprint of these systems can no longer be ignored. To that end, this thesis fo-

cuses on studying the nonlinear effects in highly nonlinear fibers (HNLFs) and

semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) along with thermally induced power sat-

uration effects in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) from the stand-

point of reducing power consumption associated with wavelength converter and

optical signal regenerator topologies based on these devices. This thesis begins

with a numerical investigation into the interplay between dispersion and nonlin-

earity for optimizing the performance and reducing the input power requirement

of an all-optical re-amplification and re-shaping (2R) regenerator based on self-

phase modulation (SPM) and spectral filtering at 40 Gb/s. Careful dispersion

optimization leads to 30% reduction in input power required for HNLF-based

2R-regenerator without significant performance degradation. However, there are

some associated trade-offs and watt level input optical powers are still required.

This thesis therefore shifts focus towards amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)-

induced enhancement in nonlinear effects [SPM and four-wave mixing (FWM)] in

SOAs. Traditionally, SOAs have required few tens of milliwatts (mWs) of input

powers for optical signal processing. The modern SOAs investigated in this thesis

achieve high internal ASE at high bias currents which reduces the effective carrier

lifetime down to ≈ 10 ps. A simplified numerical model is developed for these
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devices which is used to study SPM and FWM. For the case of SPM, a trade-off

between spectral broadening and spectral symmetry due to ASE-mediated gain

dynamics is demonstrated. This thesis also investigates the conversion efficiency

(CE) and optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) properties of ASE-assisted FWM in

SOAs and demonstrates that in the presence of high internal ASE, the requirement

on input optical powers for wavelength conversion is reduced from 10s of mWs

to less than 1 mW. A proof of concept 10 Gb/s L-band wavelength converter is

demonstrated.

While ASE-enhanced nonlinear effects in SOAs do relax the requirements on

input signal powers, the requirement of high bias currents places a serious ques-

tion mark on the scalability of this technique. VCSELs or vertical cavity SOAs

(VCSOAs) (low-Q version of standard VCSELs) consume a fraction of electrical

power as compared to SOAs. However the high speed operation of these devices

is limited to a great extent by the thermally-induce power saturation effects. This

thesis develops an empirical thermal model which can be used for studying mech-

anisms contributing to thermally induced optical power rollover in VCSELs.

The model is applied to four oxide-confined, 850 nm VCSEL designs. For all

these devices, it is demonstrated that the power dissipation due to linear power

dissipation exceeds power dissipation across the series resistance at any ambient

temperature and bias current. The dominant contributors to device heating for

these devices are the power dissipated across series resistance and carrier leakage.

Absorption heating is also quite significant in the absence of a shallow surface-

etch in the top DBR. Carrier leakage places the ultimate limit on the thermal

performance for this entire class of devices. Further, a trade-off between power

dissipated due to optical absorption and carrier leakage in these devices is demon-

strated and investigated. The empirical thermal model proposed in this thesis is

universally applicable for identifying the mechanisms limiting the thermal perfor-

mance and for formulating the design strategies to ameliorate them .
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1 Introduction

1.1 Footprint of Optical Transport Systems

The advent of communications technologies has truly changed the way we lead

our lives. The smart phones, cable TV, online banking and e-trading, inter-

net, teleconferencing, tele-medicine etc are all necessities of present times which

were inconspicuous less than a decade ago. The driving force behind all these

innovations has been an enormous increase in the telecom system capacity and

a dramatic reduction in the cost of associated components and devices. While

increasing capacity and reducing cost have traditionally been the driving force

behind innovations in this area, a third key aspect, that is the energy consump-

tion of optical transport systems, has traditionally taken a back seat [1, 2].

The energy consumption of optical transport systems is a key concept and has

been around for a while. Many innovations, both in device and systems domain,

have been made possible due to dramatic improvement in energy efficiency asso-

ciated with them. However, in the past decade or so, it has become increasingly

clear that our society is constrained by the total amount of energy at its disposal.

The growing energy consumption of the global optical communication network is

now a real cause for concern [3].
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Data wavelength converters (WCs) and optical signal regenerators are the two

key functionalities of the future, high-speed, transparent, optical transport sys-

tems. Their implementation usually requires a gain element, a nonlinear element

and a output optical bandpass filter (OBPF), either spectrally aligned or spec-

trally offset with respect to the input wavelength [4, 5]. If the nonlinear element

is a passive HNLF, then the energy consumption for the associated gain element

becomes quite severe. On the other hand, employing an active nonlinear element

such as a SOA or a VCSEL can potentially relax the energy consumption of the

associated gain element to the point that it could be rendered redundant. This

reduction in power consumption of the gain element comes at the cost of increase

in power consumption for the nonlinear element.

The focus of this thesis is on reducing the power consumption of WCs and

optical signal regenerators using HNLFs and SOAs as nonlinear elements. While

VCSELs or vertical-cavity SOAs are prime candidates for replacing SOAs in future

energy-efficient optical-signal processing techniques, the scope of this thesis is

limited to investigating the thermal effects which currently limit the high-speed

operation of these devices. A brief primer on wavelength conversion, optical-signal

regeneration, the three nonlinear elements and power consumption calculations is

presented in the following sections.

1.2 Optical Signal Regeneration

Optical signal regeneration can restore the quality of transmitted signals that has

been degraded by transmission over long distances due to ASE, fiber nonlinearities,

group velocity dispersion and polarization mode dispersion [4,5]. Of all the signal-

impairment mechanisms, ASE noise is one of the most significant impairments as

it grows proportionally with the number of cascaded erbium-doped fiber amplifiers

(EDFAs) in a optical communication link [4]. It manifests itself as fluctuation in
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of (a) a 2R regenerator, and (b) a re-amplification, re-

shaping and re-timing (3R) regenerator

power level of “1” bits and as noisy ghost pulses in “0” bits. ASE can also induce

timing jitter in the optical bit stream by shifting optical pulses from their original

location within the time slot in a random fashion [4]. To restore the signal quality,

signal regeneration needs to be performed periodically.

All-optical regenerators provide an attractive alternative for regeneration of

degraded optical signals in future transparent, high-speed optical networks. Fig-

ure 1.1(a) shows the schematic of a 2R regenerator. It consists of a local con-

tinuous wave (CW) source and an optical amplifier which amplifies the incoming

noisy data signal. This amplified signal is used to drive a nonlinear gate which

impresses the data pattern on the local CW beam [6]. A nonlinear gate is nothing

but a nonlinear element (for e.g. HNLF, SOA or VCSEL) in combination with
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an OBPF. Figure 1.1(b) shows the basic schematic of an all-optical 3R regener-

ator. The incoming noisy data signal is split into two parts. One part is used

for clock extraction and the other part is amplified and drives a nonlinear optical

gate which impresses the data pattern on the recovered clock signal [6]. In cases

where timing jitter is not an issue, 2R regeneration is sufficient to restore signal

quality.

Early attempts at designing 3R regenerators used mode-locked fiber ring lasers

for clock recovery, followed by phase modulation in a HNLF [7]. Ito et. al. [8] used

a self-pulsating distributed-feedback (DFB) laser for clock recovery, with cross-

phase modulation (XPM) in HNLF for signal reshaping to obtain 3R regeneration

at 40 Gb/s. Early attempts at designing 2R regenerators include nonlinear op-

tical loop mirrors (NOLMs) [9], two-pump parametric processes [10], similariton

generation [11], FWM [12], and XPM [13] in HNLFs.

Among various regenerator configurations, the 2R regenerator based on SPM-

induced spectral broadening, followed by spectrally offset filtering, also known as

the Mamyshev-Type Regenerator (MTR) [13], has received much attention [14–20]

because it is relatively easy to implement as compared to other HNLF-based con-

figurations. It is also scalable to high bit rates as it utilizes the quasi-instantaneous

response time of the Kerr nonlinearity in optical fibers [18]. It has reduced sen-

sitivity to environmental instability as well as reduced polarization sensitivity as

compared to systems employing interferometric effects. A retiming stage can be

integrated with MTR to provide 3R regeneration [8,21]. Recent advances in fiber

designs, which include chalcogenide fibers [22], bismuth-oxide fibers [23] and holey

fibers [24], have further enhanced interest in MTRs. These fiber designs have a

high nonlinear coefficient and are, therefore, potentially attractive for reducing the

required optical power and increasing the compactness of this class of devices [18].
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1.3 Optical Wavelength Conversion

Currently deployed high-speed, high-capacity optical transport systems exten-

sively employ wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) along with phase and po-

larization multiplexing for achieving capacity enhancement [25]. Further, wavelength-

based routing is a key functionality in reconfigurable multi-point networks [26]. A

combination of wavelength-based routing together with WDM signals means that

wavelength blocking at the optical-cross connects and reconfigurable add-drop

multiplexers becomes a critical issue [27–29]. Wavelength convertors are therefore

an essential part of modern optical transport systems. Conventional wavelength

conversion method is the power inefficient optical-to-electrical-to-optical (OEO)

conversion for each data channel. This technique has the advantage of being re-

generative in nature but suffers from high cost associated with scalability, besides

being extremely power inefficient [26, 27]. Further, the ease of implementation of

OEO WC progressively worsens as the data rates are increased beyond 10 Gb/s.

Optical wavelength conversion techniques have shown tremendous promise

from the standpoint of reduced cost, capability to process multiple channels in

one device, bit-rate transparency, and reduced power consumption compared to
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traditional OEO converters [27]. As a consequence, there has been a tremen-

dous amount of work done to achieve efficient and wherever possible regenerative

optical wavelength conversion [25, 27, 30–47]. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a

generic optical WC topology. An incoming optical bit stream at wavelength λ1

is mixed with a CW signal at λ2. Depending on the specifics of the converter

design and the nonlinear element used, either the data or CW signal could be

designated as probe or pump respectively. As indicated in the Fig., there are

various nonlinear interactions in the six nonlinear elements that have historically

been studied for implementation of optical WCs. Phase-matched second harmonic

generation in periodically poled lithium niobate waveguides [30], FWM in silicon

waveguides and resonators [31–33], XPM in NOLMs [34, 35], XPM and FWM in

HNLFs [36–39] and SOAs [25, 27, 40–45] and XPM in VCSELs [46, 47] have been

investigated for realization of high-speed, low-cost optical WCs.

The requirement of phase-matching condition limits the usability of the period-

ically poled lithium niobate waveguides. NOLM-based WCs suffer from stability

issues. While silicon waveguides have become quite popular recently, they are cur-

rently plagued by high input power requirements (typically in excess of a few 100

mW), poor conversions efficiencies (typically 10% or less) and free-carrier effects

limiting their high speed response [48]. FWM and XPM in HNLFs and SOAs

are the most promising techniques and nonlinear elements respectively from the

standpoint of realizing practical optical WCs. While HNLF-based techniques are

easy to implement, have low coupling losses and bit rate transparency, they suffer

from high input optical power requirements (typically in excess of a few watts).

Further, narrowband optical filtering at the output implies that most of the opti-

cal power is wasted. SOA-based techniques consume less power but are limited in

speed due to slow gain recovery dynamics of the device. FWM in SOAs however

has the additional advantage of being transparent to the modulation format of

the incoming data stream.
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1.4 Highly Nonlinear Fibers

Nonlinear effects in optical fibers have been known to have adverse effects limiting

the data capacity of fiber-optic communication systems [4]. However, positive uti-

lization of these effects have led to the development of various important photonic

devices such as fiber lasers [49,50], parametric oscillators [51], tunable lasers [52],

all-optical regenerators, tunable optical delay and all-optical wavelength conver-

sion [34,39,53–55].

The origin of nonlinear effects in any glass is due to its nonlinear refractive

index n2. The nonlinear refractive index for bulk silica is extremely low (2.7 ×

10−20m2/W ) and as a consequence, nonlinear effects in bulk silica are negligible.

However in case of optical fibers, enhancement in nonlinear effects is achieved due

to tight confinement of optical power in the fiber core. An approximate expression

for the nonlinear coefficient γ of an optical fiber is [56]:

γ =
2πn2

λ0Aeff

. (1.1)

Here λ0 is the free space wavelength and Aeff is the effective mode area taking into

account the optical confinement. Further, the strength of nonlinear interaction in

an optical fiber is quantified by a dimensionless parameter known as maximum

nonlinear phase shift (φ0). This parameter is defined as:

φ0 = γP0Leff . (1.2)

where P0 is the peak optical power, and Leff is the effective nonlinear interaction

length defined as:

Leff =
1− exp(−αL)

α
. (1.3)

where L is the length of fiber [in kilometers] and α is the linear propagation loss [in

km−1]. It can be seen from Eq. (1.2) that for a fixed input power P0, the strength

of nonlinear interaction is determined by the product γLeff . Indeed this product
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Table 1.1: Parameter Values for Different Nonlinear Fibers [53,57]

Fiber γ (W−1km−1) α (dBkm−1)

SMF 1.5 0.2

HNLF 25 0.5

As2Se3 Fiber 1200 1000

Bismuth Oxide Fiber 1100 800

is the conventional figure of merit (FOM) used to characterize the strength of

nonlinear interaction in an optical fiber [39,57].

Table 1.1 summarizes the different values of γ and α reported in the literature

for the various nonlinear fibers. It can be seen that even though the value of

nonlinear coefficient for non-silica glasses such as chalcogenide [53] and bismuth

oxide [55] is much higher than the silica-based single mode fiber (SMF) and HNLF,

the increase in the value of α by nearly four orders of magnitude negates the gains

in nonlinear coefficient. Enhancement in the value of γ for silica-based HNLF

while maintaining almost constant α is achieved by heavily doping the fiber core

with GeO2 [39].

This simplistic analysis ignores the effects of stimulated brillouin scattering

(SBS) [58]. To include the effects of SBS, the nonlinear FOM for HNLFs is

modified as:

FOMSBS = γPthLeff . (1.4)

where Pth is the SBS threshold power. In the presence of SBS, non-silica glasses

demonstrate superior nonlinear response on account of higher SBS threshold.

However low splicing loss to the conventional SMF, high reliability, and dura-

bility means that silica-based HNLFs are preferred even though they require SBS

suppression, chromatic dispersion management and zero-dispersion wavelength

equalization [37–39,59].
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1.5 Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

The origin of modern semiconductor laser technology can be traced back to the

first evidence of coherent radiation from a GaAsP p-n junction, the end facets of

which were cleaved to form a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity [60,61] and the development

of semiconductor quantum-well (QW) lasers [60, 62]. The development of SOAs

was initiated in between these two landmarks in the history of optoelectronic

devices [63]. The applications that motivated the initial research into SOAs were

optical-repeaters and pre-amplifiers for fiber-optic communication systems [5,63–

65]. However with the advent of EDFAs [66] and fiber Raman amplifiers [67],

the SOAs were effectively replaced as the optical amplifier of choice for optical

transport systems. This was primarily due to their relatively poor noise figure

(NF), highly polarization-sensitive gain, high insertion loss (IL), high nonlinearity

and severe ripple in the gain spectrum arising due to residual reflectivity from the

cavity mirrors [63].

Since early 1990s, there has been a renewed interest in SOAs. This time around

however, the focus was to utilize the enhanced nonlinearity in SOAs and use it

as a nonlinear block for a variety of optical signal processing applications. These

applications included wavelength conversion [40–45], 2-R [27] and 3-R [68] regener-

ation, optical logic [69–71], optical flip-flop and memory [72–75], data-format con-

version [76,77], optical switching [72,78,79], multiplexing/demultiplexing [80–82],

all-optical routing [83], tunable-optical filtering [63], pulse compression [84], dis-

persion compensation [85] and clock generation and recovery [63, 72, 86, 87]. It

is important to note that an SOA will also considerably amplify the optical sig-

nals apart from performing its intended purpose of signal processing. This dual

functionality makes them much more attractive than the passive HNLFs which

always require an additional gain element. Further, significant design improve-

ments in the past 2 decades have led to devices with low IL (2–3 dB per device),
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considerably less gain-ripple ( ≤ 3 dB) at moderate injection levels [88], enhanced

differential gain coefficient [89,90] and extremely low polarization dependent gain

(≤ 0.2 dB) [91]. Further, with the advancement in optical filter technology, out-

of-band ASE can effectively be eliminated with low IL (≤ 3 dB). However, the

in-band ASE is still a concern with these devices.

The origin of nonlinear effects in SOAs can be traced to the linewidth enhance-

ment factor α, first derived for the semiconductor lasers [92], which relates the

temporal changes in gain to the temporal chirping of the optical signal. It has

been demonstrated that a SOA exhibits SPM with an effective nonlinear index

n2 = 1× 10−9cm2/W . Comparing that to the nonlinear coefficient of silica glass

(n2 = 3× 10−16cm2/W ), it can be seen that the nonlinear response of an SOA is

much stronger than that of a silica-based HNLF. In fact, nonlinear effects have

been observed in these devices for input peak powers of the order of 1 mW [93].

However this enhanced nonlinear response comes at a price. Since the origin of

this nonlinearity is the time-dependent device gain, the response time of this non-

linearity is limited by the carrier lifetime (τc) of the SOA which can be expressed

as:
1

τc
= Anr +BspN + CaN

2, (1.5)

where Anr is the intrinsic nonradiative recombination rate, Bsp is the radiative

spontaneous recombination coefficient, Ca is the nonradiative Auger recombina-

tion coefficient and N is the injected carrier density. Each of these coefficients

themselves depend on N [94]. This results in an SOA carrier lifetime strongly

dependent on injected carrier density. Typically it varies between 750–200 ps

with increasing bias current [95]. However, even at 200 ps, the carrier lifetime is

nearly not fast enough to even respond to 10 Gbit/s signals. This in turn leads to

nonlinear patterning effects [96] in high-speed signals propagating through these

devices.

The limitations imposed by the slow gain recovery dynamics of SOAs were first
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Figure 1.3: Techniques for accelerating SOA gain recovery.

identified in the early 1990s [95] and ever since then there has been considerable

amount of work done to enhance the response time of the nonlinearities induced by

the SOA gain dynamics [27,97–109]. All the work that has been done can be classi-

fied into two categories summarized in Fig. 1.3. The first category involves decou-

pling the carrier lifetime and the rate of gain recovery. This in turn is achieved by

using SOAs in interferometric configurations and/or cascading them to effectively

cancel out the slow gain recovery dynamics [27, 97–102]. The examples for this

technique are single Mach-Zehnder all-optical switch and WC [69, 97], terahertz

optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD) [81], delayed-interference WC [97,98],

NOLM [80,97], transient-XPM [27,99,100] and turbo-switch [101,102].

Of all these techniques, transient-XPM and turbo-switch are the two tech-

niques that are simple to implement, robust and practical. In transient-XPM, the

CW signal acts as a probe whereas the incoming data signal acts as the pump.
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The OBPF at the SOA output is either blue-shifted [99] or red-shifted [27] w.r.t

probe wavelength. This implies that, in the absence of data signal or “0” bit, the

CW signal at the OBPF output gets suppressed. However when there is a “1” bit

in the bit slot of data signal, it imposes a chirp on the CW signal and this chirped

signal then passes through the offset output OBPF giving a corresponding “1”

bit at the converted wavelength [100]. Indeed, error-free wavelength conversion at

data rates as high as 320 Gbit/s have been demonstrated using this technique [99].

However, it is important to note that this technique does not help speed up the

intrinsic response time of the SOA. Further, the maximum speed achievable from

this technique depends on the intrinsic carrier lifetime of SOA [99] and the OSNR

of the converted signal is severely degraded especially with the blue-shifted optical

filtering [102]. Turbo-switch is an interesting technique which employs a cascade

of two SOAs with an intermediate OBPF. The combination of the two slow SOAs

mimics the response of one extremely fast SOA resulting in wavelength conversion

at data rates upto 170 Gbit/s with appreciable OSNR [102]. However, it is im-

portant to note that even in this case the combined speed of this cascade strongly

depends on the individual SOA carrier lifetime.

The second category involves utilization of trade-off between maximum non-

linear phase shift and the rate of phase recovery which in-turn is tied to carrier

lifetime [93]. Since the gain-saturation induced nonlinear effects are extremely

strong, maximum nonlinear phase shift achievable from these devices at moderate

injection levels and input optical powers is typically 5–7 π [90, 97]. However the

rate of recovery of this extremely large phase shift is limited by the carrier lifetime

and is extremely slow. Typically, 1–3 π nonlinear phase shift is required for most

switching and wavelength conversion applications. It was, therefore, theorized

that if by certain mechanism, the equilibrium device gain is reduced, the time

required to recover to that value of equilibrium gain will also be reduced [72,95].

This trade-off was first investigated by injecting a CW light different from
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the pump and the probe into the SOA. The absorption of this so called CW

holding beam, which is fairly intense, generates new carriers which in-turn rapidly

replenish the carriers depleted due to gain saturation caused by the relatively

modest, time-dependent, incoming data stream. In this initial experiment both

the holding beam wavelength and the data wavelength were within the SOA gain

bandwidth [110] which had a serious drawback in that the holding beam and the

incoming time-dependent data stream interact in a nonlinear fashion mediated by

the carrier density N . However, in 2000, optical speed up at transparency (OSAT)

was reported [103] and since then, the area of holding beam assisted recovery

speed enhancement has seen a lot of activity [104–107]. Injecting assist beam

at SOA transparency is advantageous because lower powers need to be injected,

there is very little to no impact on device gain and consequently, moderate device

injection levels can be maintained [103]. Other aspects of this configuration such as

holding beam propagation configurations [105] and analysis of gain saturation and

recovery dynamics in the presence of holding beam [107] have been investigated in

detail. Further, considerable enhancement in the nonlinear effects in the presence

of holding beam have been reported [111–113].

An alternative way of invoking this trade-off involves using the ASE within

the SOA as a holding beam, to saturate its gain and to reduce its gain recovery

time [40, 88, 90, 108, 109]. Such SOAs are now available commercially with a gain

recovery time as short as 10 ps. They are designed carefully so that they can

be driven at high drive currents (up to 500 mA for the device investigated in

this thesis), and high ASE and short gain recovery times are realized only at

these high operating currents [88,108]. Since these devices are fairly recent, ASE-

induced enhancement in nonlinear effects is a fairly unexplored area. A significant

portion of this thesis is, therefore, devoted to studying ASE-enhanced SPM and

FWM in modern SOAs.

It is important to note that the preceding discussion does not take into account
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the fast intraband nonlinear effects in SOAs which respond at sub-picosecond time

scales [70,114]. Carrier heating, spectral hole burning and two-photon absorption

are the nonlinear effects governing the ultrafast dynamics of the SOA. They are

also responsible for highly non-degenerate FWM in SOAs [115]. In the strong pulse

amplification case, ultrafast nonlinear refraction leading to fiber-like symmetric

SPM has also been observed [116]. However, the associated nonlinear coefficient

(n2 = −2 × 10−11cm2/W ) is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the

nonlinear coefficient corresponding to gain saturation induced nonlinearities.

1.6 Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers

VCSELs are low cost light sources with amazing capabilities such as monolithic

fabrication, ease of testing, low power consumption, capability for high speed at

low drive currents and a nice circular output beam for easy coupling into opti-

cal fibers [117]. VCSELs were invented in 1979 with a vision that a laser with

light output perpendicular to the gain medium could considerably ease the fab-

rication of a laser array [118]. The VCSELs spent the next decade or so in the

laboratory where issues such as DBR design and reflectivity, current confinement,

high threshold current and other issues related to device fabrication were amelio-

rated [119].

The first step towards translation of VCSELs from laboratory curiosities to

commercial devices was taken in 1996 when a massive study regarding device re-

liability was published [120]. This was followed by inclusion of VCSELs as part of

multimode fiber standard in the Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and the Fiber Channel

technologies [117]. This in-turn led to commercialization of GaAs-based 850 nm

VCSELs for multimode transceivers [121]. Other applications that enhanced the

popularity of short-wavelength VCSELs include future high-speed optical inter-

connects, high-performance computing and consumer electronics [121–125]. One
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example of extremely popular consumer electronics application of commercial VC-

SELs is the increasingly popular, high-performance optical mouse. VCSELs are

an ideal replacement for light emitting diodes in optical mice as a VCSEL driven

mouse can operate on a wider range of surfaces, have higher resolution, and in-

creased battery lifetime [121].

In the years subsequent to the commercialization of first 850 nm VCSEL, signif-

icant work had to be done to enhance both the data transmission rates and output

optical power for devices operating in this wavelength regime [122, 126–131]. For

example, a high differential gain has required the use of strained QWs by adding

indium to the GaAs material. This causes a red shift of the gain peak, which in

turn has to be compensated by increasing the Al content in the barrier layers and

by reducing the QW width [126]. High speed operation of VCSELs is achieved by

reducing the cavity photon lifetime [127], increasing the differential gain [122], and

reducing the gain-compression coefficient by optimizing the separate-confinement

heterostructure (SCH) for a short carrier capture time [128]. High-speed, oxide-

confined VCSELs commonly employ multiple oxide layers [127] for reducing the

oxide capacitance. Pad capacitance is reduced by using low-k dielectric material

such as Benzo-Cyclo-Butene [129] or polyimide [130,131]

Compared to their short-wavelength counterparts, the developments in the

field of long-wavelength VCSELs has been much slower [132]. At the very min-

imum, development of any VCSEL needs high-gain material in the wavelength

region of interest in combination with the cavity mirrors with high reflectiv-

ity, low optical absorption and high thermal conductivity [132]. Traditionally,

for long-wavelength VCSELs, the optimum semiconductor materials have been:

InP/InAlGaAs quantum wells for gain and GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs respectively [132].

However, InP and GaAs-based structures are incompatible from the standpoint of

epitaxial growth, which makes the realization of long-wavelength VCSELs using

all epitaxial growth virtually impossible. Attempts for developing long-wavelength
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VCSELs have focused on finding solutions to the fabrication problem, improving

current transport and reducing absorption losses in the DBRs [132–134]. Recent

work on short-cavity buried tunnel junction VCSELs with dielectric top DBR and

a hybrid bottom DBR has demonstrated significant improvement in device perfor-

mance [135]. Single mode operation with upto 11 µm active diameter and single

mode powers in excess 6 mW have been demonstrated. These recent improvements

make these devices very attractive for telecommunication applications. Further,

these devices have recently shown promising results in fields trials pertaining to

optical transport systems [136].

One of the major factors limiting the static [137] and dynamic performance [122,

127, 138] of both long and short-wavelength vertical-cavity devices is the current

induced self-heating. Self-heating manifests itself as the premature saturation of

the output power with increasing bias current, under CW operation. Subsequent

saturation of the photon density in the active region limits VCSEL’s modulation

speed. The phenomena responsible for self-heating have received a great deal of at-

tention, both experimentally [126,129–131] as well as theoretically [126,139–144].

Experimental studies on improving the thermally-limited dynamic performance

have focused on reducing resistance [122, 129, 130, 133, 134], internal optical ab-

sorption [127, 134] and thermal impedance [131, 132]. Theoretical modeling of

self-heating effects is a complex problem and involves taking into account various

optical, electrical and thermal interactions for the specific VCSEL design under

consideration [139,143,144].

Previously used thermal models either address the electrical aspects of self-

heating effects through an equivalent electrical circuit [140] or employ a detailed

physical model by incorporating spatial hole burning, carrier diffusion, and sur-

face recombination [141]. Combined with the laser rate Eqs., the electrical circuit

approach can predict dynamic VCSEL characteristics with appreciable accuracy.

However, it uses higher order polynomials to describe the V-I characteristics, and
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multiple measurements are required to extract values of all parameters associated

with such a model. Moreover, it provides little insight into VCSEL design opti-

mization for improving thermal performance. The model of Scott et. al. is impor-

tant from the standpoint of physical understanding as it incorporates microscopic

details of various relevant processes [141]. However, it requires the knowledge of

a large number of parameters whose values may not precisely be known for a spe-

cific VCSEL, and it also needs to be modified depending on the current injection

mechanism.

There is, therefore, a need for an empirical model which, when coupled with

the data from basic measurements, can identify major heat sources and quantify

their contributions to the total heat load and also relate them to the VCSEL de-

sign parameters. Such a model will be useful not only for predicting the thermal

performance of a VCSEL, but also for providing design guidelines capable of en-

hancing the thermally limited device performance. An important contribution of

this thesis is development of an empirical thermal model that can be used to study

the thermal rollover mechanisms for both long and short-wavelength VCSELs. In

particular, in this thesis, this thermal model is used to investigate self-heating

effects in 850 nm, high-speed, oxide-confined VCSELs.

1.7 Footprint of Optical Signal Processing

In Section 1.1, the concept of footprint of optical transport systems was intro-

duced. Here that concept is extended for assessment of power consumption of

optical signal processing techniques. However, a slightly different metric is used

than those previously used to estimate the footprint of optical transport sys-

tems [1,2]. Instead of applying the concept of energy/bit/km, the total electrical

power consumption of a XPM-based WC using HNLF, SOA and a VCSEL as a

nonlinear element is estimated. Figure 1.4 shows the generic schematic of such
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a generic optical WC based on XPM.

a WC topology. As discussed in section 1.3, the XPM nonlinearity is used for

the purposes of footprint comparison as it is the only nonlinear effect that can

be employed for practical wavelength conversion using the three nonlinear devices

studied in this thesis.

The EDFA shown in the Fig. 1.4 can either be a high power or a standard

EDFA depending on the requirements placed on the input signal and the pump

power. For the purposes of calculations shown here, it is assumed that for the

input average power ≤ 10 dBm, standard EDFA is employed and if the average

input power exceeds 10 dBm, then the high power EDFA is employed. For aver-

age powers below 0 dBm, EDFA deployment is assumed to be unnecessary. These

assumptions are based on the fact that the current state of the art high power ED-

FAs rate 30–33 dBm saturation output power at 0 dBm input. The corresponding

number for a typical low power device is 23 dBm at the same input level [145].

Further, power conversion efficiency for these devices, defined as the ratio of out-

put optical power at signal wavelength to total electrical power supplied is 4% and

2% respectively [145]. It is further assumed that separate EDFAs are required for

both CW and the data signal. There are other components such as polarization

controllers, ASE noise rejection filters and isolators that are typically used in any

WC topology [34]. For the purposes of calculations presented here, it is assumed
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that only passive renderings of these components are used and hence there is no

power consumption associated with them.

Considering the case of WC based on HNLF, the typical average input pow-

ers for signal and CW light are in excess of 33 and 15 dBm respectively [36].

Therefore for a HNLF-based WC, it can be assumed that one high power EDFA

and one standard EDFA is required. The total electrical power dissipated in the

implementation of such a WC exceeds 50 W. It is important to note that these

calculations assume a typical silica-based HNLF with γ in the vicinity of 10–20

W−1km−1 and α of the order of 0.5 dB/km. The requirements on input opti-

cal power and consequently the electrical power dissipated can vary quite a bit

depending on the HNLF used as discussed in Section 1.4.

For a WC based on SOA which uses transient-XPM [27, 99, 100] discussed in

Section 1.5, the typical average input powers for the signal and the CW light is in

the vicinity of 10 dBm. Additional holding beam for gain recovery acceleration is

not included [104–107]. Assuming that two low power EDFAs are used to amplify

the input signal levels from 0 to 10 dBm, the total electrical power dissipated

for amplification is ≤ 1 W. In the active nonlinear medium (SOA), there are two

sources of power dissipation, one is across the device series resistance and the

other is the power dissipated in the thermo-electric cooler (TEC). For a typical

nonlinear SOA at typical bias currents [146], the power dissipated across series

resistance is 0.3 W and the power dissipated in the TEC is 0.5 W. The total power

dissipated in the nonlinear medium is 0.8 W. Therefore the total electrical power

dissipated in implementing a WC based on SOA is ≈ 2 W. It is important to

note that this is the upper bound on electrical power dissipation in WCs based on

SOAs. With the advent of SOAs with high differential gain coefficient [89], input

signal amplification for WCs based on these devices may not be required [99].

For WCs based on VCSEL or a VCSOA, input amplification is usually not

required as nonlinear effects are observed at sub–mW power levels [147]. However,
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Table 1.2: Comparison of Total Dissipated Power

Nonlinear Element HNLF SOA VCSOA

Total Power Dissipation (W) ≥ 50 ≈ 2 ≈ 0.2

optical pumping is routinely used to improve output saturation power [148, 149].

Further, VCSOAs are biased below lasing threshold when used as a nonlinear

element. Typical threshold current for 1550 mA vertical cavity devices is about 5

mA and the corresponding bias voltage is ≈ 1 V [133]. The total electrical power

dissipated in implementing a WC based on VCSOA is about 200 mW which

includes the electrical power dissipated for 980 nm optical pumping. Table 1.2

summarizes the electrical power dissipation in WCs based on XPM in the three

nonlinear elements. It can be seen that if the nonlinear element is switched from

HNLF to SOA, there is more than one order-of-magnitude reduction in the total

electrical power dissipation.

A switch from SOA to VCSEL or VCSOA can potentially lead to a further

one order-of-magnitude improvement in the electrical footprint. The goal of this

thesis is to investigate various techniques by which total power consumption asso-

ciated with optical signal processing in HNLFs and SOAs can be reduced. While

VCSELs/VCSOAs are extremely promising candidates for implementation of ex-

tremely low power consumption WCs, deleterious thermal effects in these devices

need to be mitigated before they can be used for signal processing applications.

To this end, this thesis develops an empirical thermal model that can be used to

study self-heating effects in VCSELs.

1.8 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 takes a look at the perfor-

mance optimization of 2R regenerators based on SPM-induced spectral broadening
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followed by offset spectral filtering. This class of optical regenerators for on-off

keying (OOK) signals has received a lot of attention in the literature but the im-

pact of dispersion on its performance was not clearly understood. We propose a

scaled parameter (S) which takes into account the dispersive and nonlinear effects

in the MTR in a balanced manner and can be used to predict it’s performance.

We further demonstrate that optimizing HNLF dispersion can reduce the input

optical power required for 2R-regeneration.

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework that is used to study the non-

linear effects (SPM and FWM) in SOAs with ASE-enhanced gain recovery. The

modified Eqs. for gain and phase are derived and are used to numerically investi-

gate SPM and FWM in these devices. For the case of SPM, the impact of internal

ASE on nonlinear phase shift and chirp are studied. The resulting impact on pulse

shape and spectrum are also investigated. For the case of FWM, the impact of

pump-probe detuning, pump power and the effective carrier lifetime on the CE is

investigated.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental investigation of SPM in SOAs with ASE-

enhanced gain recovery. To study pulse amplification in SOAs, gain switching of

Multi Quantum-Well (MQW) DFB laser is used to produce optical pulses with the

full width at half maximum of 57 ps at a wavelength of 1594.41 nm. We demon-

strate that the experimental measurements agree quite well with the predictions

from the numerical model reported in the previous section. We also experimentally

study the trade–off between spectral broadening and spectral symmetry mediated

by the internal ASE.

Chapter 5 deals with experimental optimization of ASE–Assisted FWM in

SOAs. Simple device characterization results are presented followed by a detailed

experimental investigation using CW pump and probe signals. The impact of

drive current, pump-probe detuning, input pump and signal powers on FWM CE

and OSNR is studied from the standpoint of optimizing them. The numerical
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model for FWM presented in Section 3 is validated and sources of mismatch

between experiments and numerical predictions are discussed. A proof of concept

10 Gb/s wavelength converter for L-Band, return-to-zero (RZ) OOK signals with

50% duty-cycle is also demonstrated.

Chapter 6 presents an empirical thermal model which together with experimen-

tal measurements, can be used for studying mechanisms contributing to thermal

rollover in VCSELs. The model is based on extraction of the temperature depen-

dence of threshold current, internal quantum efficiency, internal optical loss, series

resistance and thermal impedance from measurements of output power, voltage

and lasing wavelength as a function of bias current over an ambient temperature

range of 15–100◦C. This model is applied to a 850 nm oxide-confined VCSEL,

fabricated with a 9 µm inner-aperture diameter and optimized for high-speed op-

eration. For this specific device, it is demonstrated that the power dissipation due

to linear power dissipation (sum total of optical absorption, carrier thermalization,

carrier leakage and spontaneous carrier recombination) exceeds power dissipation

across the series resistance (quadratic power dissipation) at any ambient temper-

ature and bias current. It is further demonstrated that the dominant contributors

to self-heating for this particular VCSEL are quadratic power dissipation, inter-

nal optical loss, and carrier leakage. A rapid reduction of the internal quantum

efficiency at high bias currents (resulting in high temperatures) is identified as

being the major cause of thermal rollover. The proposed method is applicable

to any VCSEL and is useful for identifying the mechanisms limiting the thermal

performance of the device and for formulating the design strategies to ameliorate

them.

In Chapter 7, this thesis explores the impact of VCSEL design parameters such

as inner-aperture diameter and photon lifetime on the thermal rollover mecha-

nisms of 850 nm VCSELs designed for high-speed operation. Using the empirical

thermal model presented in Chapter 6, the evolution of power dissipated due to
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optical absorption, carrier thermalization, carrier leakage, spontaneous carrier re-

combination and power dissipated across the series resistance with bias current

for four different 850 nm VCSEL designs is calculated. This in-turn demonstrates

the universal validity of the proposed numerical model. A trade-off between power

dissipated due to optical absorption and carrier leakage is demonstrated in that

over compensating for optical absorption can enhance carrier leakage and vice-

versa. It was further demonstrated that the carrier leakage places the ultimate

limit on the thermal performance for this entire class of devices. The analysis

presented in this chapter yields useful design optimization strategies for mitigat-

ing the impact of carrier leakage thereby enhancing the performance of 850 nm,

high-speed VCSELs.

Chapter 8 summarizes the main results and conclusions of the work presented

in this thesis. Possible avenues for extending the work presented in this thesis are

also discussed.

Appendix A provides a brief overview of the Optiwave Optisystem 6.0 software.

This commercial software was used the for numerical simulation of the MTR. This

tutorial will focus on the capabilities of this software as applied to the research

presented in Chapter 2. Appendix B provides a brief tutorial on gain-switching in

semiconductor lasers. A brief theoretical background together with experimental

optimization of gain-switched pulses is presented. Finally, Appendix C presents

the experimental setup for generation and optimization of 10 Gb/s non-return-to-

zero (NRZ) and RZ OOK signals used in 10 Gb/s L-Band wavelength conversion

experiments.
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2 Dispersion Optimization in

2R Regenerators

2.1 Introduction

In section 1.2, the 2R regenerator based on SPM-induced spectral broadening,

followed by spectrally offset filtering, also known as the MTR, was briefly intro-

duced. While the basic topology of this device is quite simple, leveraging this

simple topology to achieve practical all-optical signal regeneration involves op-

timization of various parameters associated with this device. There have been

several studies that have focused on the optimization of SPM-based 2R regener-

ator parameters. For example, optimization on the basis of soliton number [17],

followed by the proof of principle experiment, demonstrated the dependence of the

Q-factor improvement on input parameters such as the peak input power, fiber

dispersion and pulse width. Numerical simulations for MTRs have been used to

deduce scaling rules [18] and to show how its performance depends on the device

and signal parameters [19].

In spite of these studies, much less attention has been paid to the role played

by the HNLF dispersion in optimizing the regenerator performance. It has been

commented that fiber dispersion affects the launched input power needed for op-

timum regeneration [17]. It has also been claimed that high normal dispersion
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Figure 2.1: Components of an MTR. Noise in the output signal is reduced when

the signal spectrum, broadened nonlinearly inside the HNLF, is filtered by an

OBPF that is spectrally offset by δλ0.

of the HNLF improves the regenerative capability of an MTR [22]. In another

study [20], spectral offset of the output OBPF for a given value of pulse width has

been optimized as function of the accumulated dispersion and maximum nonlinear

phase shift. However none of the studies have focussed on optimization of HNLF

dispersion and the resulting impact on MTR performance.

In this chapter, the results from numerical investigation into the role of HNLF

dispersion in optimizing the performance of an MTR are presented. In particular,

it is demonstrated how the magnitude of fiber dispersion affects the shape of

transfer function and the operating point of an MTR. Based on this numerical

work, some design rules that should prove useful in reducing the input power

required for 2R regeneration are proposed.

2.2 Details of the Numerical Scheme

The schematic of a single-stage MTR, first proposed in [13], is shown in Fig. 2.1.

It employs a high power EDFA to boost the peak power of the incoming noisy

signal to the power level (denoted by P0) that is high enough to cause spectral

broadening through SPM. The amplified signal is first passed through an ASE

rejection filter that rejects the out-of-band ASE noise added by the high power
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EDFA. The ASE filter is centered at the signal wavelength (λ0). The bandwidth of

the filter is chosen to be wider than the signal bandwidth [16]. The filtered signal is

then injected into the HNLF where it experiences SPM and its spectrum broadens

considerably. The HNLF is characterized by its length L, loss α, dispersion D, and

the nonlinear parameter γ. The OBPF placed after the HNLF is offset from the

signal wavelength λ0 by a certain amount δλ0 so that it lets pass only a slice of the

signal spectrum. The bandwidth of the output OBPF sets the output pulse width

and needs to be optimized in practice. The filtered signal is a cleaned up version

of the input with reduced noise, but it is offset from the original wavelength by

an amount δλ0.

The propagation of the optical signal through the HNLF is governed by the

well-known nonlinear schrödinger Eq. [34]:

∂A(z, t)

∂z
+
iβ2

2

∂2A(z, t)

∂t2
= iγ|A(z, t)|2A(z, t)− α

2
A(z, t), (2.1)

where A(z, t) is the complex amplitude of the optical signal, β2 is the second order

dispersion parameter, γ is the nonlinear coefficient and α is the fiber propagation

loss. In the absence of the dispersive effects, Eq. (2.1) can be solved analytically.

The result shows that the optical power, |A(z, t)|2, decays as exp(−αz) because

of propagation losses, while the nonlinear phase shift induced by SPM is given

by [4]:

φ(L, t) = γ

∫ L

0

|A(z, t)|2dz. (2.2)

A parameter that plays a crucial role for the MTR operation is the maximum

nonlinear phase shift, φ0, occurring at the center of the pulse where the optical

power is at its maximum. This parameter is defined in Eq. (1.2) and governs the

extent of spectral broadening experienced by the optical signal inside the HNLF.

In the presence of dispersive effects, the spectral broadening inside HNLF depends

both on the nonlinear and dispersion parameters. Since Eq. (1.5) cannot be solved

analytically in this case, it is numerically solved using the well known split-step
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Figure 2.2: Setup used for simulating numerically the operation of an MTR.

fourier method [4]. The nonlinear phase rotation method [150] is used for the

required step size estimation.

The numerical simulations in this chapter are carried out for a 40 Gb/s signal,

in the form of a RZ-OOK bit stream, with the OptiSystem software (supplied by

Optiwave). An overview and a brief tutorial for this commercial software and its

capabilities is provided in Appendix A. Figure 2.2 shows the block diagram used

for numerical simulations. The CW laser and the data encoder create the data

in the form of a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) consisting of 64 bits. Each

“1” bit contains a Gaussian pulse with a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of

7.5 ps (a 30% duty cycle) at a carrier wavelength of 1550 nm. A white noise source

adds broadband noise to the incoming RZ signal to simulate the degradation of

the Q-factor associated with the bit stream. This approach is similar to that used

in [16]. The bandwidth of the input OBPF is adjusted to achieve the desired

Q-factor degradation. This filter is a fourth order super gaussian filter with a

bandwidth of 1.33 nm. The EDFA NF is 5.5 dB. The ASE rejection filter shown

in Fig. 2.2 is identical to the OBPF used before the EDFA and its role is to
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Table 2.1: HNLF Parameters for the Three MTR Configurations Analyzed for

Demonstration of the Scaling Rule

MTRs
L

(m)

γ

(W−1/km)

α

(dB/km)

D

(ps/nm/km)

MTR 1 1500 5 1 -2

MTR 2 150 50 10 -20

MTR 3 15 500 100 -200

suppress the ASE noise over the passband of the output OBPF [16]. The output

OBPF selects a part of optical spectrum at the HNLF output. It is chosen to be

a first-order Bessel filter with a spectral width of 0.47 nm and a spectral offset of

0.6 nm. The filtered optical bit stream is converted into an electrical bit stream

using a detector, followed with a low-pass electrical Bessel filter with a cut off

frequency of 30 GHz. The resulting electrical signal is used to calculate the Q-

factor of the regenerated optical bit-stream.

2.3 Role of Dispersion and the Resulting Scaling

Rule

In this section, the performance of an MTR is analyzed by considering the in-

terplay between the dispersive and nonlinear effects taking place simultaneously

inside the HNLF. Further, a simple design scaling rule is deduced. In practice, as

discussed in the previous section, the HNLF length can vary from a few meters

to a few kilometers, depending on the fiber design and material used to fabricate

the HNLF. In particular, the required length is much smaller for non-silica glass

and/or micro-structured fibers because the nonlinear parameter γ is much larger
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for them (Chapter 1). With this in mind, three different types of HNLFs with the

parameter values listed in Table 2.1 are considered.

The choice of fiber parameters for the three HNLFs requires some thought.

Through extensive simulations, it was discovered that the combined effects of dis-

persion and nonlinearity on the MTR performance depend on the ratio between ac-

cumulated dispersion and maximum nonlinear phase shift defined as S = |DL|/φ0,

or

S =
|DL|
γP0Leff

, (2.3)

For this reason, the HNLF dispersion D, nonlinear parameter γ, length L and

propagation loss α, in Table 2.1 are scaled by the same factor such that the

product DL and φ0, given by Eq. (1.2), remain the same for all the three fibers

at a fixed value of the peak power P0. For the three HNLFs, the new scaling ratio

has a value of S ≈ 0.46 ps/km when P0 = 1 W and scales inversely with P0.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scaling rule, the performance

of the three MTRs listed in Table 2.1 has been analyzed by varying the average

input power Pin of the 40 Gb/s bit stream from 0 to 500 mW. The corresponding

peak power P0 of the 7.5 ps Gaussian input pulses was varied between 0 to 3 W.

The amount of noise added by the white noise source was controlled to set the

input value Qin of the Q-factor to 13. For each value of Pin, the average output

power Pout at the output of the MTR is obtained and also the output Q-factor is

calculated. The improvement in the Q-factor is quantified by the ratio:

∆Q = 10 log(Qout/Qin). (2.4)

Figure 2.3(a) shows ∆Q as a function of Pin for the three MTRs listed in Ta-

ble 2.1. The power transfer functions for the three MTRs are shown in Fig. 2.3(b).

In each case, the three curves almost coincide and cannot be distinguished from

each other, indicating that the three MTRs behave in an identical manner in
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Figure 2.3: (a) Improvement in the Q-factor as a function of average input power

Pin and (b) the corresponding transfer function for three MTRs listed in Table 2.1.

spite of very different HNLFs used inside them. These results provide support for

the claim that the ratio between accumulated dispersion and maximum nonlinear

phase shift defined by S introduced in Eq. (2.3) sets the performance of an MTR

because it accounts for the interplay between the dispersive and nonlinear effects

in a balanced manner. Figure 2.3(a) shows that the maximum improvement in

the Q-factor occurs for an optimum value of Pin close to 320 mW (or an input

peak power P0 close to 2 W). The maximum nonlinear phase shift for this value is

φ0 ≈ 13 and exceeds 4π. Although, in the absence of dispersion, φ0 values of < 2π

are sufficient to operate an MTR, much larger values are needed when dispersive

effects are included. The extent of noise reduction realized at the optimum input
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Figure 2.4: Input and output eye diagrams for the 40 Gb/s RZ bit stream at the

power level corresponding to the peak in Fig. 2.3(a).

power level of 320 mW is evident from Fig. 2.4 where the input and output eye

diagrams for the 40 Gb/s RZ-OOK signals are shown.

One may wonder how sensitive the scaling rule proposed in this chapter is to

the deviations in the parameter values from those used for Fig. 2.3. It turns out

that the scaling rule is quite robust to such variations. As an example, Fig. 2.5(a)

shows ∆Q as a function of Qin for the three MTRs listed in Table 2.1. Even though

∆Q varies considerably with Qin, the three curves again coincide, indicating that

the three MTRs behave identically. A rapid decrease in ∆Q for Qin values below

6 shows that an MTR becomes less effective if the input bit stream becomes too

degraded. A similar behavior has been observed in earlier studies [19].

Next question is how much the performance of a regenerator changes when D

deviates from its value listed in Table 2.1. The magnitude of the relative change

in the D parameter is quantified by a dimensionless ratio defined as:

δ = (D′ −D)/D. (2.5)

where D′ is the modified value of D. Figure 2.5(b) shows how ∆Q varies with δ in

the range −0.5 < δ < 0.5. The input average power was kept fixed at 320 mW, a

value that corresponds to the peak in Fig. 2.3(a). As one may expect, ∆Q changes
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Figure 2.5: Improvement in the Q-factor (a) as a function of Qin and (b) as a

function of δ for three MTRs listed in Table 2.1.

when the dispersion of the HNLF deviates from its original value. However, it

was found that the Q-factor can be improved even beyond the peak value seen

in Fig. 2.3(a) if the dispersion is lowered by about 10% compared to the values

of D listed in Table 2.1. It appears that there exists an optimum value of D for

a given value of the nonlinear parameter associated with the HNLF. Note also

that the three curves again coincide in Fig. 2.5(b), indicating that the scaling rule

works even when D changes. The reason is because a change in the value of D

just amounts to changing the value of the scaled parameter S when all the other

parameters are kept fixed.
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Table 2.2: Parameters for the Four MTR Configurations with Different HNLFs

MTRs D δλo Optimum S

(ps/nm/km) (nm) P0 (W) (ps/nm)

MTR 4 -12 0.61 3.0 0.206

MTR 5 -6 0.61 2.1 0.160

MTR 6 -4 0.37 1.2 0.171

MTR 7 -2 0.37 1.1 0.0935

2.4 Impact of Large Dispersion Variations

A design question that must be asked is how important is the role of dispersion

in realizing optimum performance of an MTR. As mentioned earlier, it has been

claimed that high normal dispersion of the HNLF improves the regenerative capa-

bility of an MTR [22], but this claim is based on the use of a short length HNLF

with a relatively high value of γ. With the introduction of the scaling parameter

S, it is evident that large D is required for fibers with high γ to maintain the

same value of S. The question then arises: What is the optimum value of S for

an MTR? This question is answered by considering MTRs with different values

of S and evaluating numerically their relative regenerative capabilities.

Table 2.2 summarizes the parameter values for four different MTRs that are

employed for this purpose. In particular, the values of the nonlinear parameter

(γ = 20 W−1/km) , fiber propagation loss (α = 1 dB/km), and the fiber length

(L = 250 m) are kept constant but D is varied from −2 to −12 ps/nm/km. The

value of Qin is set at 13 for the results discussed in this section. The wavelength
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Figure 2.6: Characteristic power transfer function shapes of a MTR [18]

offset for the output filter was optimized for each configuration and its optimum

value is listed in Table 2.2.

Authors of [18] have employed the shape of the power transfer function as a

predictive measure of the regenerative capacity of an MTR. In particular, they

classify different MTRs as type A, B or C depending on whether the output

power evolves with the input power in a non-monotonic, locally flat, or monotonic

fashion, respectively. These shapes are demonstrated in Fig. 2.6. Among these,

type B is found to be the most effective as it tends to equalize the peak power

of various “1” bits. Figure 2.7(a) displays the power transfer functions for the

four MTRs listed in Table 2.2. From the shape of the curves, it can be concluded

that MTR 4 with D = −12 ps/nm/km is of type C, while the other three have a

locally flat region and are type B. However, these curves do not provide sufficient

guidance to let one decide which MTR is the best among the last three, and at

what input power level each one should be operated. To answer these questions,

the extent of noise reduction through the improvement in the Q-factor has to be

considered.

Figure 2.7(b) shows the extent of the Q-factor improvement (∆Q) as a function
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Figure 2.7: (a) Power transfer functions, (b) ∆Q as a function of average input

power for the four MTRs listed in Table 2.2.

of average input power Pin for the four MTRs listed in Table 2.2. In each case,

∆Q peaks at a certain input power, indicating that the noise reduction is largest

at that power; these values and the resulting values of the scaling parameter S

are listed in Table 2.2. Since the peak value of ∆Q is different for different MTRs,

it provides some guidance in picking the best configuration. Another practical

matter that is often relevant must be considered. In practice, it is desirable that

an MTR works at relatively low power levels over as wide range of input powers as

possible. The operating range of an MTR is defined as the range of Pin for which

∆Q exceeds 2 dB. As seen in Fig. 2.7(b), the required input power is reduced

with decreasing D, but the working range of MTR is also reduced. Thus, a lower
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value of D allows one to operate at a lower power level, but only at the expense

of a reduced operating range and reduced performance because ∆Q is also low-

ered. In contrast, a higher value of D provides a larger value of ∆Q and wider

operating range, but the required input power is also considerably larger. Clearly,

a trade-off exists between the HNLF dispersion, regenerator performance and the

average input power required for signal-regeneration. If input power level is not of

much concern, HNLFs with large dispersion provide the best performance. How-

ever, comparing MTR configurations 4 and 5, it can be seen that through careful

dispersion optimization, a significant reduction (upto 30%) in input optical power

required for optimum signal regeneration can be achieved without significantly

altering the MTR performance.

The sensitivity of the preceding conclusion to deviations in the parameter

values from those used for Fig. 2.7 is of interest and hence is also investigated.

Figure 2.8(a) shows ∆Q as a function of Qin for the the four MTRs listed in

Table 2.2. Even though ∆Q varies considerably with Qin, the four curves display

similar qualitative features. In particular, a rapid decrease in ∆Q for Qin values

below 6 shows that an MTR becomes less effective if the input bit stream becomes

too degraded. It should be noticed again that the MTR with the largest value of

D displays the best performance over a wider range of Qin. Finally, Fig. 2.8(b)

shows the improvement in the Q-factor as a function of variations in the D value

from the value listed in Table 2.2. The most noteworthy feature of this Fig. is

that MTRs with smaller values of D are much more tolerant to variations in the

value of the dispersion parameter. This could be attributed to the fact that the

value of S is lower for MTRs with lower values of D (see Table 2.2). Note that

the nonlinear phase shift due to SPM and the extent of spectral broadening is also

reduced in this case because of the reduced input power at the operating point.
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Figure 2.8: Improvement in the Q-factor (a) as a function of Qin and (b) as a

function of δ for the four MTRs listed in Table 2.2. The peak powers correspond

to optimum P0 in Table 2.2.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, numerical investigation into the role of fiber dispersion in im-

proving the regenerative capability of an MTR operating at 40 Gb/s is presented.

This investigation was carried out by studying several different MTR configura-

tions. The focus of this work was on studying the impact of interplay between

the dispersive and nonlinear effects that occur simultaneously inside the HNLF

used to make the MTR. By considering the extent of improvement in the Q-factor

(related to level of noise reduction in the 40 Gb/s RZ-OOK bit stream), it was
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concluded that a single scaled parameter S, defined in Eq. (2.3) and representing

the ratio of accumulated dispersion to the maximum nonlinear phase shift, can be

used to predict the performance of MTRs making use of fibers with very different

lengths, dispersion, and nonlinear parameters.

Optimization of the value of this scaling parameter was carried out by varying

the dispersion over a wide range of values for a 250 m long fiber while keeping

the HNLF FOM (γLeff) constant. The simulation results demonstrate that the

fiber dispersion plays an important role and needs to be optimized in practice. In

general, MTRs with larger fiber dispersion perform better but require higher input

powers. Careful optimization of the HNLF dispersion can reduce the input peak

powers by upto 30 % without significant degradation of MTR performance. The

impact of fluctuations in dispersion from their nominal value was investigated and

it was found that their impact is much less severe for MTRs designed to operate

at a smaller value of S.
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3 Theoretical Framework for

Fast Carrier-Lifetime SOAs

3.1 Theoretical Framework

In this section, a simple yet physically accurate numerical model is developed to

study the effects of high internal ASE on the nonlinear effects in SOAs. The

experimental verification of the simulation results discussed in this chapter will

be presented in the subsequent chapters.

3.1.1 Propagation of Optical Fields in SOAs

When an optical signal is launched into a SOA, its amplitude and phase change

because of the gain provided by the SOA and the associated changes in the refrac-

tive index. To describe this process, the model developed in Ref. [93] is adopted

and the signal’s electric field is written in the form:

E(r, t) = Re[x̂F (x, y)A(z, t)ei(β0z−ω0t)], (3.1)

where x̂ is the polarization unit vector, F (x, y) is the transverse optical mode

distribution, A(z, t) is the complex amplitude, ω0 is angular carrier frequency,

and β0 = n̄ω0/c is the propagation constant of the optical mode with the effective

index n̄, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
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As discussed in Ref. [93], the signal amplitude evolves inside the SOA as:

∂A

∂z
+

1

vg

∂A

∂t
=
g(z, t)

2
(1− iα)A, (3.2)

where vg is the group velocity, g(z, t) is the SOA gain, and α is the linewidth

enhancement factor responsible for changes in the mode index with changes in

the carrier density. The temporal evolution of carrier density satisfies a rate

equation of the form [94]:

∂N

∂t
=

I

qV
− N

τc
− g(N)

h̄ω0

|A|2, (3.3)

where V is the active volume and τc is the carrier lifetime. The injection of current

into an SOA creates electrons and holes, the density N of which provides optical

gain as g(z, t) = Γa(N − N0), where Γ is the mode confinement factor, a is a

material parameter (referred to as the gain cross section), and N0 is the value of

carrier density at which the SOA becomes transparent. The rate Eq. (3.3) can be

used to obtain the following Eq. for the optical gain g(z, t) [93]:

∂g

∂t
=
g0 − g
τc

− g|A|2

Esat

, (3.4)

where Esat = h̄ω0σ/a is the saturation energy, σ is the mode cross section, and

the unsaturated gain g0 depends on the injected current I as:

g0(I) = ΓaN0(I/I0 − 1), (3.5)

where I0 = qV N0/τc0 is the current required for transparency and τc0 is the carrier

lifetime at N = N0.

3.1.2 Approximate Model for ASE

In modern SOAs designed for ultrafast gain recovery, ASE becomes large enough

at high injection currents that it can itself saturate the SOA gain, and the Eqs.
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governing the propagation of optical fields in an SOA should be adapted to incor-

porate the effects of ASE. A general theory should consider the amplification of

the spontaneous emission in both the forward and the backward directions over

the entire SOA gain bandwidth. Because of the stochastic nature of ASE, such a

theory is quite complicated. For the purpose of studying the nonlinear effects in

these devices, a simple approach is adopted by ignoring the random nature of the

amplified signal and treat A(z, t) as the average signal amplitude. However, the

ASE induced gain saturation is taken into account by replacing |A|2 in Eq. (3.4)

with |A|2 +PASE, where PASE = Pf +Pb represents the sum of ASE powers in the

forward and backward directions. The resulting modified gain Eq. can be written

as:
∂g

∂t
=
g0 − g
τc

− g(|A|2 + PASE)

Esat

. (3.6)

Even though Pf and Pb change considerably along the SOA length because of

exponential amplification of spontaneous emission, their sum is relatively constant.

The following analysis is simplified by treating PASE as a constant whose value

depends only on the current I injected into the SOA.

The total ASE power can be quantified by studying the amplification of CW

optical fields in the SOA. For the case of CW signal injected in the SOA, it is

assumed that the input power Pin is injected into the device. Using A(z) =
√
Peiφ

in Eq. 3.2, the CW signal power, P , and phase, φ satisfy:

dP

dz
= g(z)P,

dφ

dz
= −α

2
g(z). (3.7)

Setting the time derivative to zero in Eq. (3.6), the signal power P (z) is found to

depend on PASE as:
dP

dz
=

g0(I)P

1 + (P + PASE)/Psat

, (3.8)

where the saturation power Psat is defined as [93]:

Psat =
Esat

τc
=
h̄ω0σ

aτc
. (3.9)
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Table 3.1: Manufacturer’s Optical Specifications of the SOA at 500 mA

Parameter Value

Small signal gain 30 dB

Saturated output power 12.5 dBm

Wavelength of the gain peak 1570 nm

Saturated gain recovery time (1/e) 10 ps

3-dB bandwidth of the gain spectrum 35 nm

In the small-signal regime, SOA gain is saturated only by PASE. Equation

(3.8) can then be integrated easily to obtain G(I) = Pout/Pin, where Pout = P (L)

and L is the SOA length. The final result is given by:

G(I) = exp

(
g0(I)L

1 + PASE/Psat

)
, (3.10)

where both PASE(N) and Psat(N) also depend on I because the carrier density N

changes with I. The expression for the CW amplification factor G(I) [Eq. (3.10)]

is fitted to the measurements to extract the variation of PASE with drive current.

This process, applied to the highly nonlinear SOA used in the experimental work

presented in this thesis, is described next.

3.1.3 CW Small Signal Gain Measurements

Figure 3.1(a) shows the experimental setup used for measuring the small signal

gain of a weak CW signal as a function of drive current using a commercial

SOA (CIP [Center for Integrated Photonics] Technologies, model SOA-XN-OEC-

1550). Table 3.1 shows the manufacturer’s specifications of this SOA used when

it amplifies a 1550 nm signal at 500 mA drive current. A 1594.4 nm signal with

2 µW power was launched to ensure that it does not saturate the SOA. The power
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Figure 3.1: (a) Experimental setup and (b) measured values of G(I) (dB) as a

function of drive current. The solid line corresponds to the best estimate of D

from the experimental data (circles).

of the amplified signal was measured after passing it through an OBPF with a 3

dB bandwidth of 1 nm to reject the out of band portion of the ASE.

The symbols in Fig. 3.1(b) show the measured values of logG as a function of

drive current I. The coupling and other losses are included by adding 2 dB to the

fiber-to-fiber gain values measured in the experiment. It is evident from this Fig.

that the CW signal is amplified exponentially (or linearly on the semilog plot) for

currents of up to about 100 mA, but this exponential growth is reduced dramat-

ically at higher currents. This behavior is because of gain saturation induced by

the increasing ASE.

To fit the expression of amplification factor to the experimental data [Eq. (3.10)],

the low current regime [I <60 mA] is considered. The time derivative is set to
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zero in Eq. (3.3), the last term is neglected, N at a given value of I is calculated

by solving:
I

qV
=
N

τc
, (3.11)

where the carrier lifetime, τc [Eq. (1.5)], itself depends on N . Combining Eqs.

(3.11) and (1.5), the carrier density N , at a drive current I, is the real and

positive root of the cubic polynomial P (N) which can be written as:

P (N) = CaN
3 +BspN

2 + AnrN −
I

qV
(3.12)

The dimensionless constant ΓaN0L and transparency current I0 in Eq. (3.5)

are uniquely determined from the experimental data by using the gain values

at low drive currents, at which ASE can be neglected. They are found to be 7

and 30 mA respectively. For the device under consideration, L = 1 mm. Using

the assumed parameter values from table 3.2, the values listed in table 3.3 are

deduced.

Table 3.2: Assumed Parameter Values for the SPM Simulations

Parameter Our value Typical values

Γ 0.4 0.3–0.7

a (m2) 10.5× 10−20 2.5–4.5×10−20

Anr (s−1) 3.9× 109 0.1–4.5×109

Bsp (m3/s) 8.5× 10−16 1–9×10−16

Ca (m6/s) 3.3× 10−40 1–97×10−40

Considering the ASE-saturated regime in Fig. 3.1(b), it can be seen that the

ASE power also depends on the carrier density N . It is important to note that

since the spontaneous emission noise increases linearly with injected carrier density

N and optical gain also increases linearly with N , (g(z, t) = Γa(N − N0)), the
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Table 3.3: Deduced Parameter Values for the SPM Simulations

Parameter Description Deduced value

No (m−3) Transparency carrier density 1.64×1023

V (m3) Active volume 2.83×10−16

σ (m2) Mode cross–section 7.07×10−13

Esat (pJ) Saturation energy 0.824

product of the two, i.e. the amplified spontaneous emission noise or ASE power is

expected to scale as N2, where both electron and hole densities are proportional

to N [94]. The total ASE power can therefore be written as:

PASE = DN2. (3.13)

where D is a constant of proportionality.

The procedure outlined above allows us to calculate PASE(N) and Psat(N), and

consequently G(I), at any drive current. The value of D was estimated by using

it as a fitting parameter for the experimental data shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Its value

was found to be 2.32 × 10−50 m6W. Table 3.2 shows the values of parameters

used for curve fitting together with typical values employed in the literature for

different SOAs [94,96,101,106,108,109,113,151–153]. As seen there, the value of

a is larger for the SOA, resulting in a smaller value of N0 at the same optical gain.

3.1.4 SOA Gain and Gain Recovery

In this section, the numerical model is used to study how the gain recovery time

is shortened at high drive currents by increasing the ASE. Although pump-probe

measurements are often performed to measure gain recovery time, here the objec-

tive is to deduce it from the CW data in Fig. 3.1.
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For this purpose, Eq. (3.6) can be rewritten as:

∂g

∂t
=
g0

τc
− g

τeff

− g|A|2

Esat

, (3.14)

where the effective gain recovery time is defined as:

1

τeff

=
1

τc
+

1

τASE

, (3.15)

and the ASE-related recombination time can be written as:

1

τASE

=
PASE

Esat

=
DN2

Esat

= DspN
2, (3.16)

Using Eqs. (1.5), (3.15) and (3.16), τeff can be written in the form:

1

τeff

= Anr +BspN + (Ca +Dsp)N
2. (3.17)

This relation shows that the ASE contribution has the same functional de-

pendence on N as the Auger contribution and can be included in practice by

increasing the value of the Auger parameter Ca. Using the calculated value of

Esat, Dsp is found to be 2.75 × 10−38 m6/s. Comparing the value of Dsp to the

value of Ca in Table 3.2, it can be seen that the ASE contribution to τeff for this

SOA exceeds the Auger contribution by a factor of 83. Clearly, the presence of

ASE shortens the gain recovery time drastically.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the calculated values of of PASE and Psat as a function of

drive current together with the experimental measurements of PASE on the same

SOA used for Fig. 3.1. For I < 70 mA, PASE < Psat, which justifies the assumption

that the ASE effects are small at low drive currents. The experimental measure-

ments of PASE were carried out by recording the ASE spectrum with an optical

spectrum analyzer (OSA) at various drive currents. The ASE spectrum had a 20

dB bandwidth of over 50 nm and its peak shifted towards shorter wavelengths

with increasing drive currents. The power data in Fig. 3.2(a) was obtained from

spectral data by integrating over the entire bandwidth and assuming constant
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Figure 3.2: Calculated values of (a) PASE and Psat, and (b) τeff as a function

of drive current for the SOA used to obtain the data in Fig. 3.1. Experimental

measurements of PASE are shown as circles.

coupling losses and IL. Because of a wide ASE spectrum and wavelength depen-

dence of losses associated with some of the components being used, the power

data has an uncertainty of about 10% when converted to internal ASE power.

With this in mind, the agreement with the model is reasonable at drive currents

of up to 400 mA. Larger deviations at higher currents are due to the saturation

of the ASE itself. This is due to the saturation of the SOA gain, a second order

effect not included in the numerical model.

Figure 3.2(b) shows the calculated values of τeff as a function of drive current.

At low drive currents, the ASE contribution is negligible, and the SOA has an
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approximate gain recovery time of 200 ps (τeff = τc). As current increases, ASE

builds up, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a), and it leads to a monotonic reduction in the

value of τeff , resulting in a value of about 10 ps at I = 0.5 A. This behavior is

in agreement with previous studies on this kind of SOAs [89,108] and also agrees

with the quoted value of 9 ps at I = 0.5 A for this particular device.

3.2 Self-Phase Modulation

In this section, the numerical model developed in the previous section is used

to study the impact of gain dynamics induced by ASE on SPM–induced spectral

broadening suffered by picosecond optical pulses propagating in the SOA.

3.2.1 Modified Equations

To study the SPM suffered by the optical pulses in the presence of ASE, it is useful

to rewrite the amplitude [Eq. (3.2)] in a frame moving with the pulse. Introducing

the reduced time as τ = t− z/vg together with A =
√
Peiφ in Eq. (3.2), the signal

power P (z, τ) and the phase φ(z, τ) are found to satisfy [93]:

∂P

∂z
= g(z, τ)P,

∂φ

∂z
= −α

2
g(z, τ). (3.18)

These Eqs. look similar to their CW part in Eq. (3.7) except that all variables

depend on the time τ implicitly. They can be integrated over the SOA length L

to obtain:

Pout(τ) = Pin(τ) exp[h(τ)], φnl(τ) = −α
2
h(τ), (3.19)

where h(τ) = lnG(τ) =
∫ L

0
g(z, τ)dz represents the integrated gain at time τ ,

Pin(τ) represents the power profile of the input pulse, Pout(τ) represents the power

profile of the output pulse, and the nonlinear phase shift due to SPM is defined

as φnl(τ) = φ(L, τ)− φ(0, τ).
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An Eq. for h(τ) is obtained by integrating the gain [Eq. (3.14)] over the SOA

length [93]. The result can be written as:

dh

dτ
=
g0L

τc
− h

τeff
− Pin(τ)

Esat

(eh − 1). (3.20)

Once this Eq. is integrated numerically, both the power and phase profiles of the

amplified pulse are calculated. The frequency chirp ∆ν0 imposed on the pulse is

related to the nonlinear phase as [93]:

2π∆ν0 = −dφnl/dτ (3.21)

Using φnl(τ) from Eq. (3.19), the chirp is given by

∆ν0(τ) =
α

4π

dh

dτ
, (3.22)

where dh/dτ is obtained from Eq. (3.20). It is important to note that the signif-

icant modification in the above set of Eqs. comes in Eq. (3.20) where the term

h
τc

, in the absence of ASE [93] is replaced by h
τeff

, in the presence of ASE. Next,

the impact of gain saturation and gain recovery acceleration due to ASE on the

phase and the chirp profiles of optical pulses will be investigated.

3.2.2 Nonlinear Phase and Chirp

SPM is employed for many all-optical signal processing applications including

wavelength conversion [27], pulse compression [85], channel multiplexing or de-

multiplexing [81, 82], and bit-level logic [100]. The nonlinear phase shift and the

resulting chirp imposed on the optical pulses is extremely important for such

SOA-based applications.

To illustrate the impact of ASE on the nonlinear phase and the frequency

chirp, a 20 ps FWHM Gaussian input pulse is considered with the power profile

P (t) = P0 exp(−t2/τ 2
p ). When the FWHM is 20 ps, the parameter τp ≈ 12 ps. We

assume that the input pulse energy corresponds to Ein/Esat = 0.3. The linewidth
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Figure 3.3: (a) Nonlinear phase shift and (b) frequency chirp induced on a 20 ps

wide Gaussian pulse by an SOA with large ASE. Dashed lines show the case for

which ASE is negligible. The double arrows indicate the maximum value of the

nonlinear phase shift and red and blue chirp for both the cases.

enhancement factor α is taken to be 5. The SOA is operated at I = 0.5 A at which

the small signal CW amplification factor corresponds to G = e7.8 = 33.9 dB in

Fig. 3.1(a). The solid curves in Fig. 3.3 show the temporal profiles for the nonlinear

phase shift φnl(τ) and for the chirp ∆ν0(τ) using τeff = 10 ps, the value deduced

in the previous subsection. For comparison, the dashed lines show the case of an

SOA with negligible ASE by using τeff = τc = 200 ps. Clearly, ASE affects the

SPM process considerably, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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When the ASE effects are negligible, the proposed numerical model reduces

to that of ref [93] because the pulse width is a small fraction of the gain recovery

time of 200 ps. The nonlinear phase shows a rapid increase as the leading edge of

the pulse saturates the SOA gain, and a reduction in the carrier density increases

the mode index. Since the gain cannot recover much over the pulse duration, the

nonlinear phase saturates with only slight reduction in the trailing part of the

pulse. The situation changes considerably when ASE reduces the gain recovery

time to 10 ps. Now, the saturated gain can recover within the pulse duration. As

a result, the carrier density begins to increase in the trailing region of the pulse.

The resulting decrease in the mode index then leads to a rapid decrease in the

pulse phase as well. The net result is that the phase profile becomes much more

symmetric and begins to mimic the shape of the amplified pulse. This is precisely

what occurs in the case of optical fibers, the nonlinearity of which responds to

femtosecond time scale [56]. The fiber-like features of SPM in SOAs is poten-

tially attractive for designing SOA-based devices such as all-optical regenerators

and switches. The nonlinear phase shifts can also be used in an interferometric

configuration for ultrafast all-optical signal processing applications [97].

The chirp profiles in Fig. 3.3(b) show how the changes in the gain dynamics

due to ASE affect the frequency chirp imposed by the SPM on an amplifying

pulse. In the absence of ASE, the pulse experiences a red shift over its leading

edge but a negligible blue chirp is imposed on its trailing edge. In the presence of

ASE, the extent of red chirp is reduced slightly but there is a significant increase

in blue chirp due to the ASE-induced faster gain recovery. The net result is an

almost linear chirp across the center part of the pulse, a behavior similar to that

occurring in optical fibers [56]. This linear chirp is very attractive for compressing

the amplified pulse [34]. It is worth noting that the required peak power of pulses

is smaller by a factor of 1000 or more when SOAs are compared with HNLFs.
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Figure 3.4: Output pulse shapes (a) at low drive currents (r ≤ 0.13) and (b) high

drive currents (0.3 < r < 1.1)

.

3.2.3 Pulse Shapes and Spectra

Changes induced by ASE in the frequency chirp also affects the spectrum of the

amplified pulse. In this section, the variation of the shapes and the spectra of the

output pulses at different drive currents is studied. Since the gain recovery time

τeff is reduced with the increasing currents, a dimensionless parameter r as the

ratio r = τp/τeff is introduced. For a constant input pulse width, r increases with

increasing drive current.
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The output pulse shape is obtained from Eq. (3.18), and the corresponding

results for different values of r (or I) are shown in Fig. 3.4. All other parameters

are identical to those used for simulating the phase and chirp profiles. At low

drive currents below 100 mA (or r ≤ 0.13), ASE power is negligible, and the

gain recovery time is much longer than the pulse width, a situation similar to

that studied in Ref. [93]. As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the amplified pulse acquires an

asymmetric shape with a leading edge sharper than the trailing edge. This occurs

because the leading edge of the pulse experiences full gain, but gain is reduced

substantially near the trailing edge, because pulse’s leading part saturates the

SOA gain. However, at drive currents in the range 200 to 500 mA corresponding

to 0.3 < r < 1.1, increasing ASE power begins to saturate the gain and reduce

the gain recovery time, making it comparable to the pulse width at currents near

500 mA. As seen in Fig. 3.4(b), the pulse becomes more symmetric as the drive

current increases, with no visible changes near the leading edge of the pulse.

Physically, the gain begins to recover so quickly that the training edge begins to

experience as much gain as the leading edge of the pulse.

The pulse spectrum is obtained by taking the fourier transform of the output

field A(L, τ), and the results are shown in Fig. 3.5 for the drive currents ranging

from 40 to 500 mA and corresponding to 0.06 < r < 1.1. At low drive currents

of up to 100 mA (r < 0.13), output spectrum is highly asymmetric with most of

the pulse energy contained in the red-shifted spectral lobe. This kind of spectrum

is associated with the gain recovery time much longer than the pulse width [93].

At high drive currents seen in Fig. 3.5(b), with r in the range 0.3 to 1.1, the

energy is transferred from the red to the blue side of the pulse spectrum, and the

blue-shifted spectral lobes increase in amplitude progressively.

These changes in the pulse spectra can be understood in terms of a faster gain

recovery induced by increasing ASE. At low drive currents (r < 0.1), the trailing

part of the pulse does not experience much blue chirp [see Fig. 3.3], resulting in
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Figure 3.5: Output pulse spectrum (a) at relatively low drive currents (r ≤ 0.13)

and (b) at high drive currents (0.3 < r < 1.1)

.

an asymmetric red-shifted pulse spectrum. At drive currents beyond 200 mA,

ASE power becomes so large that the gain recovery time is reduced considerably.

This enhanced gain recovery imposes a blue chirp on the trailing part of the pulse

and increases spectral symmetry in the output spectrum. This situation is similar

to that occurring in optical fibers in which SPM is due to a quasi-instantaneous,

Kerr nonlinearity [56].
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3.3 Four-Wave Mixing

In this section, the modified numerical model developed in this chapter is extended

to numerically study the ASE-enhanced, interband FWM in SOAs. The impact

of pump-signal detuning, effective carrier lifetime (τeff) and pump power on FWM

CE is investigated.

3.3.1 Introduction to Interband and Intraband FWM

FWM in SOAs has been studied and used for wavelength conversion for almost 25

years and two mechanisms responsible for FWM in SOAs are known as interband

and intraband FWM [115]. Interband FWM requires carrier density modulation

involving electron-hole recombination at relatively high frequencies and is typically

limited by the carrier lifetime. This limits its usefulness to small wavelength

shifts of <0.1 nm [115, 154]. In contrast, intraband FWM involving modulation

of occupational probability within an energy band can respond on a time scale of

<1 ps and provides wavelength shifts larger than 10 nm [155–157]. For this reason,

intraband FWM has been used for practical implementation of WCs, even though

required pump powers exceed 10 mW and the CE is typically <10% [156–170].

The practical aspects of wavelength conversion for intraband FWM, such as

the impact of input pump and signal powers on the CE [156,157], and the resulting

OSNR of the converted signal [160,161], have been investigated both theoretically

and experimentally. Apart from the high input pump powers and a poor CE,

such WCs also operate over a limited range of signal powers, mainly because of

slow gain recovery in the SOAs [160]. An optical beam at a wavelength near the

transparency point of the SOA (called the assist or holding beam) with powers in

excess of 40 mW has been used to reduce the SOA gain recovery time to as low

as 60 ps [105] and to enhance the performance of the SOA-based WCs [166–168].
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Recently, commercial SOAs have become available the gain recovery time of

which can be reduced to close to 10 ps at high drive currents [88, 89, 108, 109,

171]. The physical mechanism behind fast gain recovery is related to saturation

of the SOA gain at high drive currents through ASE, together with a reduced

saturation energy realized by suitable doping of QWs. Such a small value of

the gain recovery time implies that these SOAs should exhibit interband FWM

with wavelength shifts >10 nm, provided that the pump does not become intense

enough to saturate the gain along the SOA length. Efficient FWM at high drive

currents was first reported in 1997 in a 1.5 mm long SOA [171]. More recently,

SOAs with ASE-enhanced gain recovery were used to observe efficient FWM at

small pump-signal detunings (0.02 nm or less) [172]. Simultaneous wavelength

conversion of two data channels has also been reported in a 2010 study [41]. In

this section the previously developed theoretical framework for SPM is extended

to study the ASE-assisted interband FWM.

3.3.2 Modified Equations for FWM in SOAs

The origin of interband FWM in the presence of ASE lies in the gain satura-

tion term in Eq. (3.14). More specifically, when a signal field at frequency ω1 is

launched together with the pump, the amplitude A contains three terms

A = A0 + A1 exp(−iΩt) + A2 exp(iΩt), (3.23)

where the subscripts 0, 1, and 2 stand for the pump, signal, and idler fields re-

spectively and Ω = ω1−ω0 represents pump-signal detuning. The idler frequency

ω2 = ω0 − Ω is generated such that the FWM condition 2ω0 = ω1 + ω2 is auto-

matically satisfied.

Because the total intensity |A|2 contains terms oscillating at the beat fre-

quency Ω, the gain is also modulated at this frequency, and the modified gain
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equation [Eq. (3.14)] has an approximate solution of the form:

g = ḡ + [∆g exp(−iΩt) + c.c], (3.24)

where the average gain ḡ is given by:

ḡ =
g0

r′ + (|A0|2 + |A1|2 + |A2|2)/Psat

, (3.25)

and the amplitude ∆g of gain modulations created by the beating of the pump

with the signal is given by:

∆g = − ḡ(A1A
∗
0 + A0A

∗
2)

Psat(r′ − iΩτc)
. (3.26)

In writing the preceding solution for the gain two parameters have been intro-

duced. These can be defined as:

r′ = τc/τeff , Psat = Esat/τc. (3.27)

The dimensionless parameter r′ ≥ 1 represents the factor by which the gain recov-

ery time is reduced by the ASE-induced gain saturation. For r′ = 1, Eqs. (3.25)

and (3.26) reduce to the standard solution for carrier density modulation discussed

in [115] in the absence of ASE. It can be seen from Eq. (3.25) that as the gain

recovery time is shortened, the small signal gain g0 is reduced by a factor of r′

because of gain saturation induced by ASE [90]. Fortunately, this reduction is

accompanied by a considerable enhancement of the bandwidth over which gain

modulations can occur. This is apparent from the presence of the factor r′ in

Eq. (3.26) and is the origin of large wavelength shifts that can be realized in such

SOAs through interband FWM.

The final step is to use Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) in Eq. (3.2) and separate the

oscillating and non-oscillating terms. In the CW case studied here, the time
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derivative in Eq. (3.2) can be dropped. The following are the three derived coupled

differential Eqs. for the pump, signal, and idler fields:

2
dA0

dz
= (1 + iα)[ḡA0 + (∆gA2 + ∆g∗A1)], (3.28)

2
dA1

dz
= (1 + iα)(ḡA1 + ∆gA0), (3.29)

2
dA2

dz
= (1 + iα)(ḡA2 + ∆g∗A0). (3.30)

Equations (3.28)–(3.30) can be solved analytically in the undepleted pump

approximation [157]. However, since the pump is amplified considerably inside the

SOAs operating at high currents, this approximation is not valid near the output

end. For this reason, the three coupled Eqs. are solved numerically. Further,

all pump depletion effects are also included. To further improve the numerical

accuracy, the saturation of the average gain ḡ in Eq. (3.25) is allowed by all three

optical fields. However, it is assumed that the wavelength dependence of the gain

and the α factor is negligible over the pump-signal detuning range of interest

(about 10 nm). These assumptions are reasonable for most SOAs [173,174]

The CE and the OSNR are the two critical FOMs for FWM-based WCs [25,

160,164]. They are defined as:

η = P2(L)/P1(0)), OSNR = P2(L)/Pn, (3.31)

where L is the SOA length, P1 = |A1(0)|2 is the input signal power, and P2 =

|A2(L)|2 is the output idler power. The noise power Pn used to define the OSNR

is obtained by using Pn = pnNBW , where pn is the noise spectral density and NBW

is the reference bandwidth. For telecommunication signals, OSNR is commonly

defined over a 0.1 nm noise bandwidth [99, 164]. Presently, since both pump

and probe are CW signals, for the sake of consistency, it is assumed that the

input signal power represents the average power of a WDM channel containing

RZ Gaussian pulses with a 50% duty cycle.
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Table 3.4: Parameter Values Used in the FWM Numerical Simulations

Parameter symbol Value

Device length L 1 mm

Gain cross section a 10.2× 10−20 m2

Linewidth enhancement factor α 3

Mode confinement factor Γ 0.47

Current at transparency I0 47.5 mA

Carrier density at transparency N0 2.7× 1023 m−3

Carrier lifetime at transparency τc 200 ps

Nonradiative recombination rate Anr 4.3× 109 s−1

Spontaneous recombination rate Bsp 4.7× 10−16 m3/s

Auger recombination coefficient Ca 2.0× 10−40 m6/s

Saturation energy Esat 0.7 pJ

3.3.3 Numerical Simulations

In this subsection, the results from the numerical simulations are presented. The

focus of these simulations is on calculating the CE η, using the device and input

parameters listed in Table 3.4 for a commercial SOA (CIP [Center for Integrated

Photonics] Technologies, model SOA-XN-OEC-1550) designed for high internal

ASE at high drive currents. The optical specifications of this device are sum-

marized in Table. 3.1. Using the procedure outlined in the previous subsection,

device parameters are estimated from the experimental measurements of the SOA

gain (under low input power conditions) as a function of drive current. The pa-

rameters listed in table 3.4 are calculated for 1575 nm pump wavelength. Further,
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the output OBPF used for measuring optical power [Fig. 3.1(a)], is the Alnair

Labs BVF-200, with its tunable bandwidth set to 0.1 nm. This filter has out-of-

band suppression in excess of 50 dB, which leads to much more efficient rejection

of out of band ASE. As a consequence the estimated device parameters are more

accurate compared to those derived for the SPM simulations. It is important to

note that the accuracy of the numerical model developed in this thesis for study-

ing ASE-mediated nonlinear effects is dependent on the quality of OBPF used

for the small signal gain measurements. The ASE power PASE, is assumed to be

constant all along the SOA length. The ASE power is calculated by using the

relation PASE = DN2 with D = 1.32× 10−50 m6W, a value deduced based on the

experimental measurements [90].

Figure 3.6(a) shows changes in η as a function of pump-signal detuning [∆λ =

(λ2
0/2πc)Ω] at three different drive currents for fixed input pump and signal powers

(0 and −25 dBm, respectively). As expected, η decreases rapidly with ∆λ at

any drive current. However, η increases by more than 20 dB, at any pump-signal

detuning, as the drive current is increased from 100 to 500 mA. This enhancement

of CE is due to the ASE-induced shortening of the gain recovery time. From a

practical standpoint, the important question is how large is the ∆λ range over

which the interband FWM can provide wavelength conversion with a net gain

(η > 0 dB). This range is only 0.3 nm at 100 mA but it increases to almost 7.5 nm

at 500 mA. Noting that the wavelength shift (WS) is 2∆λ, the model predicts

that the SOA can provide wavelength shifts of up to 15 nm when driven at high

current levels. Physical mechanism for the large improvement is a reduction of

the gain recovery time at high currents (or high ASE levels). If a 10% CE is

acceptable, wavelength shifts can exceed 25 nm. It is remarkable that this kind

of performance can be realized at a relatively low 1 mW pump power.

One may wonder whether higher pump powers would make the situation even

better because pump powers >10 mW are routinely used in the case of intraband
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Figure 3.6: Conversion Efficiency as a function of pump-signal detuning (a) at

three drive currents for 1 mW pump power and (b) at three input pump powers

at 500 mA drive current.

FWM [25, 169, 170]. It is, therefore, important to see the effect of input P0 on

interband FWM. In Fig. 3.6(b), η as a function of ∆λ is plotted for three input

pump powers while keeping the SOA drive current fixed at 500 mA and input

signal power at −25 dBm. As the pump power increases, the CE at any ∆λ

is actually reduced. This is somewhat counterintuitive but can be understood

by noting that, if the gain is saturated considerably by the pump, the impact

of ASE is reduced. Physically speaking, as the pump is amplified by the SOA,

its power increases and becomes comparable to the ASE power near the output
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SOA end. Gain saturation by such an intense pump decreases the ASE power,

which increases the gain recovery time and reduces the CE. This is the reason

why higher input pump powers should be avoided for WCs, making use of ASE-

induced gain saturation. This is not a limitation because the use of low pump

powers is desirable from the standpoint of low electrical power consumption for

telecommunication applications. Figure 3.6(b) shows that the pump power should

be kept below 1 mW to avoid pump-induced gain saturation. We will discuss

experimental optimization of pump and signal powers in Chapter 5.

To establish that the CE is indeed enhanced by the ASE-induced shortening

of the gain recovery time, the changes in the η as a function of τeff are studied. It

is assumed that the SOA has a carrier lifetime of 1000 ps and is biased to provide

a gain of 30 dB, both in the presence and absence of internal ASE (g0L = 6.908).

Figure 3.7 shows η, calculated numerically as a function of τeff for three values

of ∆λ. In all three cases, η improves dramatically as τeff becomes shorter. For

a relatively small detuning (∆λ = 0.1 nm), a net idler gain can be obtained for

τeff < 300 ps. This is consistent with the earlier results on nearly degenerate

FWM [115, 157]. However, for a large 10 nm detuning, η is below −30 dB if τeff
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exceeds 100 ps. This is the reason why interband FWM was not found to be

suitable for wavelength conversion. However, if τeff can be reduced to below 10 ps,

η > 1 can be realized even for ∆λ = 10 nm. These results clearly show how the

ASE-induced shortening of τeff can extend the usefulness of interband FWM for

wavelength conversion.

3.4 Conclusions

In this section, the impact of ASE on the nonlinear effects (SPM and FWM) in

SOAs is studied theoretically. The CW gain measurements were used along with a

detailed theoretical model to deduce how ASE shortens the effective gain recovery

time of the SOA under consideration to near 10 ps. The model assumed that

the total ASE power is constant along the length of the amplifier and increases

with the current injected into the SOA. A numerical model [175] incorporating the

changes with current in counter-propagating ASE spectral components is certainly

more accurate than the semi-analytical model proposed in this thesis. A more

quantitative comparison however is not possible because the work presented here

focuses on modeling recovery speed as function of drive current.

The current dependence of τeff and the SOA gain was incorporated into the

proposed model which was used to study the impact of ASE on the SPM induced

spectral broadening of picosecond pulses inside the SOA. It is demonstrated that

a shorter gain recovery time affects the SPM induced spectral broadening in sev-

eral ways. The SPM induced nonlinear phase shift becomes more symmetric and

consequently, frequency chirp becomes much more linear across the pulse. These

features are attractive for designing SOA-based, all-optical signal processing de-

vices such as WCs, regenerators, and switches.

The shape and spectrum of the optical pulses were calculated over a range of

drive currents to study how they change with shortening of the gain recovery time.
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The pulse shape becomes much more symmetric at high drive currents because a

reduction in the value of τeff causes the gain to recover fast enough that both the

leading and trailing edge of the pulse experience nearly the same dynamic gain

profile. For the same reason, the output spectrum becomes more symmetric and

resembles that obtained in the case in optical fibers where SPM occurs due to a

nearly instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity.

The numerical model developed in this chapter was extended to study inter-

band FWM in SOAs driven at currents high enough that ASE itself begins to

saturate the SOA gain. Across a broad range of wavelength shifts (as large as

20 nm), an increase in the CE of over 20 dB is observed, as the SOA current was

increased from 100 to 500 mA. The impact of pump-power, pump-signal detuning

and τeff on FWM CE is investigated. A trade-off between average device gain ḡ

and the bandwidth of gain-modulations, mediated by a dimensionless parameter

r′ = τc/τeff , is demonstrated. The increase in pump-signal detuning over which

interband FWM dominates comes at the cost of reduced device small signal gain.
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4 ASE-Assisted SPM in SOAs:

Experimental Results

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the theory developed in the previous chapter to simulate the

impact of internal ASE on the spectrum of picosecond pulses broadened through

SPM [90] is experimentally verified. The pulse spectra of the picosecond optical

pulses at the SOA output, whose measured gain under CW conditions is shown in

Fig. 3.1(a), are recorded at different bias currents and compared to results from

numerical simulations reported in the previous chapter. Remarkable evolution

of the central and blue-shifted spectral lobes over a wide range of SOA drive

currents is demonstrated. Over these drive currents, the SOA small signal gain is

nearly constant. A trade-off between spectral broadening and spectral symmetry

is inherent to how the recovery-speed enhancement is achieved in this class of

devices.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Figure 4.1(a) shows the experimental setup used to study spectral broadening of

picosecond pulses inside SOAs. We use gain–switching [176] of a MQW DFB laser
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Figure 4.1: (a) Experimental setup. (b) Pulse shape and (c) pulse spectrum

produced by the gain–witched DFB laser.

to produce optical pulses with FWHM of 57 ps at a wavelength of 1594.41 nm.

Further details on gain–switching and the setup used to generate gain–switched

pulses and their optimization can be found in Appendix B. The DFB laser module

is part of an ILX lightwave mount whose bias–T circuitry accepts radio-frequency

(RF) signals up to 2.5 GHz. The threshold current of the laser was 25 mA at 25◦C.

To obtain gain–switched pulses, the laser was biased at 14.89 mA and driven with

a 1 GHz RF signal with 64.4 mA peak amplitude. Figure 4.1 shows (b) the

shape and (c) the spectrum of the resulting gain–switched pulses. The central

frequency ν0 = 188.23 THz is defined using the first moment of the spectrum.

The pulse shape is fitted to a Gaussian function, P (t) = P0 exp(−t2/τ 2
p ), resulting

in τp = 34.2 ps for a 57 ps pulse. The peak power P0 of the gain–switched pulses

was close to 3 mW. The observed spectrum is asymmetric due to a negative
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chirp imposed on the pulse during the gain–switching process. In the notation of

Ref. [56], the chirp parameter is estimated to be C = −4.91.

On the diagnostic end of the experiment setup, an OBPF with a 3 dB band-

width of 1 nm was used to reject the out of band portion of ASE noise. A 50/50

splitter was employed to send the amplified pulses simultaneously into an OSA

with resolution of 0.01 nm and into a PD with a 22 GHz bandwidth. The tem-

poral signal was then captured by a 70 GHz sampling scope (resolution 1.25 ps).

The experiments employed an SOA, the optical specifications and characteristics

of which, have been presented in Chapter 3.

4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Spectral Evolution

Figure 4.2 shows the remarkable evolution of the optical spectrum of amplified

pulses at the SOA output as the drive current is varied from 40 to 500 mA. For

the relatively low drive currents [Fig. 4.2(a)], as the drive current is increased,

the spectrum shifts towards the red side with more energy in the red–shifted

lobe at the expense of much reduced relative energy in the blue–shifted spectral

region. This kind of SPM induced spectral change is associated with SOAs the

gain recovery time of which is much longer compared to the pulse width [93]. Until

recently, only these kinds of SOAs were available commercially. However, the SOA

shows a dramatically different behavior for currents beyond 100 mA, as evident

from Fig. 4.2(b). The relative energy of the red–shifted spectral lobe decreases,

and at the same time the relative energies in the central lobe and the blue–

shifted spectral lobe increase. As a result of these changes, the output spectrum

progressively becomes more symmetric at higher currents and acquires features

that are typical of SPM in optical fibers [56]. These experimental observations
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Figure 4.2: Observed spectra of amplified pulses at drive current (a) up to 100 mA

and (b) beyond 100 mA.

are consistent with the theoretical results given in Fig. 3.5 and confirm that the

ASE-induced reduction in the gain recovery time is responsible for the observed

changes at high drive currents.

4.3.2 Spectral Symmetry and Broadening

To quantify the extent of spectral changes with the increasing drive current, the

amplitudes of the three spectral lobes relative to the maximum spectral power

corresponding to each spectral measurement as a function of the drive current are
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plotted in Fig. 4.3. At the lowest drive current of 48 mA, the amplitudes of the

blue and central lobes are smaller than the red peak but still so much large that

the spectrum can be classified as a three peak spectrum. With increasing drive

currents, but below the 100 mA level so that ASE power is relatively small, relative

amplitudes of the blue and central lobes decrease rapidly, and the spectrum is

dominated by a single red–shifted peak. At drive currents beyond 100 mA, the

ASE power level begins to significantly increase the gain recovery time of the SOA.

This feature causes a remarkable change in the amplitudes of the three spectral

peaks: the relative amplitudes of the central and blue spectral lobes increase

rapidly. Beyond a 300 mA drive current, the amplitude of the red–shifted spectral

lobe becomes lower than that of central spectral lobe, which evolves to become

the highest spectral peak, resulting in a much more symmetric pulse spectrum.

As is known from the case of optical fibers [56], a symmetric spectrum is the sign

of a nonlinear process that responds almost instantaneously. For this case, the

gain recovery time of 9 ps at the maximum drive current becomes much shorter

than the width of optical pulses (57 ps), and the spectrum thus begins to exhibit

features that correspond to a fast nonlinear process.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Spectral broadening factor (SBF) and (b) measured small signal

amplification factor as a function of drive current.

While ASE reduces gain recovery time which improves spectral symmetry, it

was observed that the extent of SPM induced spectral broadening is also affected.

To quantify the impact on spectral broadening, the first and second moments of

the experimentally observed spectrum S(ν) are employed. These moments are

defined as:

µn =

∫∞
−∞(ν − νn)nS(ν)dν∫∞

−∞ S(ν)dν
, (4.1)

where n = 1 or 2. The two moments can be used to find the spectral width

δν = (µ2 − µ2
1)1/2. We define the spectral broadening factor (SBF) as SBF =

δνout/δνin and calculate its value as a function of the drive current.

Figure 4.4(a) shows how SBF changes with current. At low drive currents
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(I < 100 mA), SBF increases almost linearly with the drive current but it begins

to saturate at higher drive currents. To understand this saturation behavior, it

is important to understand the impact of ASE on the SOA’s amplification factor

defined as G = 10 log10(Pout/Pin). The experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.1(a)

was used to carry out this measurement with minor modifications to accommodate

CW light injection. To ensure that the CW signal, launched at the SOA input at a

wavelength of 1594.4 nm, does not saturate the amplifier gain, its power, Pin, was

limited to only 2 µW. Figure 4.4(b) shows the measured small signal amplification

factor as a function of drive current. This curve shows that the signal is amplified

exponentially (or linearly on the dB scale used) for currents up to 100 mA, but

this exponential growth is reduced dramatically at higher currents because of gain

saturation induced by the increasing ASE. The extent of SPM induced spectral

broadening achievable from any SOA depends on the SOA amplification factor,

in addition to other parameters such as the linewidth enhancement factor [93].

Thus the ASE-induced gain saturation limits the SBF, and at the same time it

improves spectral symmetry by reducing the gain recovery time. This trade-off

cannot be avoided in SOAs that employ ASE for faster gain recovery.

Note the significance of the 100 mA drive current. This drive current, at which

the amplification factor in Fig. 4.4(b) saturates, partitions the gain recovery dy-

namics of the 9 ps gain recovery time SOA into two regimes. Conventional or

slow regime marked by low internal ASE levels and fast regime punctuated by

high internal ASE ≈ 60 mW [Fig. 3.2(a)]. Further, as seen in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4,

the nonlinear response of the SOA changes remarkably at a current level around

100 mA. More specifically, the SOA behaves like a traditional slow gain recovery

SOA below this level but its gain recovery time shortens above 100 mA, reaching

a value of 9 ps at 500 mA. The simultaneous saturation of small signal gain and

gain recovery acceleration controls the device nonlinear response at different in-

jection levels.
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4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, it is experimentally demonstrated that the ASE-induced gain sat-

uration changes the gain dynamics in such a way that the SPM features in SOAs

begin to resemble those found in optical fibers, but they occur at peak-power lev-

els that are three orders of magnitude lower than those required for optical fibers.

Theoretical predictions regarding ASE-assisted SPM in SOAs are verified with an

experiment in which the output optical pulse spectra of gain-switched input pulses

is measured. The experimental results agree well with the theoretical predictions.

While the study presented in this chapter has been done for one particular de-

vice length (L = 1 mm), the impact of this important device parameter can be

understood by noting that increasing the device length increases the ASE power

which potentially can further reduce the recovery-speed. A trade-off between im-

provement in spectral symmetry and the extent of spectral broadening, mediated

by the internal ASE, has also been demonstrated. Understanding this trade-off is

important for designing ultrafast, SOA-based, signal-processing techniques such

as wavelength conversion and regeneration.
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5 ASE-Assisted FWM:

Experiments and Applications

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, experimental results designed to optimize the device performance

for wavelength conversion using FWM in SOAs with ASE-assisted gain recovery

acceleration are presented. Further, selected device characterization results are

presented and discussed in detail. The CE and the OSNR are the two FOMs used

to characterize the FWM process. They are used to study the impact of drive

current, pump-signal detuning, input pump and signal powers on wavelength con-

version process. In particular, the issue of optimum input pump and signal powers

is analysed in detail. The feasibility of all-optical regeneration using FWM in this

device is investigated. The experimental results are compared to the numerical

results presented in Chapter 3 and the sources of mismatch between the two are

identified. Further, a proof of concept demonstration of energy efficient 10 Gb/s

wavelength converter for intensity modulated RZ signals with 50% duty cycle is

presented. The work presented in this chapter is useful for implementation of

energy-efficient, modulation-format transparent WCs for future transparent opti-

cal networks.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup used for studying interband FWM. PC: polariza-

tion controller; PBS: polarization beam splitter; PM: power meter; ISO: isolator;

VOA: variable optical attenuator; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer; ∆λ: pump-

signal detuning.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In Chapter 3, it was theoretically established that the interband FWM can be

used for wavelength conversion over a large range of pump-signal detunings using

low input pump powers if SOAs with ASE-accelerated gain recovery time are

employed. To verify the reported theoretical predictions and to investigate various

trade-offs required for wavelength conversion performance optimization, a series

of experiments are performed using the setup illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

In the proposed setup, the pump and signal are combined using a 3 dB coupler
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and sent through a PBS whose role is to ensure that pump and signal remain

co-polarized throughout the experiment. The exclusive excitation of only the

transverse-electric (TE) mode of the SOA is ensured by proper adjustment of

polarization controller PC3. The pump wavelength λ0 is fixed at 1574.93 nm to

keep it close to the SOA gain peak at 1570 nm. The signal wavelength λ1 is tuned

over a wide range on the short wavelength side (blue-shifted). The insertion and

coupling losses after the PBS are estimated to be 3 dB. The isolators are used to

minimize back reflections. A VOA (Agilent 8156A) was used at the SOA output to

ensure that optical powers at the OSA were below its safe limit. It was calibrated

using a broadband ASE source and exhibited a 3.3 dB IL, while providing 20

dB attenuation over 1500–1600 nm with a wavelength dependence of < 0.2 dB.

The total attenuation at the output end, including output coupling loss and IL

of the isolator and optical attenuator, was estimated to be 30.3 dB at 1570 nm;

its wavelength dependence was negligible in the wavelength range 1565–1585 nm.

The SOA temperature was fixed at 25 ◦C for all the measurements.

5.3 Wavelength Conversion Optimization

5.3.1 Device Characterization

Before reporting the FWM results, the measurements performed to characterize

the nonlinear SOA are discussed. Figure 5.2(a) shows the ASE spectra at 100,

300 and 500 mA bias currents. The gain peak of the spectrum near 1570 nm shifts

towards the blue side with increasing current. Moreover, a considerable increase

in the amplitude of rapid oscillations near the gain peak at high drive currents is

also observed. These oscillations have a period of 0.3 nm and have their origin in

the residual feedback at the two SOA end facets, resulting in FP effects [5]. As

discussed in the later part of the text, they constitute a major source of mismatch
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Figure 5.2: (a) The ASE spectra at 100, 300 and 500 mA. (b) Net device gain

as a function of pump power. Input signal power and pump-signal detuning ∆λ

were −20.3 dBm and 2.5 nm, respectively.

between the theoretical predictions and experimental results.

In Fig. 5.2(b), the net SOA gain is plotted as a function of input pump power

at three drive currents. The net gain is defined as the ratio of total output power

(sum of pump, signal and idler powers) to total input power (sum of pump and

signal power). The solid lines in this Fig. are a linear fit to the experimental

data. A negative slope of −1 is expected from the saturation of average gain in

Eq. (3.25). A different slope would indicate the onset of intraband effects [5] and

is observed in traditional SOAs [159]. These results confirm that the intraband

FWM effects are almost negligible in the range of input pump powers used in
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Figure 5.3: FWM spectra measured at three currents for a pump-signal detuning

of (a) 0.5 nm and (b) 2.6 nm at a pump power of −3.3 dBm. The input signal

level (−20.3 dBm) is marked by an arrow.

these experiments.

5.3.2 Drive Current

The impact of increasing the drive current ISOA on the FWM process is analyzed

here. Figure 5.3 shows the optical spectra at the SOA output for two different

pump-signal detunings. The peak on the right side of the pump corresponds to the

idler created through interband FWM. For ∆λ = 0.5 nm, the idler is generated

at current levels as low as 100 mA, and its power increases by more than 20 dB
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signal power was −10 dBm.

as ISOA is increased to 500 mA. Multiple signal–idler pairs are observed with

increasing ISOA (not shown here) in agreement with previously reported results

for small ∆λ [172].

At a large pump-signal detuning of 2.6 nm, negligible FWM occurs at low drive

currents (<120 mA). However, the idler is greatly enhanced with increasing ISOA,

indicating a sharp reduction in the gain recovery time induced by the enhanced

ASE [88,90,108,109,172]. From the theory presented in Chapter 3, the magnitude

of idler peak corresponds to an effective carrier lifetime of 21 and 10 ps at 300

and 500 mA, respectively (calculated using the method outlined in [90]).

The FWM spectra in Fig. 5.3 show that the ASE noise spectral density near the

idler wavelength increases by more than 7 dB as ISOA is increased from 100 to 500

mA. Since the ASE power is increasing, it should be ensured that the improvement

in the CE η at large ISOA is not accompanied with a degradation of the OSNR at

the converted wavelength. To understand this issue, η and OSNR as a function of

drive current for two different pump powers are plotted in Fig. 5.4. As seen there,

OSNR actually increases with increasing current, indicating that the increase in
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the in-band ASE noise is more than compensated by the considerable increase in

the idler power. An OSNR of > 30 dB along with a reasonable CE (η > 50%) can

be achieved for ISOA > 160 mA. At a pump power of +3.3 dBm, η decreases by

about 4 dB because of pump-induced gain saturation (discussed in Chapter 3),

but the corresponding reduction in OSNR is much smaller (< 0.5 dB). This can be

explained by noting that, while the idler power is reduced considerably at higher

pump powers, the in-band ASE noise is also reduced because of pump-induced

gain saturation.

5.3.3 Pump-Signal Detuning ∆λ

From the standpoint of designing practical WCs, the relevant issue is how large

wavelength shifts are possible if FWM in SOAs with ASE-assisted gain-recovery

acceleration is used for wavelength conversion, or alternatively, how large ∆λ can

be while maintaining good CE and OSNR. Figure 5.5 shows the CE η and OSNR

as a function of ∆λ at the same two pump powers. As expected, both degrade

as ∆λ increases, indicating that one should not increase ∆λ beyond an upper

limit. If η > −10 dB (10%) is used as an acceptance criterion, this upper limit is

<1 nm at 100 mA but increases to more than 10 nm at 500 mA. Further, at any

detuning, η and OSNR are enhanced by more than 20 and 12 dB, respectively,

when drive current is increased from 100 to 500 mA. This increase in η and OSNR

is observed for both pump powers.

It was demonstrated in Chapter 3 that the enhancement in η is due to faster

gain recovery caused by a large increase in the ASE power at high currents. En-

hancement in η (or the idler power) with increasing drive current does not translate

in its entirety to an increase of OSNR. In Fig. 5.5, a 20 dB enhancement in η

translates into an OSNR increase of only about 12 dB as current is increased from

100 to 500 mA. However, the OSNR exceeds 20 dB up to a detuning of about

5 nm at −3.3 dBm pump power at a drive current of 500 mA. With an increase in
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Figure 5.5: Conversion efficiency and OSNR as a function of ∆λ at a pump power

of (a) −3.3 dBm and (b) +3.3 dBm for input signal power of −20.3 dBm. Dashed

and solid curves correspond to 100 and 500 mA drive currents, respectively.

input pump power from −3.3 to +3.3 dBm, both η and OSNR are reduced. This

indicates that pump power should be optimized suitably.

5.3.4 Optimization of Pump and Signal Powers

In this section, the role of input pump power P0 is investigated by varying it in

the range of −8 to +8 dBm. This range corresponds to the range over which

the net device gain was measured in Fig. 5.2(b), and over which the intraband

FWM effects are negligible. The SOA current is fixed at 500 mA in the following
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Figure 5.6: FWM spectra observed at three input pump powers for pump-signal

detunings of (a) 0.5 nm and (b) 2.5 nm. The SOA current is 500 mA and the

signal level (−20.3 dBm) is marked by an arrow.

measurements.

Figure 5.6 shows the FWM spectra at three pump powers for (a) ∆λ = 0.5 nm

and (b) 2.5 nm. In both cases, peak heights at the signal and idler wavelengths

decrease with increasing pump power, indicating that a higher pump power leads

to smaller values of η. The reason for this behavior has been discussed in Chapter

3 in the context of Fig. 3.6(b) and is related to pump-induced gain saturation.

As the pump is amplified inside the SOA, its power increases and can become

comparable to the ASE power near the output SOA end. At a relatively low input

pump power close to 0.1 mW, total ASE power dominates the pump power over
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nearly the entire SOA length. However, as input pump power exceeds 1 mW, gain

saturation induced by an intense pump decreases the ASE power near the output

SOA end, which increases the gain recovery time and reduces the CE. Clearly,

high input pump powers should be avoided for WCs based on SOAs making use

of ASE-induced gain saturation.

However, the impact on OSNR needs to be investigated before concluding

that lower input pump powers are always better. It can be seen from Fig. 5.6 that

regardless of the pump-signal detuning, both the in-band ASE spectral density

and the peak heights at the idler wavelength are reduced with increasing P0. The

qualitative behavior of OSNR with increasing pump powers cannot be inferred

from this. Therefore, to clearly understand the trade-off associated with increasing

the input pump power, the evolution of η and OSNR as a function of P0 is plotted

in Fig. 5.7. We see clearly that, while η decreases monotonically with increasing

P0, the OSNR exhibits a broad maximum near P0 =−2 dBm (about 0.6 mW).

After this maximum, the OSNR drops when P0 is increased beyond 2 dBm. The

reason is understood by noting that, beyond P0 = 2 dBm, reduction in the idler

power becomes much more severe compared to reduction in the in-band noise.

The optimum value of P0 for a WC is dictated to some extent, by the design

requirements. For example, if the requirement is that the OSNR should exceed

23 dB, pump powers as low as to 0.1 mW (−10 dBm) can be used to maximize η.

It should be stressed that the qualitative behavior of η and OSNR in Fig. 5.7

is quite different from that observed when intraband FWM is employed. In that

case, it has been shown that both η and OSNR increase linearly with P0 over

a wide range of pump powers [158–160]. This feature can be attributed to the

fact that the gain saturation induced either by the pump or by the ASE plays

little role in the intraband FWM process in traditional SOAs. Both η and OSNR,

therefore, increase monotonically with increasing pump power because the idler

power (governed mainly by the device gain) keeps increasing until the pump starts
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sured as a function of P0 at 500 mA drive current. Solid lines represent a fit to

the experimental data. Input signal power was 10 µW at a pump-signal detuning

of 2.5 nm.

to reduce the device gain owing to the gain compression effects [159].

The role of input signal power P1 is considered next. Figure 5.8 shows how η

and OSNR vary as function of P1 at two drive currents (300 and 500 mA) and at

pump powers of (a) −2.2 dBm and (b) +3.3 dBm. The first thing to notice is that

η remains almost constant until P1 becomes comparable to P0 and then, in-turn,

starts to saturate the SOA gain. In contrast, OSNR increases linearly with P1

until it saturates to a value near 35 dB for large values of P1 near 1 mW. These

features can be understood as follows. As long as input signal power P1 � P0, the

signal and the idler remain weak enough that they do not cause gain saturation,

and η remains constant. The situation changes when P1 becomes comparable

to P0, and η begins to decrease with increasing P1. The OSNR improves with

increasing P1 because of an increase in the output idler power, while the ASE

level remains nearly constant. The saturation of OSNR occurs once the idler gain

is reduced because of gain saturation induced by the intense signal and idler fields.

Practical WCs based on SOAs typically require η > −10 dB and OSNR >30 dB,
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Figure 5.8: Conversion efficiency and OSNR measured as a function of P1 at (a)

P0 = −2.2 dBm and (b) P0 = +3.3 dBm for ∆λ = 5 nm. Dashed and solid lines

correspond to drive currents of 300 and 500 mA, respectively.

while providing a WS of 10 nm or so [25, 164]. It can be seen from Fig. 5.8, that

these conditions can be met for P1/P0 ≈ 0.1.

The performance of a WC can be characterized by its power transfer function

showing output idler power as a function of input signal power. Figure 5.9 shows

this transfer function at two different input pump powers. A WC is usually

operated in the linear regime of a power transfer function. Note that the linear

regime of the transfer function extends over a wider range of signal powers for a

higher input pump power. Although the dynamic range of signal powers is larger

at higher pump powers, it comes at the expense of reduced CE. Also, the nonlinear
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patterning effects due to slow SOA gain recovery dynamics will come into play at

higher pump and signal powers [164]. It is, therefore, likely that the WCs based

on interband FWM will be operated at input pump powers close to 0.1 mW to

take full advantage of ASE-induced ultrafast gain recovery. This will also ensure

low energy footprint of such WCs.

A WC can also act as an all-optical regenerator of a telecommunication channel

if its power transfer function has a step-like shape that enables a reduction in

signal noise at the converted wavelength [18,38]. As can be seen from Fig. 5.9, the

shape of the power transfer function is far from being a step function. Although

the plateau-like region at low pump powers may be useful for suppressing power

fluctuations in the “1” bits, noise fluctuations in “0” bits cannot be suppressed.

5.3.5 Comparison with Theoretical Predictions

In this section, the agreement between experimental results presented in Chapter

4 with the theoretical model of Chapter 3 is studied. The model predicts that

relatively large wavelength shifts are possible in SOAs operated at high currents

because enhanced ASE forces the carriers to recombine at a rate much faster than
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their natural recombination rate set by the carrier lifetime. This prediction indeed

holds for this device. A more detailed comparison shows that the experimental

results are in agreement with the theoretical predictions qualitatively. A per-

fect quantitative agreement is not expected because the theoretical model makes

following three simplifying assumptions.

1. The effects of ASE are incorporated by assuming that the average ASE

power is constant along the SOA length and is related to the carrier density

as PASE = DN2 [90]. In reality, ASE power fluctuates in time and also

varies along the amplifier length because of the amplified pump induced

gain saturation.

2. The SOA acts as a traveling wave amplifier with no reflections at its two

end-facets. In reality, there is always residual feedback at the end-facets,

resulting in some FP effects. These effects manifest as the spectral fringes

in the ASE spectra shown in the inset of Fig. 5.2(a). As seen there, the

fringe amplitude becomes relatively large at 500 mA drive current. Most

of the measurements reported in this chapter were carried out at this drive

current.

3. The third simplification consists of neglecting the wavelength dependance of

the SOA gain over the wavelength range occupied by the the pump, signal,

and idler. This is a reasonable assumption for small pump-signal detunings

(∆λ < 5 nm), given that the gain bandwidth of the SOA is close to 35 nm.

However, this assumption is unlikely to hold for larger detunings.

As a check on the accuracy of the numerical predictions, the theoretical predic-

tions and experimental observations are compared in Fig. 5.10 by plotting the CE

as a function of pump-signal detuning when the SOA is operated at 100 and 300

mA drive currents. The agreement is not expected to be perfect because the nu-

merical model completely ignores the FP effects resulting from the residual facet
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feedback. These effects become worse at higher drive currents, and consequently

the numerical model also becomes less accurate quantitatively. However, it still

makes reasonable qualitative predictions. As an example, Table 5.1 compares the

experimentally observed values with the theoretically calculated pump-signal de-

tunings for which 100% CE is obtained (output idler power equals input signal

power) in the case of 0.47 mW input pump power.

Table 5.1: Calculated and Observed Values of ∆λ for η = 1 and P0 = 0.47 mW

SOA Current Theory Experiment

100 mA 0.24 nm 0.20 nm

300 mA 3.20 nm 3.6 nm

500 mA 7.14 nm 6.6 nm

It is possible to improve the numerical model by including the ASE effects

more accurately. One approach divides the ASE spectrum into multiple frequency
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bins and writes for each spectral slice of the ASE two Eqs. corresponding to the

propagation in the forward and backward directions and solve them together with

the Eqs. for the pump, signal and idler fields. Up to 45 Eqs. need to be solved

simultaneously to accurately calculate the gain and the carrier density at each

point of the amplifier [109]. The inclusion of end-facet reflections adds additional

complexity as one has to consider the forward and backward propagation of the

pump, signal and idler fields as well. Even a small reflection due to residual facet

reflectivity can be greatly amplified within the device, especially at high currents

when the device gain is high.

5.4 10 Gb/s, Sub-mW Input-Optical Pump, L-

Band Wavelength Converter

Practical wavelength converters based on intraband FWM in SOAs have attracted

a lot of attention recently due to their ease of implementation, data transparency

and bit rate independence [25, 41, 170]. They however suffer from poor CE (10%

or less). This in turn adversely affects the converted OSNR which is compensated

for by either amplifying the pump or the probe which adds to the power con-

sumption of the scheme [170]. Use of holding beam to improve the performance

of FWM-based wavelength converter has been investigated in detail [168]. How-

ever, typical holding beam powers required to improve the wavelength converter

performance exceed 15 dBm. In this section, a wavelength converter for 10 Gb/s,

L-Band, RZ signals with 50% duty cycle, based on ASE-assisted interband FWM

in SOA is experimentally demonstrated. Using the theoretical and experimental

optimization results for CW signals, efficient wavelength conversion (CE > 0 dB)

for wavelength-shifts upto 1000 GHz is observed. Typical input optical pump-

power required for the implementation of this wavelength convertor is less than

0 dBm (< 1 mW) and no external assist beam was used. The issue of optimum
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input pump power (P0) from the standpoint of CE and OSNR is examined in

detail.
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5.4.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 5.11 shows the experimental setup used for proof of concept demonstration

of 10 Gb/s wavelength convertor for L-Band, RZ-OOK signal with 50% duty cycle,

based on ASE-assisted interband FWM inside a SOA. Similar to the setup used

for CW signals [Fig. 5.1], in this setup as well, the pump and signal are combined

using a 3 dB coupler and sent through a PBS whose role is to ensure that pump

and signal remain copolarized throughout the experiment. This is achieved by

individually adjusting the PC3 and PC4 so that the power detected by the power

meter is minimum (−30 dBm or less). This power meter also serves as a monitor

to ensure the accuracy of input pump (P0) and probe (P1) powers going into

the SOA for the duration of the experiment. A significant difference from the

CW experiment is in the probe section which has an added 10 Gb/s, LiNbO3

dual Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) [177]. In this experiment RZ pulses with

50% duty cycle are ’carved’ from the NRZ data at the output of MOD 1 by

modulating MOD 2 with a sinusoidal voltage at 10 Gb/s [4]. Further details on

the generation of the NRZ data, ’carving’ of RZ pulses, the experimental setup

and the optimization of the data pulses are discussed in Appendix C.

The probe power and the SOA drive current were fixed at −11.7 dBm and

500 mA respectively. Exclusive excitation of only the TE mode of the SOA is

ensured by proper adjustment of polarization controller PC5. The pump wave-

length λ0 is fixed at 1574.54 nm to keep it close to the SOA gain peak at 1570 nm.

Further, this wavelength corresponds to the channel no. 45 (ch45) of the L-Band

dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM) International Telecommunica-

tion Union (ITU) Grid, with 100 GHz channel spacing [178]. Another key dif-

ference in this experiment is that the signal wavelength λ1 is tuned over a wide

range on the long wavelength side (red-shifted) as opposed to the blue shifted

configuration used in CW experiments. This was done to achieve the best con-

verted OSNR. The insertion and coupling losses after the PBS are estimated to
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be 3 dB. The isolators at the input and output of the SOA are used to minimize

back reflections.

At the isolator output, a 1% power tap serves two purposes. The first is to

ensure that optical powers at the OSA were below its safe limit. The second

is to facilitate simultaneous acquisition of the spectral and temporal data. The

total attenuation in the OSA branch, including output coupling and IL of the

isolator, 99/1 splitter and OSA, was estimated to be 26.7 dB at 1575 nm. The

wavelength dependence of these losses was negligible in the wavelength range of

interest (1565–1585 nm). In the PD arm, the output filter FIL1 is the Alnair Labs

BVF–200, with its tunable bandwidth set to 0.5 nm and its center wavelength set

at converted wavelength (λ2). This filter has out of band suppression in excess of

50 dB which effectively eliminates the entire out of band ASE added by the SOA.

This however comes at a price. The IL for this filter exceeds 5 dB and therefore an

EDFA had to be used as a preamplifier to boost the power level of the converted

signal. An OBPF with a 3 dB bandwidth of 1 nm (FIL2) was used to reject

the out of band portion of ASE noise added by the EDFA. In the absence of a

photoreceiver, a PD with a 22 GHz bandwidth was used to detect the incoming

data stream at the converted wavelength. The temporal signal was then captured

by a 70 GHz sampling scope (resolution 1.25 ps). The SOA temperature was fixed

at 25 ◦C for all the measurements.

5.4.2 Spectral Analysis

In this section the spectral impact of ASE-assisted FWM on pump, probe and the

converted signal is investigated. Figure 5.12(a)–(c) shows the FWM spectra for

L-Band wavelength conversion measured at the 1% power tap for four different

input pump powers and corresponding to three different wavelength shifts. The

pump wavelength corresponds to channel no. 45 of L-Band ITU grid with 100

GHz grid spacing [178]. Parts (a), (b) and (c) correspond to 200, 400 and 1000
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Figure 5.12: FWM spectra for L-Band wavelength conversion measured at the

1% power tap for four different input pump powers. The pump wavelength cor-

responds to channel no. 45 of L-Band ITU grid with 100 GHz grid spacing [178].

Part (a) corresponds to wavelength conversion from channel no. 44 to 46, (b)

channel no. 43 to 47, and (c) channel no. 40 to 50.
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GHz wavelength shifts respectively. Comparing the spectra in Fig. 5.12 to those

for CW pump and probe (Fig. 5.6), it can be seen that for intensity modulated

signals, reduction in P0 not only enhances the FWM CE, but also causes spectral

broadening and chirping at pump, probe and conjugate wavelengths.

The physical mechanism behind this can be explained as follows: At low pump

powers, there is significant internal ASE power in the device. As explained in

Chapter 3, this increased internal ASE drives up the CE which in turn increases

the average optical power at the converted wavelength (P2). As a result, pulses

at the converted wavelength suffer SPM induced by the SOA gain dynamics.

Further, at low P0, the pump, probe and the converted signal powers are of the

same order of magnitude. This causes the probe to impose an additional chirp

at the pump wavelength due to cross-gain modulation (XGM) and XPM. Further

there is also power-transfer between one 10G side-lobe to another due to interband

FWM with the carrier frequency acting as the pump. This FWM-induced power

transfer between the side lobes is seen at pump, probe and conjugate wavelengths.

These observed nonlinear effects are also reduced with increasing WS. At a fixed

P0, as the WS is increased, the FWM efficiency is reduced [Eq. (3.26)] and as a

consequence the impact of other nonlinear effects is also reduced. Clearly, high

internal ASE not only increases FWM efficiency, it also enhances SPM induced

spectral broadening and chirping due to XPM. Also, these effects are observed at

wavelength shifts and input optical pump-powers of practical interest.

Since the additional spectral broadening due to SPM and XPM decreases with

both increasing input pump power as well increasing input pump-probe detuning,

this implies that other than optimizing the input pump power from the standpoint

of CE and OSNR of the converted signal, the extent and the nature of spectral

broadening suffered by the converted signal under different input conditions needs

to be understood and minimized. To do so, the converted signal spectra measured

at the output of FIL1 and FIL2 are plotted in Fig. 5.13(a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 5.13: Converted signal spectra measured at the output of (a) Output Filter

(b) ASE Filter corresponding for four different input pump powers at 1000 GHz

WS (corresponding to Fig. 5.12(c)).

These converted spectra correspond to 1000 GHz WS [Fig. 5.12(c)]. The fact

that at any WS, the extent of spectral broadening suffered by the converted data

pulses is reduced with increasing input pump power can be clearly seen in these

two figures. However, the reduction in spectral broadening is much more severe

when the input pump power is increased from −6 to −2 dBm as compared to

when it is increased from −2 to +3.5 dBm. Clearly at 1000 GHz WS, input

optical pump power in the vicinity of −2 dBm is optimum from the standpoint of

extent of spectral broadening suffered by the converted data pulses.

At larger wavelength shifts (≥ 400 GHz), the dominant nonlinear effect re-
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sponsible for spectral broadening suffered by converted data pulses is SPM. In

section 3.2.2, it was demonstrated that the chirp imposed on an optical pulse due

to ASE-assisted SPM in a SOA is positive and nearly linear across the pulse and

can therefore potentially be compensated optically using well known dispersion

compensation techniques [34]. In section 5.3.4, the optimization of input pump

power from the standpoint of CE and converted OSNR for CW pump and probe

was discussed. It was concluded that the converted OSNR has a broad maximum

in the vicinity of −2 dBm input pump power whereas the CE decreases monoton-

ically with increasing pump power. This assertion is valid for low P1 such that the

probe and the converted signal do not significantly saturate the amplifier gain.

It will be interesting to see whether this assertion holds true for this wavelength

convertor design. This issue is investigated next.

5.4.3 Experimental Results

Figure 5.14 shows the CE and the OSNR measured as a function of P0 at P1 =

−11.7 dBm and 500 mA SOA drive current. The solid lines correspond to 200

GHz, the dashed lines 400 GHz and the dotted lines 1000 GHz WS respectively.

The CE and OSNR were measured at the 1% power tap using the dual trace

function of the OSA [179]. Comparing the evolution of CE and converted OSNR

for data pulses [Fig. 5.14] with the CW case [Fig. 5.7], it can be seen that there is

a deviation from the expected behavior at low input pump powers. This deviation

can be explained as follows: The power at the converted wavelength is measured

using an OSA with its resolution set at 0.2 nm which is typically used to measured

the fully integrated power level for 10 Gb/s signals [179]. At low pump powers, the

enhanced spectral broadening implies that 0.2 nm resolution is no longer sufficient

to accurately estimate the converted signal power. This explains the reduction in

measured CE at low P0 which in turn accounts for the deviation observed in the

evolution in OSNR. It is however interesting to note that −2 dBm is the optimum
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Figure 5.14: (a) Conversion efficiency and (b) OSNR measured as a function of P0

at P1 = −11.7 dBm and 500 mA drive current. The solid lines correspond to 200

GHz, the dashed lines 400 GHz and the dotted lines 1000 GHz WS respectively.

P0 both from the standpoint of both CE and converted OSNR over a broad range

of wavelength shifts.

These two curves provide design guidelines for optimizing wavelength convertor

performance. At wavelength shifts of practical importance (200–1000 GHz), CE

in excess of 3 dB and converted OSNR in excess of 26 dB can be achieved for

sub-mW pump and probe powers. Depending on the requirements imposed by a

particular application, at any WS, some improvement in OSNR can be achieved

at the cost of CE. Further, no holding beam is required for facilitating wavelength

conversion which significantly reduces the footprint of this technique.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Eye-diagram for input data channel (P1 = −11.7 dBm). Eye

diagrams for converted data channel at P0 = (b) −6 dBm, (c) −4 dBm, and (d)

−2 dBm. The converted data channel was measured at the output of FIL2 and

corresponds to 1000 GHz WS.

While CE and OSNR are the two most commonly used FOMs associated

with a wavelength converter, bit error rate curves and converted eye diagrams are

routinely used for qualitative and quantitative assessment of wavelength convertor

performance [41, 168, 170]. In the absence of a telecom grade photoreceiver in

the lab, the converted signals were detected using a standard 22 GHz discovery

PD with a responsivity of 0.6 A/W at 1575 nm. The converted data channel

corresponding to 1000 GHz WS was measured at different P0. The corresponding

converted average optical power at the isolator output varied between −9 and
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−11.5 dBm depending on P0. While typical telecom grade DWDM filters have IL

less than 1 dB [180], the filter used in the experiments [FIL1] had an IL in excess of

5 dB. Consequently, the measured converted average optical power at the output

of FIL 1 was between −18 and −20 dBm depending on P0. An EDFA therefore

had to be used as a preamplifier to boost up the optical signal. A further 3.5

dB loss due to the ASE rejection filter meant that the EDFA was barely able to

compensate for the output losses and on top of it additional ASE noise was added

to the converted signal [Fig. 5.13(b)]. The bit error rate curves at the converted

wavelength therefore could not be plotted. The eye diagrams corresponding to

the converted data channel were measured and are shown in Fig. 5.15.

Part (a) of Fig. 5.15 shows the input data channel corresponding to −11.7

dBm average optical power at the SOA input. The channel was measured at the

output of PBS at which point the measured average optical power was −9 dBm.

Parts (b)–(d) show the eye-diagrams for converted data channel corresponding

to 1000 GHz WS at P0 = −6, −4, and −2 dBm respectively. The converted

data channel at P0 = +3.5 dBm could not be measured due to the inability of

the EDFA to sufficiently amplify the data channel at the output of FIL1. It can

be seen that with increasing P0 the quality of converted data channel increases

progressively. Due to corresponding reduction in CE as well as lack of proper

equipment, this trend could not be verified for P0 > −2 dBm. Further, at low

P0 (≤ −4 dBm), there is significant distortion in the converted data channel due

to SPM and XPM as discussed in the previous section. At P0 = −2 dBm good

quality eyes are obtained for converted data channel indicating that this pump

power is indeed optimum for wavelength conversion using ASE-assisted FWM.
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5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the interband FWM

can be used for wavelength conversion in SOAs driven at currents so high that the

ASE itself begins to saturate the SOA gain. Conversion efficiency and OSNR are

used as the two FOMs to characterize the wavelength conversion process. Across a

broad range of wavelength shifts (as large as 20 nm), an increase in the CE of over

20 dB, and a corresponding increase in the OSNR of over 12 dB is observed, as the

SOA current was increased from 100 to 500 mA. The experimental observations

are in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions reported in Chapter

3. As seen in Fig. 5.5(a), wavelength shifts (2∆λ) close to 15 nm are possible at

high drive current levels that reduce the gain recovery time to near 10 ps, while

maintaining a high CE (η = 1) and a high OSNR close to 25 dB. If 10% CE is

considered acceptable for a WC, wavelength shifts > 25 nm are possible.

A major advantage of the ASE-enhanced interband FWM scheme is that input

pump powers required for wavelength conversion are much lower (P0 <0.5 mW)

than those employed in the case of intraband FWM. This feature reduces the

electrical power consumption for such WCs by more than a factor of 10. The issue

of optimum pump power has been discussed in detail and it has been determined

that the high conversion efficiencies over a broad range of input signal powers are

possible even at pump powers as low as 0.1 mW. However, the OSNR of the

converted signal at such pump levels may be below 25 dB because input signal

power in this case must be considerably less than 0.1 mW. If the design criterion

requires an OSNR of 30 dB or more, input signal power should be close to 0.1 mW,

and this requires an input pump power close to 1 mW.

A realistic WC for WDM systems must operate on pulsed signals at a bit rate

of 10 Gb/s or more. The conclusions based on CW experiments are expected to

hold for pulsed data channels, with minor modifications, as far as CE and OSNR
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are concerned. In the case of OOK, a partial recovery of the SOA gain during

successive pulses will introduce the nonlinear patterning effects. This problem

would be less severe for formats based on phase modulation. Another practical

issue is related to the polarization dependence of FWM efficiency. This problem

can be solved to a large extent if two orthogonally polarized pumps are employed.

However, the performance of such a WC is likely to degrade if the total pump

power increases considerably.

Based on the conclusions derived from theoretical results (Chapter 3) and the

experimental results for CW pump and probe, a 10 Gb/s L-Band wavelength

convertor for RZ-OOK signals with 50% duty cycle was demonstrated. It was

concluded that high internal ASE not only drive up the FWM CE but also en-

hances the other nonlinear effects (SPM, XPM and XGM) which causes significant

spectral broadening the the converted data channel. The extent of spectral broad-

ening decreases with increasing wavelength shifts and increasing P0. At any WS,

CE, converted OSNR, and the spectral broadening of the converted signal can be

optimized through suitable selection of P0. For the design studied in this thesis,

the optimum value of P0 was −2 dBm and at this pump power, the CE was 3 dB

and the converted OSNR was 26 dB/0.1 nm.
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6 Empirical VCSEL Thermal

Model and Applications

6.1 Introduction

VCSELs are key components for communication and sensing applications due to

their ease of fabrication and testing, low power consumption, high beam quality,

and high modulation speeds [122, 133]. In particular, VCSELs operating in the

850 nm wavelength band constitute an important class of VCSELs. This can be

attributed to the availability of commercial multimode fibers that employ VCSELs

operating near 850 nm for short haul communication links in data centers and

high-performance computing systems. Further, such VCSELs have shown the

potential to play an important role in future high-speed optical interconnects and

consumer electronics [122–125].

In this chapter, the development of an empirical thermal model to study self-

heating effects in VCSELs is outlined. The model incorporates the temperature

dependence of different macroscopic VCSEL parameters such as series resistance,

threshold current, thermal impedance, internal optical loss, and internal quantum

efficiency. The temperature dependence of VCSEL parameters is extracted from

measurements of output optical power Popt, bias voltage Vb, and emission wave-

length λ of the fundamental mode as a function of bias current Ib, over an ambient
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temperature range of 15–100◦C. The parameters are extracted by performing re-

liable single parameter numerical fits to the measurements. This in-turn is used

to calculate various contributions to self-heating, responsible for an increase in

the device temperature. This model is applied to an oxide-confined 850 nm VC-

SEL, fabricated with 9 µm inner aperture diameter and optimized for high speed

operation.

At room temperature (25◦C), as the bias current is increased from threshold

to thermal rollover, the saturation of the output power is caused by a 70◦C rise in

the internal device temperature, which causes the threshold current and internal

optical loss to increase by 85% and 43%, respectively, and the internal quantum

efficiency to decrease by 20%. Further, for this particular device, at any ambi-

ent temperature and bias current, linear power dissipation exceeds the quadratic

power dissipation. In addition to quadratic power dissipation, internal optical loss

and carrier leakage are the main factors limiting the thermal performance. The

method proposed in this chapter can potentially be applied to any VCSEL design

to pinpoint the factors limiting the thermal performance and assess the impact of

steps taken to ameliorate them.

6.2 Theoretical Model

There are several mechanisms by which power is dissipated inside a VCSEL [144,

181]. The power dissipated across its series resistance Rs causes resistive or Joule

heating. This mechanism is referred to as quadratic power dissipation (QPD), as

its dependence on bias current is quadratic. It is included in the model by using:

PQPD = Rs(Ta, Ib)I
2
b . (6.1)

where Ib is the bias current and Ta is the ambient temperature. A direct de-

pendence of series resistance on current caused by charge accumulation at the
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hetero–interfaces in the DBRs is included; it leads to reduction in resistance with

bias current [142,182].

Other sources of power dissipation, including carrier leakage, carrier thermal-

ization, spontaneous carrier recombination, and internal optical loss linearly de-

pend on Ib, both below and above the threshold. The sum of these mechanisms

is referred to as linear power dissipation (LPD) and is included through:

PLPD = K(T )Ib. (6.2)

where K(T ) is the LPD coefficient whose value also depends on the device tem-

perature, and therefore on both ambient temperature and current. In these Eqs.,

T = Ta + ∆T is the sum of the ambient temperature Ta, and the increase in tem-

perature ∆T , caused by bias current induced self-heating. Henceforth, the value

of a particular device parameter is defined at a fixed Ta and Ib unless specified

otherwise.

To model PLPD, it is important to understand the physical process behind

each of the constituent LPD mechanisms. Figure 6.1 schematically depicts the

capture and leakage of carriers injected into the active region of a VCSEL. The

proposed theoretical model assumes that a fraction ηi (the internal quantum effi-

ciency) of charge carriers carried by the bias current Ib is captured by the QWs;

remaining carriers, which constitute carrier leakage, recombine in the barriers and

the SCH surrounding the QWs to generate heat proportional to the dissipated

power Pleak. Carriers captured by the QWs lose energy through various scatter-

ing mechanisms [183](carrier thermalization) and produce the dissipated power

Ptherm. Upon losing energy through thermalization, carriers recombine sponta-

neously through radiative and non–radiative mechanisms. Since, only a small

fraction of spontaneously emitted photons couple to the cavity modes, or escape

the laser cavity by other means, it is, therefore, assumed that all spontaneous

recombination events produce heat with the dissipated power Prec [184]. Above
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the capture ηi(T )Ib and leakage (1-ηi(T ))Ib

of injected carriers in strained InGaAs quantum wells. EB(T ), EL(T ) and ηi(T )

are the temperature dependent barrier bandgap energy, lasing bandgap energy

and internal quantum efficiency, respectively. This Fig. depicts three out of the

four LPD mechanisms; absorption losses in the top and the bottom DBRs are not

shown here.

threshold, a certain fraction of photons generated by stimulated emission are ab-

sorbed within the two DBRs forming the VCSEL cavity (internal optical loss).

This absorption also produces heat with a dissipated power Pabs. Taking all these

mechanisms into account, the current dependence of the various power dissipation

mechanisms can be written as:

Pleak = EB(T )[1− ηi(T )]Ib/q, (6.3)

Ptherm = [EB(T )− EL(T )]ηi(T )Ib/q, (6.4)

Prec =

 EL(T )ηi(T )Ib/q ; Ib < Ith,

EL(T )ηi(T )Ith(T )/q; Ib > Ith,
(6.5)

Pabs =
ηi(T )[Ib − Ith(T )][αi(T ) + αBm(T )]EL(T )

q[αTm(T ) + αBm(T ) + αi(T )]
; Ib > Ith. (6.6)
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It is assumed that Pabs = 0 for Ib < Ith as not many photons exist inside the VC-

SEL cavity below threshold. In these Eqs., EB(T ) and EL(T ) are the temperature

dependent barrier bandgap energy and laser photon energy (in eV), respectively,

q is the electron charge, Ith is the threshold current, αTm(T ) and αBm(T ) are the

transmission loss rates through the top and bottom DBRs, respectively, and αi(T )

is the internal optical loss rate. Eq. (6.5) takes into account clamping of the spon-

taneous recombination rate at the lasing threshold, and Eq. (6.6) assumes that

light emitted through the bottom DBR is also absorbed and therefore produces

heat. The temperature dependence and consequently the bias current dependence

of most parameters in Eqs. (6.3)–(6.6) should be noted.

When AlGaAs is used as the barrier material in 850 nm VCSELs, the temper-

ature dependence of the barrier bandgap EB(T ) is determined from the Varshni

Eqs. [185–187] for the temperature dependence of the direct bandgap of AlAs and

GaAs:

Eg(AlAs) = 3.099− 0.885× 10−3T 2
k

Tk + 530
, Eg(GaAs) = 1.519− 0.5405× 10−3T 2

k

Tk + 204
.

(6.7)

where Tk is the device temperature in Kelvin. The interpolation formula for the

barrier bandgap of AlxGa1−xAs is known to be [186]:

Ex
g (AlxGa1−xAs) = xEg(AlAs) + (1− x)Eg(GaAs)− x(1− x)(−0.127 + 1.310x).

(6.8)

Temperature dependence of the photon energy EL is estimated from temperature

dependence of the lasing wavelength of the fundamental LP01 mode.

Above lasing threshold, where self-heating becomes significant, the total PLPD

can be written as:

PLPD = Ptherm + Prec + Pleak + Pabs (6.9)

=
1

q
EB(T )Ib −

1

q
EL(T )ηi(T )[Ib − Ith(T )]

[
1− αi(T ) + αBm(T )

αi(T ) + αTm(T ) + αBm(T )

]
,
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Combining Eqs (6.2) and (6.9), the LPD coefficient K(T ) can be written as:

K(T ) =
1

q
EB(T )− 1

q
EL(T )ηi(T )[1−{Ith(T )/Ib}]

[
1− αi(T ) + αBm(T )

αi(T ) + αTm(T ) + αBm(T )

]
,

(6.10)

Further, the total dissipated power (Ptot) is given by:

Ptot = PQPD + PLPD =
dVb(T, Ib)

dIb
I2
b + PLPD, (6.11)

where the series resistance has been replaced by the differential resistance (Rs =

dVb/dIb) at the given bias point and Vb denotes the applied voltage. The device

temperature T , is subsequently obtained using the thermal impedance Rth which

relates the change in device temperature to the dissipated power and can be

written as [122,140]

T = Ta + ∆T = Ta +Rth(T )Ptot. (6.12)

Note that Rth also depends on temperature through temperature dependence

of the thermal conductivities of various materials in the VCSEL structure [143].

It is important to note that the series (or differential) resistance in Eq. (6.1) and

the LPD coefficient in Eq. (6.2) depend strongly on temperature and therefore,

also on the bias current. The consequences of this are strong deviations from

quadratic and linear dependencies of PQPD and PLPD, respectively, on the bias

current for the VCSELs operating under continuous bias current.

Finally, the optical power emitted through the top DBR, at a given current

and ambient temperature, is calculated using [184]:

P (T, Ib) =
ηi(T )[Ib − Ith(T )]αTm(T )

αTm(T ) + αBm(T ) + αi(T )

(
hc

qλ(T )

)
. (6.13)

where λ(T ) is the emission wavelength of the fundamental mode, c is the speed

of light and h is the Planck constant.
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6.2.1 Extraction of Parameters from Measurements

In the preceding analysis, the Eqs. used to relate the dissipated power Ptot, device

temperature T , and output power Popt to the bias current were derived. These

Eqs. contain a number of parameters whose temperature dependence needs to be

quantified. To achieve this, the output power, voltage and emission wavelength

as a function of the bias current over a range of Ta (15–100 ◦C) is measured. The

measurements are performed under continuous or low duty cycle pulsed operation.

The measurements for extracting the temperature dependence of VCSEL pa-

rameters are performed over a range of bias currents close to the lasing threshold.

Any bias current-induced increase in temperature, ∆T , depends on the ambi-

ent temperature Ta due to the temperature dependence of thermal impedance

[Eq. (6.12)] and the increasing difficulty faced in stabilizing high stage temper-

atures against room temperature. At low ambient temperatures (Ta ≤ 50◦C),

the error in the extracted parameter values corresponds to a bias current induced

increase in the device temperature (∆T ≤ 2◦C). As discussed in the next section,

this corresponds to the resolution limit of the device thermometer [122]. With

increasing ambient temperature, ∆T increases. The corresponding errors in the

reported parameter values at room temperature (Ta = 25◦C) are summarized in

Tables 6.1 and 6.2, assuming a worst case value of 5◦C uncertainty at Ta = 100◦C.

The temperature dependence of the emission wavelength, λ(T ), is found by

measuring the wavelength of the fundamental mode (LP01) as a function of am-

bient temperature [122]. For GaAs-based 850 nm VCSELs, the value of ∆λ/∆T

is typically around 0.06 nm/◦C. This quantity is also used to estimate the device

temperature at various values of Ta and Ib.

The temperature dependence of the threshold current, Ith(T ), is extracted

from power versus current (Popt–Ib) measurements recorded at different ambient

temperatures [122].
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The internal optical loss, αi(T ), is extracted from the measured dependence

of output power on bias current just above threshold for VCSELs with different

top DBR reflectivities. This reflectivity is varied by changing the thickness of the

top layer (using dry etching), which controls the phase of the surface reflection.

The method is described in [127]. By performing these measurements at different

ambient temperatures, the temperature dependence of αi(T ) is obtained. Other

methods for carrying out these measurements for any VCSEL have been previously

reported [188].

The temperature dependence of the internal quantum efficiency, ηi(T ), is also

extracted from the measured Popt–Ib curves. The slope efficiency (SE) is extracted

from the Popt–Ib curves at different ambient temperatures by averaging the slope

dPopt/dIb over optical powers in the range of P1 and P2. The choice of P1 and

P2 is constrained such that the increase in the device temperature over this range

should be negligible (∆T ≤ 5◦C). Therefore, P1 is chosen as emitted power at

the lasing threshold at a particular ambient temperature and P2 is chosen as 10%

of the maximum emitted power at room temperature. The external differential

quantum efficiency is then calculated using [181,184]:

ηd(T ) =
qλ(T )

hc
SE(T ). (6.14)

We then calculate ηi(T ) using the relation:

ηd(T ) =
ηi(T )αTm(T )

[αTm(T ) + αBm(T ) + αi(T )]
. (6.15)

Here, the temperature dependence of the transmission loss rates through the top

and bottom DBRs is accurately calculated using an effective index model that

takes into account the temperature dependence of the refractive index of the

constituent layers of the DBRs [127,189].

Finally, temperature dependence of the thermal impedance, Rth(T ), is esti-

mated by measuring the change in the emission wavelength and therefore, the
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increase in the device temperature, with increasing dissipated power in the cur-

rent range, Ib < 2Ith, at different ambient temperatures [131,143]. This is done so

that temperature increase due to bias current induced self-heating is negligible.

6.3 Impact of Ambient Temperature on Ther-

mal Rollover Mechanisms

6.3.1 Device Under Test

The structure of the VCSEL used for the experiments is schematically depicted

in Fig. 6.2. The VCSEL operates at wavelengths near 850 nm. It is grown on a

GaAs substrate and employs an oxide-confined configuration optimized for high

speed modulation [190]. The top and bottom DBRs are fabricated with graded

interfaces and modulation doping to reduce their electrical resistance [122]. The

bottom DBR is partly composed of binary (AlAs) material to lower its thermal

impedance [127]. The active region is made of five strained InGaAs QWs to im-

prove its differential gain [126] and is surrounded by a SCH designed for efficient

carrier trapping and low gain compression [128,190]. As indicated with dark shad-

ing in Fig. 6.2, six AlGaAs layers in the lower part of the top DBR are composed of

high Al content, (98% for the bottom two and 96% for the remaining four) to form

a small oxide aperture (9 µm diameter) for current and optical confinement and

a larger oxide aperture (18 µm diameter) for reducing device capacitance [127].

In a second dry-etching process, the bottom contact layer is reached and the n-

contact layer is evaporated. The etched mesas are embedded in a low-k dielectric

(Benzo-Cyclo-Butene) to further reduce the parasitic capacitance [122,129,133].
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Figure 6.2: Schematic cross section of the high-speed 850 nm VCSEL used in the

experiment. Benzo-Cyclo-Butene is employed to reduce parasitic capacitance. Six

layers are used for forming an oxide aperture (dark shading region). Other details

of the device design can be found in Ref. [190].

6.3.2 Experimental Setup and Measurements

For measuring the emitted optical power and voltage as a function of bias current,

the VCSEL was placed on a copper stage with active temperature control and

stabilization. The light emitted by the VCSEL was detected by a calibrated, large

area PD (UDT Sensors PIN-10D) for accurate power measurement. Measurements

were performed over an ambient temperature range of 15–100◦C. For spectral

measurements, the light was coupled to a multimode fiber connected to an OSA.

All spectral measurements were performed with 0.1 nm resolution. As a result,

device temperatures deduced from spectral data were accurate to within 1.6◦C.

Experimental data from measurements are presented in Fig. 6.3. Part (a)

shows the emitted optical power versus bias current Ib under CW operation at

different ambient temperatures Ta. Clearly, the SE decreases and the threshold

current Ith increases with increasing Ta. The corresponding dependence of voltage
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Figure 6.3: Measurements used to extract temperature dependence of VCSEL

parameters. (a) Output power and (b) voltage as a function Ib at five ambient

temperatures. The inset in (b) shows variations of differential resistance Rs with

Ib. (c) Wavelength of the (LP01) mode versus Ta (circles); the linear fit is used to

estimate the device temperature.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Threshold current as a function of Ta; the numerical fit is used in

the thermal model. (b) Dissipated power as a function of Ib for five Ta values used

in Fig. 6.3(a). (c) SE versus output power at three different Ta values. The inset

shows the derived dependence of ηi on temperature; the numerical fit is used in

the thermal model.
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Table 6.1: Room Temperature Values of VCSEL Parameters

Parameter Value

λ 850.9 ± 0.31 nm

Rth 1.965 ± 0.029◦C mW−1

αi (7.0± 0.21)× 10−2 ps−1

αTm 5.89× 10−2 ps−1

αBm 6.27× 10−3 ps−1

Vb on Ib at different Ta is shown in part (b). At a given Ib, Vb decreases with

increasing Ta due to reduction of the bandgap and improved carrier transport

through the DBRs at higher temperatures. The inset Fig. shows the dependence

of differential resistance (Rs) on Ib at different Ta. It can be seen that Rs decreases

much more rapidly with increasing Ib, as opposed to increasing Ta. This can be

attributed to an increase in charge accumulation at DBR interfaces with increasing

bias current [142,182]. The dependence ofRs on Ib and Ta is used to calculate PQPD

at any combination of current and Ta. Figure 6.3(c) shows the emission wavelength

of the fundamental LP01 mode at different Ta, measured close to lasing threshold to

avoid self-heating. The deduced linear dependence of wavelength on temperature

is subsequently used to find the device temperature at any combination of Ta and

Ib under CW operation.

6.3.3 Extraction of VCSEL Parameters

Plots used for extracting the temperature dependence of various parameters are

shown in Fig. 6.4. Part (a) shows the dependence of Ith on device temperature,

with minimum Ith, occurring at the temperature for which the gain peak is spec-
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trally aligned with the cavity resonance (30◦C for the device under test) [181].

Here, a two-segment line-fit is used to calculate threshold current at any ambi-

ent temperature from the corresponding Popt–Ib curve. This method is relatively

insensitive to changes in SE [184]. A parabolic numerical fit is used to model

the dependence of Ith on Ta. The maximum error in the calculated value of Ith

is less than 2% at any Ta. Part (b) shows the dependence of dissipated power,

Ptot = IbVb − Popt, on Ib at different ambient temperatures. At any bias current,

a slight increase in dissipated power with increasing Ta is observed. The reason

behind this will be discussed in detail a little later in this chapter. Part (c) shows

the dependence of SE on output power at different Ta. Following the procedure

outlined in Section 6.2.1 and using Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), the dependence of the

internal quantum efficiency (ηi) on the device temperature is deduced and plotted

in the inset of Fig. 6.4(c). The ηi is nearly constant and close to 88% at low

device temperatures, but it decreases quite rapidly as the device temperature is

increased beyond 50◦C. A polynomial fit is used to represent ηi(T ). The maxi-

mum calculated error in the extracted value of ηi is less than 1% at any Ta. To

enable the calculation of ηi(T ) from Eq. (6.15), the values for the internal op-

tical loss obtained using the method outlined in [127] and briefly described in

Section 6.2.1 are used. The internal optical loss was found to increase linearly

with ambient temperature from 0.070 ps−1 at 25◦C to 0.097 ps−1 at 85◦C. This is

consistent with the linear dependence of the free carrier absorption coefficient on

temperature [127].

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list several device parameters, the value of which was found

to vary linearly with temperature. Table 6.1 lists the room temperature values

while table 6.2 lists the slope of linear temperature dependence. These tables

also summarize the error in the measured values of VCSEL parameters. The

origin of this error has been discussed in Section 6.2.1. Since αTm(T ) and αBm(T )

are calculated numerically, their values are assumed to be accurate. Physical
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Table 6.2: Linear Temperature Dependence of VCSEL Parameters (4 = ∂
∂T

)

Parameter Value

4λ (6.07± 0.13)× 10−2 nm◦C−1

4Rth (5.4± 0.4)× 10−3 mW−1

4αi (4.167± 0.11)× 10−4 ps−1◦C−1

4αTm −3.622× 10−5 ps−1◦C−1

4αBm −5.705× 10−6 ps−1◦C−1

explanation behind the temperature dependence as well as previously reported

room temperature values for these parameters can be found in [122,127,143,189].

6.3.4 Performance Predictions from Thermal Model

Powered by the deduced temperature dependence of all the VCSEL parameters

from the experimental data, the empirical thermal model should be able to re-

produce measured VCSEL characteristics. The procedure outlined in Section 6.2,

with the parameters listed in tables 6.1 and 6.2, is used to numerically calculate

various contributions to the dissipated power. Parts (a) to (c) of Fig. 6.5 show

the measured and simulated output powers, total dissipated powers and device

temperatures as a function of Ib at three ambient temperatures (Ta = 25, 55 and

85◦C). The theoretical predictions based on Eqs. (6.11)–(6.13) are found to be

in good agreement with the measured data for all values of Ib. This agreement

depicts the optical, electrical and thermal consistency of the thermal model be-

sides the underlying accuracy of the extracted temperature dependence of various

VCSEL parameters.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of simulated (solid lines) and measured (symbols) values

of (a) output power, (b) total dissipated power, and (c) device temperature as a

function of Ib at three different ambient temperatures Ta = 25, 55 and 85◦C.

The reason behind the saturation of output power at high bias currents can

be understood by plotting in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 the evolution of selected VCSEL

parameters with bias current at Ta = 25, 55, and 85◦C. Figure 6.6(a) shows
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Figure 6.6: (a) Internal quantum efficiency and (b) threshold current as a function

of Ib. The inset in (b) shows the derivative dIth/dIb

variation of ηi with Ib. At 25◦C ambient temperature, ηi is reduced from 88%

at threshold to 70% at thermal rollover where the device temperature is close

to 100◦C as shown in Fig. 6.5(c). The reduction in ηi becomes more severe at

higher ambient temperatures. For example, when Ta = 85◦C, ηi is reduced to less

than 50% at thermal rollover. Figure 6.6(b) shows the evolution of Ith with Ib.

As expected, the threshold current increases with bias current because of current-

induced self-heating. The inset plots the derivative dIth/dIb as a function of Ib and

shows that this derivative becomes so large near thermal rollover that the rate of

increase of Ith is 0.2 times the change in Ib. Ideally, threshold current insensitive

to Ib over a wide range of device temperatures is desired, from the standpoint of
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Figure 6.7: (a) LPD coefficient K versus bias current at three ambient tempera-

tures. (b) Dependence of four individual LPD coefficients on bias current at 25◦C.

Total K is also shown for comparison. Vertical dotted lines mark the region where

K is relatively small.

improving the device thermal performance. This can be achieved by optimizing

wavelength detuning between the gain peak and the cavity resonance at which

the VCSEL operates [181].

The VCSEL thermal saturation behavior can now be explained as follows:

at any Ta, as Ib increases, the power dissipated within the VCSEL increases

[Eq. (6.11]. The corresponding increase in temperature [Eq. (6.12)] reduces ηi

and increases Ith and αi, which eventually causes the thermal rollover. To delay

the onset of thermal rollover, the rate of increase of T with respect to Ib must
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be reduced. Traditionally, this has been achieved by reducing series resistance

Rs [122,129,130] and Rth [131,143]. However, the work presented in this chapter,

is focussed towards identifying and quantifying the relative contributions to linear

power dissipation (PLPD) in the device with an aim to formulate design strategies

to reduce them. For this purpose, the LPD coefficient K introduced in Eq. (6.2)

is plotted. The three curves in Fig. 6.7(a) show the total K representing the sum

of four individual contributions at three ambient temperatures [Ta = 25, 55, and

85◦C]. As seen there, K initially decreases with increasing Ib, reaches a minimum

value, and then starts increasing as Ib approaches the bias current corresponding

to thermal rollover. It is this increase of K with current that causes a rapid in-

crease in internal temperature of the VCSEL, which in turn causes the thermal

rollover behavior.

To understand the peculiar behavior of K(Ib), the LPD coefficient is decom-

posed into individual coefficients for the four constituent LPD mechanisms. We

attach a subscript to K and introduce Kd = Pd/Ib, where d is the subscript label

used in Eqs. (6.3)–(6.6) that identifies the specific LPD mechanism in question.

Four individual K parameters are calculated from Eqs. (6.3)–(6.6) by simply di-

viding the four Eqs. with Ib. In Fig. 6.7(b), these individual LPD coefficients are

plotted as a function of bias current at Ta = 25◦C. The total K is also plotted for

comparison.

The LPD coefficients representing heating due to carrier leakage and ther-

malization are fairly constant over a large range of Ib but the other two change

considerably. First, heating due to the carrier recombination governed by Krec

is considered. This parameter is large at low bias currents and decreases as Ib

increases. This can be understood by noting that heating due to spontaneous

recombination is high below laser threshold as most injected carriers recombine

spontaneously to produce heat. It is reduced near and beyond the laser threshold

because of clamping of the carrier density. Next, heating due to internal optical
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loss (absorption of photons produced by stimulated emission) governed by Kabs

should be considered. This heating mechanism starts at laser threshold and its

contribution increases with Ib due to an increase in the number of stimulated pho-

tons generated inside the laser cavity. The net effect of Krec and Kabs is an initial

reduction of K(Ib) with increasing Ib around threshold.

The region bounded by the two vertical dotted lines in Fig. 6.7(b) corresponds

to the region where total K takes its relatively low values. In this region, the

coefficients representing thermalization and absorption heating are nearly con-

stant while the coefficients representing spontaneous recombination and carrier

leakage are slowly decreasing and increasing, respectively. The net effect is a

nearly constant K in this region, implying a linear increase of PLPD with current

[Eq. (6.2)]. Beyond the second dotted line, the coefficient representing carrier

leakage increases, causing an increase in K and a corresponding super-linear in-

crease of PLPD with increasing bias current. This is due to rapid reduction of ηi at

high bias currents [Fig. 6.6(a)] corresponding to an internal device temperature

increase in excess of 70◦C [Fig. 6.5(c)]. Furthermore, the coefficient representing

internal optical loss saturates at the thermal rollover current, which is consistent

with the saturation of the photon density in the laser cavity.

This analysis suggests that, for the particular device under consideration, car-

rier leakage and internal optical absorption are the dominant factors among all the

contributions to linear power dissipation. It also suggests that a rapid reduction of

internal quantum efficiency at high bias currents and ambient temperatures, caus-

ing a rapid increase in Pleak, is the dominant contributor to the thermal rollover.

6.4 Thermal Analysis

In this section, the contributions from all the heat sources (linear and quadratic)

to the total heat load are quantified. Their impact on the increase of device tem-
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the various VCSEL heating mechanisms at three am-

bient temperatures. (a) Total LPD and QPD as a function of Ib, (b) dependence

of individual LPD contributions on Ib, and (c) contributions of LPD and QPD

mechanisms to the increase in device temperature as a function Ib. The Figs. with

asterisk∗ refer to the fragments of the corresponding part. These Figs. have been

split into two to achieve desired clarity

perature with bias current is also investigated. Figure 6.8(a) shows the individual

contributions of PLPD and PQPD to Ptot at Ta = 25, 55, and 85◦C. At any Ta, PLPD

exceeds PQPD. This may seem counterintuitive. However, the proportionality
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constants (Rs and K, respectively) in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) themselves depend on

temperature, and therefore on Ib, as seen in the inset of Figs. 6.4(b) and 6.6(c),

respectively. Further, with increasing Ta, PQPD is slightly reduced while PLPD

increases progressively at any bias current.

The individual contributions of Pleak, Ptherm, Prec, and Pabs to PLPD as a func-

tion of Ib are shown in Fig. 6.8(b) at Ta = 25, 55, and 85◦C. At a low ambient

temperature (25◦C), internal optical loss (optical absorption) and carrier leakage

are the two dominant power dissipation mechanisms. With increasing Ib, power

dissipation due to optical absorption saturates and eventually rolls over, whereas

power dissipation due to carrier leakage is enhanced significantly. The rollover of

the absorption heating is consistent with the rollover of the photon density while

the significant increase of the leakage heating is consistent with the rapid reduc-

tion of the internal quantum efficiency at high temperatures. The reduction in ηi

also causes a saturation and subsequent rollover of the power dissipation due to

carrier thermalization. Finally, the slight increase of recombination heating with

Ib is consistent with the increase of Ith, and therefore of the carrier density in

the quantum wells, with increasing Ib. However, its overall contribution is neg-

ligible at any Ta and Ib. This analysis points to carrier leakage (reduction of ηi

with increasing device temperature) as being the single most dominant contribu-

tor to PLPD limiting the VCSEL thermal performance, especially at high ambient

temperatures.

Figure 6.8(c) displays the contributions to current-induced self-heating as a

function of Ib at Ta = 25, 55, and 85◦C. At a low Ta of 25◦C, temperature increase

due to PQPD (Joule heating) exceeds that due to heating from optical absorption

and carrier leakage. However, at high ambient temperatures (85◦C), increase in

device temperature due to carrier leakage exceeds that due to other mechanisms.

Also, at any Ta, heating due to carrier leakage increases most rapidly at high bias

currents. This again shows that the reduction of internal quantum efficiency with
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increasing device temperature sets the ultimate limit for thermal performance of

this device.

Based on the preceding analysis, the following conclusions are drawn regard-

ing design modifications for improving thermal performance of this device. First,

to delay the onset of carrier leakage, PQPD and Pabs must be minimized. In a

conventional VCSEL with current injection through doped DBRs, this involves a

trade-off since higher doping levels lead to reduced resistance and increased free

carrier absorption [130, 184]. More effective is the use of an intra-cavity contact

and a dielectric top DBR [123] as both resistance and optical absorption can be

reduced. In addition, it has been shown that reducing the photon lifetime through

increased transmission through the top DBR can reduce internal optical absorp-

tion, thereby delaying thermal rollover and improving dynamic performance [127].

The impact of photon lifetime on the thermal degradation mechanisms in 850 nm

VCSELs will be examined in detail in the next section. Second, the thermal

impedance should be reduced, thereby reducing the increase of device tempera-

ture for a given amount of dissipated power. This involves the use of mounting

and packaging techniques for improving thermal management and the use of more

novel techniques such as integration of on-chip metallic heat spreaders [131]. Fi-

nally, further improvements are expected with active region designs that prevent

an excessive increase of carrier leakage at high temperatures. This involves the

design of quantum wells and barriers as well as the design of the surrounding

separate confinement heterostructure [122, 127, 128]. It may also involve the use

of e.g. carrier blocking layers [185].

6.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a simple, empirical thermal model to study relative roles of vari-

ous thermal rollover mechanisms inside VCSELs has been presented. The param-
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eters required by this model are deduced experimentally through measurements

of output power, voltage and emission wavelength as a function of bias current at

different ambient temperatures. The method presented is quite general and can

potentially be applied to any VCSEL. Specifically, in this chapter, the method

has been used for analyzing the thermal performance of an oxide-confined, 850

nm VCSEL designed with a 9 µm inner aperture diameter and optimized for high

speed operation. The model shows that the thermal saturation behavior is caused

by a rapid increase of device temperature with bias current, which causes a reduc-

tion in the internal quantum efficiency, an increase in the threshold current and

increase in the internal optical loss.

An in depth analysis of various thermal rollover mechanisms for this device

has been carried out from the standpoint of understanding the power-saturation

behavior. Our approach relates macroscopic VCSEL parameters to various ther-

mal rollover mechanisms and makes an accurate estimate, both qualitatively and

quantitatively, of various power dissipation mechanisms from the total power dis-

sipation in the device. It was concluded that, at any bias current and ambi-

ent temperature, power dissipation due to carrier leakage, carrier thermalization,

spontaneous carrier recombination and internal optical absorption together ex-

ceeds the power dissipated across the series resistance (Joule heating). This may

seem counterintuitive given the fact that the basic dependence of Joule heating

on current is quadratic while that of other heat sources is linear. However, the

constants of proportionality (Rs and K, respectively) depend themselves on the

internal device temperature, and change in opposite directions, as the bias current

is increased close to thermal rollover. Still, quadratic power dissipation is a major

source of device heating, having a significant impact on the thermal performance

of the VCSEL.

A careful analysis of the interplay among various thermal rollover mechanisms

yields useful conclusions from the standpoint of improving the device design for
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improved thermal performance. Even though carrier leakage sets the ultimate

limit for the thermal performance of this particular device, directly addressing

it by only improving the internal quantum efficiency at high temperature is less

advantageous as opposed to delaying the onset of its reduction. This can be

achieved by reducing the series resistance, reducing the internal optical loss and

reducing the thermal impedance, which leads to reduction of the rate of increase

of device temperature with bias current. Further modifying the active region

design for improved internal quantum efficiency at high temperatures may lead

to a VCSEL design with superior performance in terms of both increased output

optical power and speed at elevated temperatures.
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7 Dimensional Analysis of

Thermal Effects in 850 nm

VCSELs

7.1 Introduction

850 nm is the standard wavelength for various data communication protocols.

Further, commercial multimode fibers and polymer waveguides are optimized for

the 850 nm wavelength band [191]. This has fueled the development of high-

speed, 850 nm VCSELs with data rates as high as 40 Gb/s [121, 192] for diverse

applications including high-performance computing, optical interconnects, and

consumer electronics [121,123].

Compared to VCSELs operating in the wavelength range of 980–1100 nm [193–

195], pushing the data rate of 850 nm VCSELs beyond 40 Gb/s has posed several

technological challenges and has required considerable development effort [122,

126–131]. For example, a high differential gain has required the use of strained

quantum wells (QWs) by adding Indium to the GaAs material. This causes a

red shift of the gain peak, which in turn has to be compensated by increasing

the Al content in the barrier layers and by reducing the QW width [126]. How-

ever, a reduced QW width enhances carrier leakage [196], the magnitude of which
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worsens with increasing device temperatures, thereby limiting the high speed op-

eration [197].

High speed operation of VCSELs is achieved by reducing the cavity photon

lifetime [127], increasing the differential gain [122], and reducing the gain com-

pression coefficient by optimizing the SCH for a short carrier capture time [128].

High speed oxide confined VCSELs commonly employ multiple oxide layers [127]

for reducing the oxide capacitance. Pad capacitance is reduced by using low-K

dielectric material such as Benzo-Cyclo-Butene [129] or Polyimide [130,131]

In the current state-of-the art 850 nm VCSELs, self-heating effects are the

biggest hurdle in improving the modulation bandwidth beyond 23 GHz [192]. Self-

heating manifests itself as premature rollover of the optical power with increasing

bias current, under CW operation. The subsequent saturation of the photon

density within the active region limits VCSEL’s modulation speed. Traditionally,

self-heating effects have been ameliorated by reducing series resistance [122, 129]

together with thermal impedance [122, 131]. However, it is equally important to

understand the interplay between various power dissipation mechanisms [198,199]

for optimizing the device design from the standpoint of improving the device

thermal performance.

In the previous chapter, a method for assessing the relative importance of

various thermal rollover mechanisms in VCSELs from basic CW measurements

and empirical modeling was presented. That method was applied to a specific

850 nm VCSEL, optimized for high speed operation, and it was demonstrated

that in that device power dissipation resulting from linear mechanisms (optical

absorption, carrier thermalization, carrier leakage, and spontaneous carrier recom-

bination) exceeded the quadratic power dissipation resulting from series resistance

at all ambient temperatures and bias currents. It was further concluded that the

carrier leakage worsened with increasing ambient temperature. In fact, carrier

leakage was the most dominant contributor to thermal rollover for that particular
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device.

In this chapter, the thermal performance of four different 850 nm high-speed

VCSELs is compared using the numerical model presented in Chapter 6. These

devices have very different cavity design and consequently, in this chapter, it

is demonstrated that the model presented in Chapter 6 is universally applicable

with reasonable accuracy. In this chapter, the aim is to study the impact of device

parameters, such as inner aperture diameter and the cavity photon lifetime, on

various thermal rollover mechanisms. In VCSELs where cavity photon lifetime is

controlled by the top DBR reflectivity, a trade-off between optical absorption and

carrier leakage is demonstrated in the sense that overcompensating for one worsens

the other. Further, increasing inner aperture diameter (leading to a reduction in

thermal impedance and series resistance) and reducing photon lifetime, both have

the same impact of delaying the onset of the rapid increase in carrier leakage,

which in turn delays the onset of thermal rollover. Therefore, carrier leakage

places the ultimate limit on the thermal performance for this entire class of 850

nm devices. Useful design optimization strategies for mitigating carrier leakage

are also discussed.

7.2 CW Measurements for the Four VCSELs

The details of the empirical thermal model used to study the thermal degradation

mechanisms in the four VCSELs can be found in Chapter 6. Further, the basic

structure, common to all four 850 nm VCSELs are shown in Fig. 6.2 and described

in Section 6.3.1. That description is repeated here for the sake of clarity. The

devices are grown on undoped GaAs substrates and employ an oxide-confined

configuration optimized for high speed modulation [190]. The top and bottom

DBRs are fabricated with graded interfaces and modulation doping to reduce

their electrical resistance [122]. The bottom DBR is partly composed of AlAs
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Table 7.1: Summary of Devices Under Test

Device Inner aperture diameter Surface etch

A 9 µm 0 nm

B 6 µm 55 nm

C 9 µm 55 nm

D 14 µm 55 nm

to lower its thermal impedance [127]. The active region is made of five strained

InGaAs quantum wells for improved differential gain [126] and is surrounded by a

SCH designed for efficient carrier trapping and low gain compression [128,190]. As

indicated with dark shading in Fig. 6.2, six AlGaAs layers in the lower part of the

top DBR are composed of high Al content (98% for the bottom two and 96% for the

remaining four) to form a small oxide aperture for current and optical confinement

and a larger oxide aperture (twice the inner aperture diameter) for reducing device

capacitance [127]. After the bondpad sputtering, a shallow surface etch is made in

selected VCSELs to optimize top DBR reflectivity (and consequently the cavity

photon lifetime).

Table 7.1 summarizes the design elements of the four VCSELs investigated in

this thesis. Device A has no surface etch in the top DBR whereas devices B, C and

D have 55 nm surface etch in their top DBRs. The purpose of this surface-etch is

to control the device photon-lifetime. The photon lifetime τp of a VCSEL is given

by [127]:

τp =
1

αi(T ) + αTm(T ) + αBm(T )
. (7.1)

This expression shows that changing the top-DBR reflectivity can have a signif-

icant impact on the cavity photon lifetime of the VCSEL. While this technique

has been described in detail in Ref. [127], a brief description of how the top-DBR
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Figure 7.1: Calculated (a) top DBR loss rate and (b) photon lifetime as a function

of etch depth into the top DBR. The experimental etch depths are indicated using

dots and correspond to 0, 25, 40 and 55 nm. These Figs. have been adapted from

Ref. [127].

reflectivity varies with etch-depth and its impact on photon lifetime is presented

here. In this physical description the temperature dependence of, internal optical

loss rate, top and bottom DBR loss rates are ignored. The top DBR loss rate
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(αTm), and the corresponding photon lifetime τp at 25 ◦C (calculated using an ef-

fective index model [189] and established room temperature values for the free

carrier absorption coefficients respectively) are plotted against etch depth (detch)

in Fig. 7.1(a) and (b), respectively. The experimental etch depths are indicated

using dots and correspond to 0, 25, 40 and 55 nm. These Figs. have been adapted

from Ref. [127]. Physically, with increasing surface etch-depth, the reflection at

the semiconductor/air interface becomes increasingly out-of-phase with the reflec-

tions from the lower DBR stacks. This is in-turn, decrease the reflectivity and

increases the loss rate respectively, of the top DBR and consequently, the photon

lifetime is reduced. It is important to note that 0 nm surface etch corresponds to

completely in-pase reflection and 60 nm surface etch corresponds to completely out

of phase reflection at the semiconductor/air interface. The corresponding room

temperature photon lifetime values are 6.4 and 1.1 ps respectively [Fig. 7.1(b)].

This technique of changing the top-DBR reflectivity has previously been suc-

cessfully used for enhancing the single-mode output power of 850 nm VCSELs [200]

as well as reducing the output beam divergence of the VCSELs [201]. This tech-

nique is more appropriate for reducing photon-lifetime as compared to removing

entire layer pairs in the top-DBR stack as DBR-pair removal causes an increase

in the device series resistance due to current crowding [127].

7.2.1 Experimental Setup and Measurements

To perform CW measurements, each VCSEL was placed on a copper stage with

active temperature control. The emitted optical power was detected by a cali-

brated, large area PD (UDT Sensors PIN–10D) for accurate measurements. Mea-

surements were performed over an ambient temperature range of 15–100◦C. For

spectral measurements, the light was coupled into a multimode fiber connected

to an optical spectrum analyzer. All spectral measurements were performed with
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0.1 nm resolution. As a result, device temperatures deduced from the spectral

data are accurate to within 1.6 ◦C.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Pmax as a function of Ta for the four VCSELs.

Experimental data from CW measurements is presented in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3.

Figure 7.2 shows the maximum emitted optical power (Pmax) as a function of Ta.

A straight line can be fitted for each case. At Ta corresponding to Pmax = 0, each

VCSEL stops lasing. It is important to note that the internal device temperature

under such conditions is higher than Ta. Our VCSELs are projected to stop lasing

between 128 and 145 ◦C. This indicates that the cut-off temperature strongly

depends on VCSEL cavity design. From this point on, only measurements and

simulations corresponding to Ta = 55 ◦C are presented. This is a moderately

high Ta for which the Pmax of all the devices exceeds a few mWs and device

temperatures exceed 120 ◦C at bias currents corresponding to thermal rollover.

Parts (a)–(c) of Fig. 7.3 show Popt, Vb and Ptot as a function of Ib, respectively,

under CW operation at Ta = 55◦C. Comparing devices A and C with the same

inner aperture diameter (9 µm), as the shallow surface etch in the top DBR is

increased from 0 to 55 nm, the transmission loss rate increases from 0.058 to 0.653

ps−1. As shown in Fig. 7.3(a), this in turn causes Pmax and Ib corresponding to

Pmax to increase by 150% and 30% respectively. Electrically, these two devices
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Figure 7.3: (a) Popt, (b) Vb and (c) Ptot as a function of Ib at Ta = 55 ◦C. The inset

in (a) shows a two-segment line-fit on device D for estimating threshold current

and inset in (b) shows the differential resistance Rs.
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are identical (a shallow surface etch in the top DBR has an insignificant effect on

electrical properties). This leads to almost identical Rs for the two devices over

the entire range of Ib, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7.3(b). Finally, comparing

the rate of increase of Ptot with Ib for the two devices [Fig. 7.3(c)], it can be seen

that power dissipated as heat in device A exceeds that in device C. In subsequent

sections, the origin of this excess power dissipation will be discussed.

Comparing devices B, C and D, for which inner aperture diameter increases

from 6 to 14 µm, both Rth and Rs are reduced [184]. This in turn, progressively

increases Pmax and Ib corresponding to Pmax, as seen in Fig. 7.3(a). The series

resistance Rs plotted in the inset of Fig. 7.3(b), is reduced with increasing aperture

diameter. As the diameter is increased, the rate of increase of Ptot with Ib is

reduced [see Fig. 7.3(c)]. Since the rate of increase of Ptot is proportional to rate

of increase of device temperature [see Eq. 1.5)], clearly inner aperture diameter

strongly influences the VCSEL thermal properties.

Table 7.2 summarizes the values of VCSEL parameters at Ta = 55 ◦C deduced

from the measurements for the four VCSELs. The errors in the measured val-

ues of VCSEL parameters are also summarized in table 7.2. It is important to

understand the sources of errors in the extracted device parameters values. The

uncertainty in the value of αTm is related to the ±2 nm uncertainty in the surface

etch depth. For the analysis presented here, it is ignored [127]. This fact is also

reflected in table 7.1 where absolute values of surface etch depths are assumed.

Bias current induced increase in device temperature [199] is a prominent source of

error in the parameter values. It depends on the ambient temperature Ta owing to

the temperature dependence of thermal impedance [see Eq. (1.5)] and increasing

difficulty in stabilizing high stage temperatures against room temperature. At low

ambient temperatures, the error in the extracted parameter values corresponds to

the resolution limit of the device thermometer which is limited by the resolution

of the optical spectrum analyzer [122, 199]. Assuming a worst case value of 5◦C
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Table 7.2: Parameter values at Ta = 55 ◦C for the four VCSELs and their linear

temperature dependence (4 = ∂
∂T

).

Device A B C D

λ (nm) 852.7 ± 0.33 853.8 ± 0.33 853.9 ± 0.32 853.8 ± 0.31

Rth (◦C/mW) 2.07 ± 0.035 2.88 ± 0.03 1.97 ± 0.022 1.27 ± 0.036

αi (ps−1) (8.3± 0.22)× 10−2 (8.3± 0.22)× 10−2 (8.3± 0.22)× 10−2 (8.3± 0.22)× 10−2

αT
m (ps−1) 0.0578 0.653 0.653 0.653

αB
m (ps−1) 6.08× 10−3 6.08× 10−3 6.08× 10−3 6.08× 10−3

4λ (nm/◦C) (6.077± 0.13)× 10−2 (6.198± 0.20)× 10−2 (6.199± 0.14)× 10−2 (6.151± 0.15)× 10−2

4Rth (mW−1) (5.4± 0.4)× 10−3 (5.8± 0.2)× 10−3 (3.0± 0.3)× 10−3 (2.0± 0.6)× 10−3

4αi (ps−1/◦C) (4.167± 0.11)× 10−4 (4.167± 0.11)× 10−4 (4.167± 0.11)× 10−4 (4.167± 0.11)× 10−4

4αT
m (ps−1/◦C) −3.622× 10−5 −3.643× 10−4 −3.643× 10−4 −3.643× 10−4

4αB
m (ps−1/◦C) −5.705× 10−6 −5.705× 10−6 −5.705× 10−6 −5.705× 10−6

Tcr (◦C) 153 154 145 142

Tmax (◦C) 135 133 145 129

at Ta = 100◦C for all the devices, the corresponding worst case errors in the

parameter values are given in Table 7.2.

Temperature dependencies of internal quantum efficiency and threshold cur-

rent (Ith) were estimated from the measured Popt–Ib curves [184]. Ith was cal-

culated using a two-segment line-fit at any ambient temperature for all the de-

vices. This method is relatively insensitive to changes in SE [184]. The inset of

Fig. 7.3(a) applies this method to device D for calculating Ith at 55 ◦C ambient

temperature. A parabolic fit to measurements at different ambient temperatures

is used to model the dependence of Ith on device temperature [199]; maximum

error in Ith is less than 2% for any device.

The method for extracting temperature dependence of internal quantum effi-
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Figure 7.4: Thermal impedance as a function of inner aperture diameter. The

dashed line represents analytical prediction and symbols correspond to values

extracted using the thermal model presented in Chapter 6.

ciency is described in [199] and also discussed in detail in Chapter 6. A function

of the form ηi(T ) = ηi(RT )/[1 + (T/Tcr)
4] is used to numerically fit to the mea-

surements; ηi(RT ), where RT stands for room temperature, can be measured

independently [127,188] and Tcr is used as the fitting parameter. The values of Tcr

are also summarized in Table 7.2. It is important to note that Tcr for any device

is quite close to Tmax, the temperature at which the corresponding VCSEL is pro-

jected to stop lasing [Fig. 7.2]. The maximum calculated error in the extracted

value of ηi is less than 1%. Transmission losses through the top and the bottom

DBR were calculated numerically using an effective index model [189]. Additional

details on the method used to extract temperature dependence of various VCSEL

parameters from CW measurements, the origin of errors in their values, physical

explanations behind the temperature dependence, and previously reported room

temperature values can be found in [122,127,199].

Since the dimensional dependence of thermal impedance follows a simple ana-

lytical expression [184], Rth = 1/(2ξd), where ξ is the effective thermal conductiv-

ity and d is the inner aperture diameter, the validity of the extraction method for
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this particular parameter can be checked by comparing its deduced value with the

analytical estimate. The expression used to extract Rth can be written as [122]:

Rth =
∆T

∆Ptot

=
∂λ/∂Ptot

∂λ/∂T
. (7.2)

The average values of ∂λ/∂T used are given in Table 7.2. The value of ξ is esti-

mated to be 30 W/(m ·K) at 55◦C [184]. Figure 7.4 shows an excellent agreement

between the analytical result (dashed line) and the extracted values of thermal

impedance (solid dots).

7.3 Thermal Modelling

In this section, the parameter values extracted from CW measurements (see Ta-

ble 7.2) are used to study how these parameters influence the thermal rollover

mechanisms. The evolution of selected VCSEL parameters with increasing bias

current is studied and the influence of this evolution on thermal rollover behavior

is investigated. Using the procedure outlined in Chapter 6, together with the

parameters listed in Table 7.2, the basic VCSEL characteristics are simulated.

Figure 7.5 shows the measured and predicted values of Popt, Ptot, and T , respec-

tively, as a function of Ib at Ta = 55◦C for the four VCSELs. It can be seen in

parts (a) and (b) that the quantitative agreement is not the same for all devices.

However, even for the worst case (Device D), the mismatch is less than 10%. It

can therefore be concluded that the theoretical predictions based on the numerical

model presented in Chapter 6 are in reasonable agreement with the measured data

for all devices across the entire range of Ib. This depicts the optical, electrical,

and thermal consistency of the thermal model, quantifies the underlying accuracy

of the derived temperature dependence of VCSEL parameters and depicts the

universal applicability of the method described in Chapter 6.

Next, the changes in selected VCSEL parameters with bias current are consid-

ered to gain some insight into the origins of the thermal rollover. In Fig. 7.6(a),
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the variation of ηi and Ith, with Ib is plotted for the four VCSELs. Devices B, C,

and D have similar ηi values (about 75 %) at low bias currents, whereas device A

has a significantly higher value of 86 %. The physical reason behind this difference

will be discussed in the next section. It can be clearly seen that, at high Ib corre-

sponding to the onset of thermal rollover, there is a sharp decrease in the values

of ηi and a corresponding increase in the values of threshold current. The rapid

decrease in the value of ηi at high device temperatures [Fig. 7.5(c)] is responsible

for the onset of thermal rollover. Since the emitted optical power is ∝ (Ib − Ith),

an increase in the threshold current reinforces the sharp reduction in the value

of ηi and hastens the output power saturation. However, the deleterious effect

of threshold current can be independently mitigated by optimizing wavelength

detuning between the gain peak and the cavity resonance at which the VCSEL

operates [181].

Figure 7.6(b) depicts how the LPD coefficient K [Eq. (6.10)] varies with Ib

for 4 VCSELs at Ta = 55◦C. Close to Ith, the value of K is close to 2 W/A but

it decreases quite rapidly as the drive current is increased. It takes a minimum

value and begins to increase gradually on further increase in Ib. Interestingly,

this peculiar evolution is common to all the VCSELs and can be understood as

follows [199]: Consider first heating due to the carrier recombination which is high

below the lasing threshold. This is due to the fact that a significant percentage

of the injected carriers recombine spontaneously to produce heat. It is reduced

near and beyond the laser threshold because of the clamping of the carrier density.

Further,the recombination heating coefficient scales with Ith/Ib [199].

Optical absorption (absorption of photons produced by stimulated emission in

the VCSEL cavity) starts at the lasing threshold and its contribution increases

with Ib due to an increase in the number of stimulated photons. The net effect

of carrier recombination and optical absorption is an initial reduction of K with

increasing Ib around threshold. It is important to note that carrier thermalization
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increase in K marks the onset of thermal rollover.

and carrier leakage are low and nearly constant over these low bias currents and

hence do not have a significant impact on the evolution of K.

With further increase in Ib, K in Fig. 7.6(b) takes its relatively low values for

all four VCSELs. For these Ib values, carrier thermalization and absorption heat-

ing are nearly constant while spontaneous recombination and carrier leakage are

slowly decreasing and increasing, respectively. The net effect is a nearly constant

K. With a further increase in bias current, increase in carrier leakage dominates,

causing an increase of K and a corresponding super-linear increase of PLPD. Fur-
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ther, absorption heating saturates at Ib corresponding to Pmax, which is consistent

with the saturation of the stimulated photon density in the laser cavity.

To impress the importance of LPD mechanisms on the thermal performance

of these devices, Popt and K as a function of Ib for device A at Ta = 55◦C, are

plotted in the inset of Fig. 7.6(b). As indicated by the vertical dashed line, as Ib

is increased beyond 5.5 mA, the LPD coefficient increases, whereas the emitted

optical power begins to saturate. All devices exhibit this behavior. The LPD

coefficient therefore, has a profound influence on thermal saturation behavior of all

VCSELs. If by some design modification, the onset of increase in LPD coefficient

can be delayed, then both the static and dynamic performance can be improved

considerably for this class of devices. This issue is investigated in detail in the

next section.
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7.4 Impact of Device Parameters

In this section, the impact of device parameters on thermal rollover mechanisms

is studied. As seen in Table 7.1 and discussed in detail in section 7.2, devices A

and C are used to study the impact of photon lifetime because they differ due to

optical losses introduced by a shallow surface etch in the top DBR. Devices B,

C, and D have the same surface etch depth (55 nm) and are used to study the

impact of inner aperture diameter d.

7.4.1 Photon Lifetime

For device A (no surface etch), τp is 6.8 ps. This value reduces to near 1.4 ps

for devices B, C, and D with the 55 nm surface etch. It has been demonstrated

that a shorter photon lifetime improves the high speed performance of 850 nm

VCSELs [127]. Here, the impact of photon lifetime on thermal rollover behavior

is investigated. For this purpose, it is important to analyze the impact of surface

etch on the internal quantum efficiency ηi of a VCSEL. Ideally, a shallow surface

etch should not drastically alter ηi. Indeed, the impact on ηi is insignificant for

up to a 40 nm surface etch [127]. However, beyond 40 nm, increased cavity losses

lead to an increase in the threshold carrier density, which in turn increases carrier

leakage, causing a reduction in ηi.

Following the method for extracting ηi from Popt versus Ib measurements dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 6, ηi as a function of Ta for devices A and C is plotted

in Fig. 7.7. The continuous lines (solid and dotted) correspond to a numerical fit

of the data (squares and circles respectively) calculated following the procedure

described in Section 7.2.1. At any Ta, ηi for device C (with 55 nm etch) is about

10% smaller than that of device A (no etch).

In Figs. 7.8(a)–(c), solid lines correspond to device A and dotted lines to device

C. Figure 7.8(a) shows the contributions of PLPD and PQPD to Ptot at Ta = 55◦C.
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Figure 7.8: Impact of photon lifetime on the LPD and QPD mechanisms. (a)

PLPD and PQPD as a function of Ib, (b) individual LPD contributions versus Ib,

and (c) contributions of LPD and QPD mechanisms to ∆T for device A (solid

lines) and device C (dotted lines). The Figs. with asterisk∗ refer to the fragments

of the corresponding part. These Figs. have been split into two to achieve desired

clarity.

For both these devices, PLPD exceeds PQPD. This can be attributed to the fact

that Rs and K in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) themselves depend on temperature, and

therefore on Ib. As discussed earlier, beyond a certain Ib, while K increases with
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Ib [Fig. 7.6(b)], Rs decreases with Ib [Fig. 7.3(c)]. Since similar evolution of K and

Rs has been found for all devices, it can be concluded that PLPD is the dominant

contributor to the self-heating effects in all four devices. Devices A and C are

electrically identical, and therefore the power dissipated across series resistance is

identical for both these devices. Since PLPD for device A is significantly higher

than that for device C at any Ib, it can be concluded that a higher PLPD in device

A is limiting its thermal performance.

To understand the reason behind higher PLPD for device A, the dependence of

individual LPD contributions on Ib is plotted in Fig. 7.8(b). It can immediately

be seen that Pabs is much higher for device A as compared to device C for which

Pabs is almost negligible. This implies that a surface etch reduces the photon

lifetime which not only reduces the damping [127, 184] but also significantly re-

duces absorption heating which delays the onset of carrier leakage. However, it is

important to note that Pleak for device C is higher than that for device A at low

bias currents.

While a 55 nm deep surface etch minimizes absorption heating, it does so at

the cost of increased carrier leakage at low Ib. On the other hand, the use of a

carrier blocking layer [185] for reducing carrier leakage will increase absorption

heating owing to a corresponding increase in the internal quantum efficiency at

high bias currents. Therefore, a trade-off exists between absorption heating and

carrier leakage in devices that control photon lifetime through a shallow surface

etch in the top DBR. This trade-off is different from that observed in conventional

VCSELs involving absorption heating and Joule heating [130,199]. A general de-

sign guideline for this class of devices is that photon lifetime should be optimized

to the point where there is an insignificant increase in the threshold carrier den-

sity required for lasing. Indeed, devices with a 40 nm surface etch depth have

been found to have superior high speed performance [127]. The residual carrier

leakage can then be managed using other techniques such as reducing series re-
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sistance [129], thermal impedance [122], and even employing an electron blocking

layer [185]. The impact of series resistance and thermal impedance on thermal

rollover is discussed later in this section.

Figure 7.8(c) shows the contribution of various power dissipation mechanisms

to the total heat load. Again, the dominant contribution to increase in device

temperature comes from Joule heating and carrier leakage. In device A, absorption

heating also contributes significantly to the total heat load.

7.4.2 Inner Aperture Diameter

Inner aperture diameter, d, is an important VCSEL design parameter from the

standpoint of thermal rollover [199]. This is due to the fact that both series

resistance (Rs ∝ 1/d2) and the device thermal impedance (Rth ∝ 1/d) are reduced

with increasing inner aperture diameter [184]. Devices B, C and D are used to

study the impact of inner aperture diameter on thermal rollover mechanisms.

Figure 7.9(a) shows PLPD and PQPD vs. Ib at Ta = 55 ◦C for the three devices.

The increase in d causes a reduction in Rs at any Ib [Fig. 7.3(c)], which in turn

causes a reduction in PQPD. Comparing the linear power dissipation for these

devices, it can be seen that at low Ib, device D has the largest PLPD followed

by device C and then device B. However the situation is reversed at high bias

currents close to the onset of thermal rollover.

To understand the evolution of PLPD in devices with different d, the depen-

dence of individual LPD contributions on Ib is plotted in Fig. 7.9(b). Since the

three devices have identical surface etch depths, this implies that at low Ib, Pabs

will be identical for them. Further, the contribution of absorption heating to

PLPD is negligible. With increasing Ib, Pabs saturates and rolls over. Similar evo-

lution is observed for Ptherm. For identical surface etch depths, threshold current

increases with increasing inner aperture diameter [184]. Above lasing threshold,
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Figure 7.9: Impact of inner aperture diameter on the LPD and QPD mechanisms.

(a) PLPD and PQPD as a function of Ib, (b) individual LPD contributions versus Ib,

and (c) contributions of LPD and QPD mechanisms to ∆T for device B (dashed

lines), device C (dotted lines), and device D (dot-dashed lines). The Figs. with

asterisk∗ refer to the fragments of the corresponding part. These Figs. have been

split into two to achieve desired clarity.

Prec ∝ Ith [199]. Since the dominant LPD mechanism at low bias currents is re-

combination heating for all devices, the device with the largest inner aperture will

have the highest PLPD at low bias currents. The situation gets reversed at high
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bias currents close to the onset of thermal rollover. At those bias currents, with

increasing aperture diameter, the onset of increase in carrier leakage is delayed.

This in turn delays the onset of thermal rollover [Fig. 7.5(a)]. For example, as

the inner aperture diameter is increased from 6 to 14 µm, Ib at Pmax and Pmax

itself both increase by 135% and 160%, respectively. This clearly indicates that

VCSELs with a larger inner aperture diameter (≥7 µm) exhibit superior CW per-

formance because of a delayed onset of carrier leakage resulting from a reduced

series resistance and thermal impedance, which reduces the rate of increase in de-

vice temperature with Ib. For the devices investigated in this work, this assertion

has been tested for up to 13 µm inner aperture diameters. However, it is impor-

tant to understand that an increasing inner aperture diameter does not translate

into superior high speed performance. As is well known, high speed performance

of a VCSEL is related to the photon density inside its cavity, which decreases with

increasing inner aperture diameters [190].

Figure 7.9(c) shows the contributions to increase in the device temperature

(∆T ) as a function of Ib at Ta = 55 ◦C. Both PQPD (Joule heating) and Pleak

dominate the increase in device temperature for all devices and at any Ib. This

assertion holds at any ambient temperature [199]. A higher Rth for the device

with a smaller inner aperture further exacerbates the situation. The device tem-

peratures rapidly increase, reaching rollover temperatures at lower Ib for smaller

aperture devices. It can therefore be concluded that reducing series resistance and

thermal impedance in devices where absorption heating has been reduced can de-

lay the onset of carrier leakage. Reduction in series resistance can be achieved by

using intra-cavity contacts [202] whereas thermal impedance can be reduced by

using a binary material in the bottom DBR [122] or by employing metallic heat

spreading layers [131].
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7.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the simple empirical thermal model introduced in Chapter 6 is

applied to study the impact of design parameters on thermal performance of

850 nm VCSELs optimized for high speed operation. Four VCSELs, three with

different inner aperture diameters (6, 9 and 14 µm) and two with different photon

lifetimes (6.8 and 1.4 ps) corresponding to 0 and 55 nm surface etch in the top

DBR in devices with 9 µm inner aperture diameter were analyzed.

Our empirical model requires the temperature dependence of macroscopic VC-

SEL parameters such as threshold current, internal quantum efficiency, internal

optical loss, series resistance and thermal impedance. Adopting a consistent pro-

cedure, the temperature dependence is deduced through CW measurements of

output power, voltage and emission wavelength as a function of bias current over

an ambient temperature range of 15–100◦C. It is important to note that the meth-

ods used in this work can potentially be applied to any VCSEL design. As a

consequence, aside from some minor modifications in the relations for the bar-

rier bandgap energy, lasing energy, and internal quantum efficiency, the empirical

thermal model developed in Chapter 6 is generally applicable for a wide class

of VCSELs. It is demonstrated that the thermal model can reproduce the mea-

sured VCSEL characteristics with reasonable accuracy (< 10% error) for the four

VCSELs used in this study, indicating that the model is consistent from the stand-

point of optical, electrical, and thermal performance. Such an agreement speaks

of the underlying accuracy of the extracted temperature dependence of various

VCSEL parameters. A careful analysis of changes in the threshold current and

internal quantum efficiency shows that thermal rollover occurs because of a bias

current induced increase in the device temperature which increases the threshold

current and causes a sharp reduction in the value of internal quantum efficiency.

The LPD coefficient K [Eq. (1.4)] shows a similar behavior for all VCSELs.
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Close to Ith, K is quite high because recombination heating dominates in this

region. Its rapid reduction with increasing bias current is due to a reduction in

recombination heating and simultaneous increase in absorption heating. These

two effects reinforce each other. It assumes a minimum value and with further

increase in bias current and then begins to increase gradually. This increase in

the value of K is singularly dominated by carrier leakage as both absorption and

carrier thermalization heating saturate and rollover at these bias currents. It is

also shown that the onset of the optical power saturation coincides with the bias

current at which the LPD coefficient K begins to increase. The onset of power

saturation in this class of VCSELs can be delayed if the corresponding onset of

increase in LPD coefficient is delayed.

An analysis of the evolution of various power dissipation mechanisms with bias

current in the four VCSELs yields interesting conclusions. For this entire class

of devices, linear power dissipation PLPD exceeds the power dissipated across a

series resistance (PQPD). This can be attributed to the fact that, beyond a certain

bias current, the proportionality constant for PLPD increases with bias current,

whereas the series resistance decreases with bias current. Further, carrier leakage

places the ultimate limit on the thermal performance of all these devices.

A comparative thermal analysis of devices A and C, which differ in their cavity

photon lifetime, shows a trade-off between absorption heating and carrier leakage.

Overcompensating for absorption heating can cause an increase in carrier leakage

and vice versa. In these devices, absorption heating is reduced by a shallow surface

etch in the top DBR. Beyond a certain etch-depth, cavity losses become so high

that a very high carrier density is needed to achieve threshold gain which in-turn

increases carrier leakage. Increasing inner aperture diameter reduces the series

resistance and thermal impedance. These two effects reinforce each other and

this in turn delays the onset of carrier leakage and as consequence, a delay in

the onset of thermal rollover. However, an indiscriminate increase in the inner
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aperture diameter does not translate into a continuing improvement in the high

speed performance of these devices.
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8 Concluding Remarks

8.1 Overview

This thesis has explored three photonic devices (HNLFs, SOAs, and VCSELs)

from the standpoint of reducing the power consumption of optical signal process-

ing techniques based on these devices. In this chapter the research endeavors

presented in this thesis are summarized. The current state of the art in fiber-

based all-optical signal processing, wavelength conversion using FWM in SOAs

and high-speed VCSEL design is discussed. Finally, in each of the section, the

major findings presented in this thesis are reviewed and directions for future re-

search into this area are suggested.

8.2 Optical Signal Processing Based on HNLFs

Optical signal processing is a broad term which incorporates various functionalities

including but not limited to: optical regenerators, wavelength converters, optical

amplifiers, optical switches, pulse compressors and dispersion compensators [34].

Fiber Raman amplifiers (both discrete and distributed) have traditionally been

used in long haul optical communication links [39, 67] and more recently their
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applications in the passive optical network (PON) domain as a broadband opti-

cal amplifier for both upstream and downstream traffic have been explored [203].

Dispersion compensating fibers have been a key enabler behind ultra-long haul

optical transport systems operating at bit rates of 10 Gb/s per channel [4]. Op-

tical regenerators and wavelength convertors based on HNLFs for telecom signals

have been investigated in great detail [8, 10, 12–21, 34, 37–39]. In particular, 2R

regenerators based on SPM induced spectral broadening followed by spectrally

offset filtering in HNLFs (MTR), has received a lot of attention due to its simple

architecture and ease of implementation [13]. While various aspects of this par-

ticular device have been optimized [17–19], the impact of fiber dispersion on its

performance had been largely ignored.

To that end, in Chapter 2, a scaling parameter S was presented. This param-

eter accounts for the interplay between fiber dispersion and nonlinearity in a 2R

regenerator. It was also demonstrated that this parameter can be used to optimize

fiber dispersion which in-turn leads to reduction in optimum input optical power

required for signal regeneration. In fact, it was demonstrated that through careful

dispersion optimization a significant reduction (upto 30%) in input optical power

for optimum signal regeneration can be achieved without significantly altering the

regenerator performance.

Even with additional dispersion optimization, watt level input optical powers

are needed for the implementation of MTR. This makes this technique unattractive

for future Green Optical Communication Systems [1,2]. One potential solution to

mitigate this problem is the integration of the optical gain and nonlinear propa-

gation in a single optical fiber [204]. This can be achieved by the integration of

raman gain with the MTR architecture. Preliminary theoretical results reported

in [204] indicate a strong reduction in the input optical power required for signal

regeneration. However, clearly this area awaits future research, both experimental

as well as theoretical, before these “Active Mamyshev Regenerators” can become
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practically realizable devices.

8.3 ASE-Assisted Nonlinear Effects in SOAs

Compared to optical signal processing based on HNLFs, SOA-based optical signal

processing techniques offer the promise of reduced electrical footprint and input

optical power requirements. However, their slow gain recovery dynamics severely

limit their usability at high data rates (Section 1.5 and 1.7). While interferometric

methods do cancel out these slow gain recovery dynamics (Section 1.5), they add

a fair bit of complexity to the over all device design, stability becomes an issue

and the overall device performance still remains constrained by the recovery speed

of an individual SOA [27,97–102].

A relatively recent method for achieving gain recovery acceleration in SOAs,

which offsets some the disadvantages listed above, involves using the internal ASE

as the holding beam, which saturate the SOA gain and reduces its gain recovery

time [40, 88, 90, 108, 109]. Such SOAs are now available commercially with a gain

recovery time as short as 10 ps. They are designed carefully so that they can

be driven at high drive currents (up to 500 mA), and high ASE and short gain

recovery times are realized only at these high operating currents [88, 108]. Since

these devices are fairly recent, ASE-induced enhancement in the nonlinear effects

is a fairly unexplored area. What makes this area even more interesting is the

fact that when these SOAs are used as part of an optical signal processor, the

internal ASE will tie itself to the signal OSNR which is not the case with the

previously known holding beam method [111–113]. A significant portion of this

thesis is therefore devoted to investigation of enhancement of the nonlinear effects

mediated by internal ASE in SOAs.

In Chapter 3, a numerical model was developed, which was used to study the

impact of ASE on the nonlinear effects (SPM and FWM) in SOAs. The CW gain
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measurements were used along with a detailed theoretical model to deduce how

ASE shortens the effective gain recovery time of the SOA under consideration to

near 10 ps. The model assumed that the total ASE power is constant along the

length of the amplifier and increases with the current injected into the SOA. This

is an approximate numerical model which makes fairly accurate predictions on

ASE-enhanced nonlinear effects in SOAs.

The current dependence of τeff and the SOA gain was incorporated into the

proposed model which was used to study the impact of ASE on the SPM induced

spectral broadening of picosecond pulses inside the SOA. It was demonstrated

that a shorter gain recovery time affects the SPM induced spectral broadening in

several ways. The SPM induced nonlinear phase shift becomes more symmetric

and, consequently, frequency chirp becomes much more linear across the pulse.

These features are attractive for designing SOA-based all-optical signal processing

devices such as WCs, regenerators, and switches.

The shape and spectrum of the optical pulses was calculated over a range of

drive currents to study how they change with shortening of the gain recovery time.

The pulse shape becomes much more symmetric at high drive currents because a

reduction in the value of τeff causes the gain to recover fast enough that both the

leading and trailing edge of the pulse experience nearly the same dynamic gain

profile. For the same reason, the output spectrum becomes more symmetric and

resembles that obtained in the case in optical fibers where SPM occurs due to a

nearly instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity.

The numerical model developed for studying SPM was further extended to

study interband FWM in SOAs driven at currents high enough that ASE itself

begins to saturate the SOA gain. Across a broad range of wavelength shifts (as

large as 20 nm), an increase in the CE of over 20 dB is observed, as the SOA

current was increased from 100 to 500 mA. The impact of pump power, pump-

signal detuning and τeff on FWM CE is investigated. A trade-off between average
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device gain ḡ and the bandwidth of gain modulations, mediated by a dimensionless

parameter r′ = τc/τeff , is demonstrated. The increase in pump-signal detuning

over which interband FWM dominates comes at the cost of reduced device small

signal gain.

In Chapter 4, it is experimentally demonstrated that the ASE-induced gain

saturation changes the gain dynamics in such a way that the SPM features in SOAs

begin to resemble those found in optical fibers, but they occur at peak power

levels that are three orders of magnitude lower than those required for optical

fibers. Theoretical predictions from Chapter 3 are verified with an experiment in

which the output optical pulse spectra of gain-switched, input optical pulses is

measured at different bias currents. The experimental results agree well with the

theoretical predictions. While the study presented in this thesis has been done

for one particular device length (L = 1 mm), the impact of this important device

parameter can be understood by noting that increasing device length increases the

ASE power which potentially can further reduce the recovery speed. A trade-off

between improvement in spectral symmetry and the extent of spectral broadening

associated with SPM has also been demonstrated. Understanding this trade-off

is important for designing ultrafast, SOA-based, signal processing techniques for

OOK signals such as wavelength conversion and regeneration.

In Chapter 5, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the interband

FWM can be used for wavelength conversion in SOAs driven at currents so high

that the ASE itself begins to saturate the SOA gain. Conversion efficiency and

OSNR are used as the two FOMs to characterize the wavelength conversion pro-

cess. Across a broad range of wavelength shifts (as large as 20 nm), an increase

in the CE of over 20 dB, and a corresponding increase in the OSNR of over 12 dB

is observed, as the SOA current was increased from 100 to 500 mA. The experi-

mental observations are in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions

reported in Chapter 3. As seen in Fig. 5.5(a), wavelength shifts (2∆λ) close to
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15 nm are possible at high drive current levels that reduce the gain recovery time

to near 10 ps, while maintaining a high CE (η = 1) and a high OSNR close to

25 dB. If 10% CE is considered acceptable for a WC, wavelength shifts > 25 nm

are possible.

8.4 Wavelength Conversion in SOAs

A major advantage of the ASE-enhanced interband FWM scheme is that input

pump powers required for wavelength conversion are much lower (P0 <0.5 mW)

than those employed in the case of intraband FWM. This feature reduces the

electrical power consumption for such WCs by more than a factor of 10. The issue

of optimum pump power has been discussed in detail and it has been determined

that the high conversion efficiencies over a broad range of input signal powers are

possible even at pump powers as low as 0.1 mW. However, the OSNR of the

converted signal at such pump levels may be below 25 dB because input signal

power in this case must be considerably less than 0.1 mW. If the design criterion

requires an OSNR of 30 dB or more, input signal power should be close to 0.1 mW,

and this requires an input pump power close to 1 mW.

Future research in this area can explore low pump power wavelength conver-

sion using ASE-assisted interband FWM in SOAs. Due to the advent of coherent

modulation formats [25], wavelength conversion techniques which are modulation

format independent and lend themselves easily to polarization diversity will be-

come quite important. To that end, FWM in SOAs is extremely important as

it preserves phase information and with some design optimization to polarization

multiplexed signals as well [25]. SOA-based wavelength converter results reported

in the literature use assist beam in excess of 50 mW [111]. Multiple pumps [25,170]

or a single pump with pump power in excess of 10 dBm [41] have also been used.

The CW results presented in Chapter 5 point to the fact that practical wave-
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length conversion can be achieved using ASE-enhanced interband FWM in SOAs

at pump powers as low as 1 mW.

A realistic WC for WDM systems must operate on pulsed signals at a bit rate

of 10 Gb/s or more. The conclusions presented Chapter 5 based on CW exper-

iments are expected to hold for pulsed data channels, with minor modifications,

as far as CE and OSNR are concerned. However this needs to be experimen-

tally studied. To that end, this thesis explores a 10 Gb/s L-Band wavelength

convertor with sub-mW pump for RZ-OOK signals with 50% duty cycle (Chap-

ter 5.4). It was concluded that high internal ASE not only drives up the FWM

CE but also enhances the other nonlinear effects (SPM, XPM and XGM) which

causes significant spectral broadening of the converted data channel. The extent

of spectral broadening decreases with increasing wavelength shifts and increasing

pump power. At any WS, CE, converted OSNR, and the spectral broadening of

the converted signal can be optimized through suitable selection of pump power.

For the design studied in this thesis, the optimum value of pump power was −2

dBm and at this pump power, the CE was 3 dB and the converted OSNR was 26

dB/0.1 nm. The problem of spectral broadening and chirping observed with OOK

signals is expected to be less severe for formats based on phase modulation (such

as differential phase-shift keying). However, this needs to be investigated in detail

and is an exciting avenue for future research into modulation-format transparent,

energy-efficient optical wavelength converters.

8.5 Self-Heating Effects in VCSELs

ASE-enhanced nonlinear effects in SOAs relax the requirements on input signal

powers thereby reducing the optical power consumption associated with the tech-

nique. However, SOA-based wavelength converters are not amenable to multi-

casting [170] which means in a DWDM scenario, each optical carrier would have
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to be de-multiplexed and would need a separate wavelength converter. The power

consumption associated with a single SOA-based wavelength converter makes such

an implementation impractical.

VCSEL or VC-SOA based wavelength converters can be potentially used to

implement energy efficient wavelength converters. These devices are more suit-

able for uncooled operation and hence suffer from deleterious self-heating effects

which have been identified as the major factors limiting their static and dynamic

performance [122, 127, 137, 138]. An in-depth understanding of these self-heating

effects and relating them to the VCSEL design parameters is a key-step towards

realization of VCSEL-based optical signal processing.

To that end, a simple, empirical thermal model useful for studying relative roles

of various thermal rollover mechanisms inside VCSELs has been presented in this

thesis. The parameters required by this model can be deduced experimentally

through measurements of output power, voltage and emission wavelength as a

function of current at different ambient temperatures. The method proposed in

this thesis is quite general and can potentially be applied to any VCSEL. In

this thesis, this method has been used for analyzing the thermal performance

oxide-confined, 850 nm VCSELs optimized for high-speed operation. In total,

four different devices with different photon lifetimes and inner aperture diameters

were studied over the ambient temperature range of 15–100 ◦C. The model predicts

that in this class of devices, the thermal saturation behavior is caused by a rapid

increase of device temperature with bias current, which causes a reduction in the

internal quantum efficiency, an increase in the threshold current and increase in

the internal optical loss.

For all the devices, an in-depth analysis of various thermal rollover mecha-

nisms was carried out, from the standpoint of understanding the power-saturation

behavior. The approach proposed in this thesis relates macroscopic VCSEL pa-

rameters to various thermal rollover mechanisms and makes an accurate estimate,
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both qualitatively and quantitatively, of various power dissipation mechanisms

from the total power-dissipation in the device. Based on our analysis, it can

be concluded that for all the devices, at any bias current and ambient tempera-

ture, power dissipation due to carrier leakage, carrier thermalization, spontaneous

carrier recombination and internal optical absorption together exceeds the power

dissipated across the series resistance (Joule heating). This may seem counter-

intuitive given the fact that the basic dependence of Joule heating on current is

quadratic while that of other heat sources is linear. However, the constants of pro-

portionality (Rs and K, respectively) depend themselves on the internal device

temperature, and change in opposite directions as the bias current is increased

close to thermal rollover. Still, quadratic power dissipation is a major source of

device heating, having a significant impact on the thermal performance of the

VCSEL. Carrier leakage, caused due to rapid reduction in the value of internal

quantum efficiency at elevated internal device temperatures, places the ultimate

limit on the thermal performance of all these devices.

In devices where the photon lifetime is controlled by the top DBR reflectivity,

a trade-off between absorption heating and carrier leakage is demonstrated in that

overcompensating for absorption heating can cause an increase in carrier leakage

and vice versa. In these devices, absorption heating is reduced by a shallow surface

etch in the top DBR. Beyond a certain etch-depth, cavity losses become so high

that a very high carrier density is needed to achieve threshold gain which in-turn

increases carrier leakage. Increasing inner aperture diameter reduces the series

resistance and thermal impedance. These two effects reinforce each other and

this, in turn, delays the onset of carrier leakage, and as consequence a delay in the

onset of thermal rollover. While a larger inner-aperture diameter increases the

total number of photons inside the cavity, the photon density is actually reduced,

resulting in a poorer high-speed performance.

This simple, empirical thermal model can potentially be extended to VCSELs
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based on different material systems to study the heat load distribution due to the

various thermally-induced power saturation mechanisms. It can also be potentially

used to study the impact of various VCSEL design parameters such as aperture

diameter, photon lifetime or top DBR design, substrate design and carrier blocking

layer on the thermally induced power saturation mechanisms. Based on the work

presented in this thesis, these statements are only true in principle and need

further validation.

For the specific case of 850 nm VCSELs, optimized for high speed operation,

it was demonstrated that carrier leakage places the ultimate limit on the device

thermal performance. Comparison between 850 nm InGaAs VCSELs investigated

in this thesis and the traditional 850 nm GaAs VCSELs from the standpoint

of carrier leakage lends insight into interesting device-design trade-offs. 850 nm

InGaAs VCSELs can potentially have higher carrier leakage at high device tem-

peratures due to the fact that thickness of the QWs in these device had to be

reduced by a factor of 2 as compared to the traditional GaAs VCSELs to en-

sure that the emission wavelength is in the vicinity of 850 nm [126]. However

the barrier bandgap energy for InGaAs VCSELs with 37% Al content is about

5% higher than that for traditional 850 nm GaAs VCSELs with 30% Al content.

These two design parameters act in the opposite directions with regards to carrier

leakage which makes it difficult to qualitatively predict weather traditional GaAs

VCSELs have less carrier leakage as compared to InGaAs VCSELs. However, one

thing that can be said with certainty is that the Indium-induced strain is required

for high differential gain, and therefore for the case of 850 nm InGaAs VCSELs,

the accompanying reduction in quantum-well thickness and the associated carrier

leakage ends up becoming a necessary evil. This can at best be managed through

careful design-optimization.

It is interesting to note that for VCSELs emitting at longer wavelengths (such

as 980 and 1060 nm), addition of Indium to the GaAs quantum wells does not
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have to be accompanied by reduction in quantum well thickness. This implies that

VCSEL designs optimized to emit at these wavelengths will have, among other

things, lower power dissipation due to carrier leakage (especially at high device

temperatures) and consequently superior uncooled high-speed performance. This

has indeed been experimentally demonstrated [193–195].

Based on the analysis presented in this thesis, carrier leakage can be miti-

gated by careful optimization of absorption heating which is achieved by a shal-

low surface-etch in the top DBR. The etch-depth should be optimized so that it

causes an insignificant increase in the threshold carrier density required for lasing.

Removing entire DBR pairs will potentially have the same effect on absorption

heating. However the resulting current-crowding effects will increase electrical

resistance [117]. Further delay in the onset of carrier leakage can be achieved

through the reduction of series resistance and thermal impedance. Reduction

in series resistance can be achieved by using intracavity contacts [202] whereas

thermal impedance can be reduced by using a binary material in the bottom

DBR [122] or by employing metallic heat spreading layers [131]. Incorporating a

carrier blocking layer to improve carrier leakage at elevated device temperatures

can also be explored [185]. Including all these design nuances in a single VCSEL

structure is extremely challenging from the standpoint of device fabrication and is

an exciting avenue for future research into extending the reach of 850 nm VCSELs

operating uncooled at data rates in excess of 40 Gb/s.
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8.6 Summary of Contributions

This thesis investigated the signal-processing capabilities of HNLFs, SOAs and

VCSELs from the standpoint of reducing electrical footprint associated with sig-

nal processing devices based on these nonlinear elements. In particular, this thesis

focussed on reducing the power consumption associated with optical wavelength

converters and 2R-regenerators. Here the contributions of this thesis in the areas

of HNLF-dispersion optimization for optimum optical signal regeneration, under-

standing the basic physics behind ASE-assisted nonlinear effects in SOAs and

modeling thermally induced optical power saturation effects in 850 nm, oxide-

confined, high-speed VCSELs are summarized:

• Developed and demonstrated a simple scaling rule that is useful for study-

ing the combined effects of fiber dispersion and nonlinearity on the MTR

performance.

• Demonstrated the effectiveness of the scaled parameter S in predicting the

MTR performance.

• Through careful optimization of the HNLF dispersion, Demonstrated a 30%

reduction in optimum input optical peak power required for optical signal

regeneration.

• Developed a simple numerical model to study the impact of ASE on the

nonlinear effects (SPM and FWM) in SOAs

• Predicted fiber-like SPM due to fast gain saturation and recovery mediated

by high internal ASE. This prediction was verified experimentally.

• Experimentally demonstrated that the ASE-induced gain saturation limits

the SBF at the same time it improves spectral symmetry by reducing the
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gain-recovery time. This trade-off between SBF and spectral symmetry

cannot be avoided in SOAs that employ ASE for faster gain recovery.

• Investigated experimentally and theoretically, the applicability of ASE-assisted

interband FWM in SOAs for practical wavelength conversion.

• Demonstrated efficient wavelength conversion (0 dB CE) over wavelength

shifts in excess of 15 nm and converted OSNR in excess of 25 dB/0.1nm.

• Demonstrated significant reduction in the input optical pump power required

for wavelength conversion. Typical input pump power required for ASE-

assisted interband FWM was in the vicinity of 0.5 mW compared to 10s of

milliwatts required for traditional intraband FWM.

• Demonstrated a 10 Gb/s L-Band wavelength convertor for RZ-OOK signals

with 50% duty cycle.

• Developed a simple, empirical thermal model which is useful for studying

the relative roles of various thermal rollover mechanisms inside VCSELs.

• Applied the method developed for analyzing the thermal performance of

four oxide-confined, high-speed, 850 nm VCSELs.

• Demonstrated a trade-off between absorption heating and carrier leakage in

devices which achieve a reduction in absorption heating through a shallow

surface etch in the top DBR

These contributions can potentially reduce the electrical footprint associated

with optical signal processing techniques. This in-turn will allow these function-

alities to be incorporated in the future, high-speed, transparent optical networks.
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A Optiwave OptiSystem

Software

Optiwave OptiSystem is an optical communication system simulation package

that designs, tests, and optimizes a broad variety of optical links in the physical

layer of optical networks. The simulation results presented in Chapter 2 were

carried out using version 6.0. Currently version 10.0 is commercially available

which has all the features of version 6.0 with some add-ons pertaining to fiber-

optic access networks, advanced visualization for coherent communications and

other advanced photonic devices and sub-systems [205]. The Optiwave Optisystem

software is very intuitive to use and it comes with good online-help and other

documentation. OptiSystem is a mature software package and is used by a number

of universities for education and research. In addition to that, many companies

in the optical communication industry rely on this software for power budget and

OSNR calculations [205, 206]. Here a brief tutorial into this commercial software

package is presented to give an overview of its capabilities. Particular emphasis

is placed on the features used for deriving the results presented in chapter 2. For

additional details, the reader is referred to the two references [205,206] from which

the content of this tutorial is adapted.
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A.1 Description and Capabilities of OptiSystem

6.0

OptiSystem is a system level simulator based on realistic modeling of fiber-optic

communication systems [206]. It possesses a powerful new simulation environment

and a truly hierarchical definitions of components and systems. A robust graphical

user interface controls the optical component layout, component models, and pre-

sentation graphics. An extensive library of active and passive components includes

realistic, wavelength dependent parameters. Parameter sweeps allow the user to

investigate the effect of particular device specifications on system performance.

This particular parameter sweep feature was extensively used to formulate the

scaling rule presented in Chapter 2 and also for optimizing the HNLF dispersion

for optimum signal regeneration.

A brief overview of the main features of OptiSystem software is presented

below:

• OptiSystem Component Library includes hundreds of validated components.

Users can customize by entering parameters that can be measured from real

devices. Users can also incorporate new components based on subsystems

and user-defined libraries.

• Integration with Optiwave software tools at the subsystem and component

level: OptiAmplifier, OptiBPM, OptiGrating, and OptiFiber.

• OptiSystem handles mixed signal formats for optical and electrical signals

in the Component Library, and calculates the signals using the appropriate

algorithms related to the required simulation accuracy and efficiency.

• System performance is predicted by calculating BER and Q-Factor using

numerical analysis or Semi-analytical techniques for systems limited by inter
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symbol interference and noise.

• Advanced visualization tools produce OSA Spectra, Oscilloscope, and Eye

diagrams. Also included are WDM analysis tools listing signal power, gain,

NF, and OSNR.

• Simulations can be repeated with an iteration variation of the parameters.

OptiSystem can also optimize any parameter to minimize or maximize any

result or can search for target results. Users can combine multiple parameter

sweeps and multiple optimizations.

A.2 Optiwave Tutorial

Figure A.1: OptiSystem implementation of the simulation schematic shown in

Fig. 2.2.
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In this section a brief tutorial of Optiwave OptiSystem software is presented.

This tutorial is aimed at providing an insight into how the simulations reported

in Chapter 2 were carried out. In the process, it is hoped that the reader will

gain an insight into the powerful simulation capabilities afforded by this software.

For a more in-depth tutorial on this subject, the readers are referred to the user

manuals accompanying this software as well as other references listed in this text.

Figure A.1 shows the OptiSystem layout of the setup used for simulating nu-

merically the operation of an MTR shown in Fig. 2.2. Creating this layout in the

layout window is fairly straightforward. First the OptiSystem software needs to

be initiated, which can be done by starting the following action [205]:

• From the Start menu, select Programs > Optiwave Software > OptiSystem

6 > OptiSystem. OptiSystem loads and the graphical user interface (GUI)

appears

Project Layout shown in Fig. A.1 is the main working area of the OptiSystem GUI

where components are inserted into the layout, can be edited, and connections

between the components can be created. The components used to create the

schematic shown in Fig A.1, can be accessed from the component library, which

appears on the top left corner of the OptiSystem GUI [205]. Creating connections

in the project layout window is also easy. In fact, the software has an in-built

connecting tool which automatically connects two components whose inputs and

outputs are compatible (Optical In to Optical Out, Electrical In to Electrical Out

and so forth).

For the particular case of the simulation schematic shown in Fig A.1, a CW

laser source emitting light at 1550 nm was connected to the MZM which was

in-turn driven by an RZ pulse-generator module built into the OptiSystem com-

ponent library. In the simulations, the performance of the modulator is set by

assigning a particular value to the output extinction ratio. For the results reported
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in Chapter 2, this value was selected to be 25 dB. The RZ-signal and the output

from the White Light Source are then combined using an ideal optical adder. The

White Light Source generates Gaussian distributed white noise bins or sampled

signals at the specified power level. A Gaussian noise distribution around the

center frequency (a user defined parameter) is assumed [205], and the Power pa-

rameter specifies the total output of the White Light Source. It is important to

note that this White Light Source simulates the Q-factor degradation of the input

bit-stream and the extent of degradation is governed by a combination of White

Light Source power and the bandwidth of the Gaussian OBPF.

A non-ideal optical power-tap (Tap-Bidirectional component) is used for study-

ing the electrical properties of the optical signal going into the MTR. This compo-

nent has a wavelength-dependent tap percentage, IL and return loss that is user

specified. The corresponding values for simulations reported in this thesis are

15% (130 nm bandwidth), 0 and 65 dB respectively. A Flat Gain EDFA module

is used to simulate optical amplification. Its performance is governed by Opti-

cal Gain and NF parameters. The NF was fixed at 5.5 dB and the optical gain

was selected for suitable amplification of input optical signal. The Optical Fiber

component simulates the propagation of an optical field in a single-mode fiber

with the dispersive and nonlinear effects taken into account by a direct numerical

integration of the modified nonlinear Schrödinger Eq. [205]. All the fiber parame-

ters such as the length, attenuation, group velocity dispersion, polarization mode

dispersion, fiber nonlinearity etc are user specified. For the purposes of simulation

reported in this thesis, third order dispersion was ignored. Other relevant fiber

parameters have been reported in Chapter 2.

Once all the components are placed on the project layout, the Global Param-

eters need to be set to commence simulations. Figure A.2 shows the snapshot of

the window used to set the Global Simulation Parameters. These parameters are

common to all OptiSystem simulations. In this particular case, the simulation
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Figure A.2: Setting the global simulation parameters in OptiSystem Software.

time window, the number of samples, and the sample rate are indirectly defined

using the following three parameters:

• Bit Rate

• Bit Sequence Length

• Number of Samples per Bit

These parameters are then used to calculate the time window, sample rate, and

the number of samples as follows:

• Time window = Sequence length * 1/Bit rate
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Figure A.3: Calculation Output Window for the OptiSystem Software.

• Number of samples = Sequence length * Samples per bit

• Sample rate = Number of samples / Time window

The corresponding values for 40 Gb/s simulations are shown in Fig A.2. OptiSys-

tem shares these parameters with all components.

Once all the components are connected, their values specified and the global

parameters chosen, it is time to run the simulation. To run a simulation, from

the File menu, the Calculate command is selected which opens the OptiSystem

Calculation dialog box [205]. In the OptiSystem Calculations dialog box, the Run

button needs to be clicked which opens the Calculation Output window shown

in Fig A.3. The calculation output appears in the Calculation Output window,

and the simulation results appear below the components that were included in

the simulation.
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Figure A.4: Calculation Output Window for the OptiSystem Software while run-

ning a parameter sweep.

A.3 Parameter Sweeps

One of the most important feature of the OptiSystem software which greatly

aided in generating all the curves presented in Chapter 2 is the parameter sweep

feature. Parameter sweeps and optimizations feature built in the OptiSystem

software allows for the simulations to be repeated with an iterated variation of the

selected parameter(s). OptiSystem can also optimize any parameter to minimize

or maximize any result or can search for target results. Multiple parameter sweeps

and multiple optimizations can also be potentially combined [205].

When a parameter is in sweep mode, the value of the parameter changes

through sweep iterations. The parameter sweep version can be selected for dis-

play in the project layout window. In order to change a parameter value across

sweep interations, the total number of sweep iterations and the parameter values

corresponding to each iteration needs to be defined.
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To set the total number of sweep iterations, the following procedure needs to

be performed [205]:

1. Click the Set Total Sweep Iterations button on the Layout toolbar.The Total

Parameter Sweep Iterations dialog appears displaying the current values.

2. Enter the total number of sweep iterations.

3. Click OK

Assigning parameter values corresponding to each iteration is relatively simple

and can be achieved in many ways. Manual discrete assignment is one possibil-

ity. However, OptiSystem allows for a lot of flexibility in assigning these values.

Linear, Exponential, Log, User Defined Formula, Gaussian, LogNormal etc. are

the in-built methods for assigning parameter values for each sweep iteration. All

these distributions require the user to define a start and an end value and then

select the preferred distribution. For all the simulations reported in Chapter 2, a

linear distribution was assumed for all the parameter sweeps.

Once both the number of sweep iterations and the parameter value for each

iteration is specified, again from the File menu, the Calculate command is se-

lected which opens the OptiSystem Calculation dialog box [205]. Pressing the run

button in the calculation box initiates the parameter sweep as shown in Fig A.4.

For generating all Figs. presented in Chapter 2, linear sweep iterations were used.

In particular, for both the parts of Figs. 2.3 and 2.7, the gain of flat gain EDFA

module was varied between 15 and 31 dB. For generating the Q-factor improve-

ment curves as a function of input Q-factor, the power of the white light source

was varied between −14 and +8 dBm etc. This concludes a brief overview of

the simulation capability of the Optiwave OptiSystem software as applied to the

research presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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B Gain-Switching in

Semiconductor Lasers

Gain switching is known to be the simplest of the picosecond pulse generation

schemes because no external cavity or careful alignment of optical components is

required. The pulses can be wavelength tunable and can be modulated at any

arbitrary repetition rate. In this method, the gain of a semiconductor laser diode

is modulated by an input RF signal which results in a train of pulses at a repeti-

tion rate which is exactly the same as the frequency of the input RF signal. Gain

switching pulses are the first peaks of the relaxation oscillations [207] and can be

up to 10 times shorter than the applied electrical signal. Gain-switching in semi-

conductor lasers is a phenomenon that has been researched both experimentally

and theoretically for over two decades [5,176,207–210]. The purpose of this brief

tutorial is to present the theoretical and experimental work done to build a gain

switched pulse source to be used in ASE-assisted SPM experiments presented in

Chapter 4.

To study the impact of ASE-mediated gain dynamics on the spectral broaden-

ing suffered by picosecond optical pulses propagating in the SOA, it was desirable

that a source be built that send out optical pulses with FWHM > 2τeff at 500 mA

drive current. Further, the repetition rate of the pulses should be low enough to

allow the SOA gain to recover to its equilibrium value. Gain switching fits the bill

on both the criteria and in the next two sections, theoretical and experimental
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optimization efforts for this pulse source are described.

B.1 Numerical Model

The basic rate Eqs. for a single mode laser can be written as [5]:

dP

dt
= GP +Rsp −

P

τp
(B.1)

dN

dt
=
I

q
− N

τc
−GP, (B.2)

where P and N are the number of photons and electrons respectively inside the

active region. Further, G is the rate of stimulated emission defined as G =

GN(N −N0), N0 is the number of carriers at gain transparency, Rsp is the rate of

spontaneous emission, τp is the photon lifetime and τc is the carrier lifetime.

To study gain-switching in semiconductor lasers, the bias current I needs to

have a time dependent form. In particular, an RF signal, which is usually used

for gain switching, can be expressed as:

I = Ib + Im sin(2πF0t) (B.3)

Here Ib is the bias current, Im is the modulation current, and F0 is the frequency

of the RF signal. This parameter also sets the repetition rate of the gain-switched

pulses. Further, gain compression effects need to be included phenomenologically.

This is achieved by modifying the gain G as:

G = GN(N −N0)(1− εnlP ). (B.4)

Finally, time-dependent variation in the optical gain in a semiconductor laser,

leads to time dependent changes in refractive index. The resulting phase modu-

lation has to be included through the Eq. [5]:

dφ

dt
=

1

2
βc[GN(N −N0)− 1

τp
], (B.5)
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where βc is the linewidth enhancement factor. Combining Eqs. (B.1)–(B.5),

coupled Eqs. describing the modulation response of the semiconductor laser can

be written as:

dP

dt
= GN(N −N0)(1− εnlP )P +Rsp −

P

τp
(B.6)

dN

dt
=
Ib + Im sin(2πF0t)

q
− N

τc
−GN(N −N0)(1− εnlP )P (B.7)

dφ

dt
=

1

2
βc[GN(N −N0)− 1

τp
]. (B.8)

For numerically solving Eqs. (B.6)–(B.8), these Eqs. were normalized using

the following quantities:

Pe = (
1

2
vgαmirh̄ω)P Ith =

qNth

τc
(B.9)

N
′
=

N

Nth

τ =
t

T0

(B.10)

a =
Ib
Ith

b =
Im
Ith
. (B.11)

Here Pe is the emitted power, vg is the group velocity, αmir is the mirror loss, Ith

is the threshold current, Nth = N0 + (GNτp)
−1 is the carrier population at the

lasing threshold, and T0 is the inverse of RF signal frequency F0. Combining Eqs.

(B.6)–(B.8) and Eqs. (B.9)–(B.11), the normalized laser rate Eqs. can be written

as:

dN
′

dτ
=
T0

τc
[(a+ b sin(2πτ)−N ′ ]− T0GN

k
Pe(1−

εnlPe
k

) (B.12)

dPe
dτ

= GNT0Nth(N
′ − N0

Nth

)(1− εnlPe
k

)Pe + kT0Rsp − Pe
T0

τp
(B.13)

dφ

dτ
=
GNT0βc

2
(N

′ − N0

Nth

)− βcT0

2τp
. (B.14)

In writing the preceding set of Eqs. a parameters k was introduced which can be

written as:

k =
1

2
vgαmirh̄ω (B.15)
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Figure B.1: Gain-switching simulations snapshot. Part (a) shows the total current

applied to the diode laser in one RF-signal cycle. Part (b) shows the simulated

gain-switched pulse with TFWHM = 44 ps.

To solve Eqs. (B.12)–(B.14), the following laser parameters were used [5]:

βc = 5 vg =
c

4
λ = 1.59 µm (B.16)

T0 = 1 ns τp = 3 ps τc = 0.9 ns (B.17)

Rsp =
2

τP
a ≈ 0.6− 0.99 b ≈ 1.5− 3.5 (B.18)

GN = 104 s−1 N0 = 108 εnl = 10−7 (B.19)

It is important to note that these parameters vary quite a bit for different
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Figure B.2: Experimental setup used for characterizing gain-switched pulse source.

semiconductor lasers and the simulation results based on this model and the se-

lected parameters can only serve as a reference point to get an idea of what kind

of pulsewidths one can expect from the source. Extensive simulations were carried

out and as an example, one example of simulations is presented here [Fig. B.1],

which shows that by biasing a semiconductor laser at 12.6 mA and by applying an

RF signal with 27 mA amplitude and 1 GHz frequency, pulses with 40 ps FWHM

can be produced at the 1 GHz repetition rate. The threshold current for this laser

was calculated to be 18 mA. In the next section, we use the parameters obtained

from the numerical model to experimentally optimize the gain-switched source

B.2 Gain-Switching Experiments

Figure B.2 shows the experimental setup used for characterizing gain-switched

pulse source. It consists of an RF generator and a DC bias source which are com-

bined using the bias–T circuitry of an ILX lightwave mount (LDM-4984RF) [211].

This mount accepts RF signals up to 2.5 GHz. The laser diode module is placed on

this mount. The laser diode used in the gain-switched source is an Agere D2526–

G880 wavelength-selected direct modulated isolated DFB laser module [212]. A

50/50 splitter was employed at the output of the DFB laser to send the gain-
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switched simultaneously into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with resolution

of 0.01 nm and into a PD with a 22 GHz bandwidth. The temporal signal was

then captured by a 70 GHz sampling scope (resolution 1.25 ps). For all these

experiments, the temperature of the DFB laser was stabilized at 25 ◦C.

Optimizing the pulses from a gain-switched source involves optimizing the bias

current and the modulation current at the fixed repetition rate. The goal is to

capture only the first peak of the relaxation oscillation and effectively suppress

the other peaks. This is achieved by terminating the RF signal before the onset

of the next relaxation oscillation spike [210]. It was deduced from the simulations

that most effective way to achieve this is to bias the laser close to 0.7×Ith and

then apply modulation current with an amplitude in the range of 1-5–2.5×Ith.

To experimentally verify this assertion, the DFB laser was biased at currents

ranging from 0.6–0.84×Ith and the applied modulation currents were varied from

1.5–2.5×Ith. As an example, pulse shape and spectra at 0.6 ×Ith bias current and

four different modulation currents is shown in Fig. B.3.

In Fig. B.3(a), the modulation amplitudes are expressed in terms of peak to

peak voltages. That is because those values are directly measured using a low

bandwidth oscilloscope. The series resistance of the LDM-4984RF is 50 Ω. The

values of modulation current are simply the corresponding values of peak to peak

voltages divided by the series resistance. Further, from fig. B.3(a), it can clearly

be seen that, at a fixed bias current, increasing the modulation current initially in-

creases the peak power and simultaneously reduces the pulse width. After a while

though, the pulse saturates whereas the peak power keeps on increasing. At the

maximum modulation current, the second relaxation oscillation spike shows up.

Though not shown here, at a fixed RF current, increasing the bias current fairly

quickly saturates the output power due to the onset of higher order relaxation

oscillation peaks. These observations are consistent with the previously reported

results [210].
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Figure B.3: (a) Shapes and (b) spectra of the picosecond optical pulses from the

gain-switched source. For all these measurements, the DFB laser is biased at

15 mA. The series resistance of the mount is 50 Ω. The modulations currents

corresponding to the four peak-peak voltages are 38.8, 43.4, 48.6, and 55 mA,

respectively.

To optimize the gain switched source for the experiments reported in Chapter

4, it was important to bias the DFB laser at a reasonable current (close to 0.6×Ith
and then increase the modulation current to maximize the output optical power
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while capturing only the first relaxation oscillation peak. To that end, the DFB

laser was biased slightly below 15 mA at 14.8 mA and the modulation current

was optimized at 64 mA. The corresponding pulse shape and spectra are shown

in Fig. 4.1(b) and (c).
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C 10 Gb/s NRZ and RZ OOK

data generation.

NRZ and RZ are the two types of amplitude-shift-keying modulation formats. In

the NRZ format, optical pulses can occupy the entire bit slot whereas in the RZ

format, optical pulses occupy only a part of the bit slot [4]. Since each “1” bit

occupies the entire bit slot, the pulses in an NRZ bit stream do not have the

same width and in-fact, the pulse width varies with the bit pattern. In the RZ

format, since the optical pulse occupies only a part of the bit slot, all pulses in

an RZ bit stream have the same pulse width. Further, the RZ format gives an

additional degree of freedom to the lightwave system designers in that the fraction

of the bit slot occupied by the optical pulse, also known as the duty cycle, can be

varied depending on the level of cross-talk that can be tolerated by the lightwave

system [4].

Traditionally, NRZ modulation format has been the more widely used format

due to the fact that it was used exclusively for microwave communications. Fur-

ther it requires half the bandwidth of that required for RZ modulation format [4].

However, RZ format is more efficient from the standpoint of suppressing deleteri-

ous nonlinear interactions and which is why this modulation format (more specif-

ically RZ-50 format) was used for wavelength conversion experiments described

in Chapter 5.
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Commercially available 10 Gb/s PRBS generators such as the Centellax TG1B1 –

A 10 Gb/s bit-error rate tester use NRZ modulation format for 10–Gb/s PRBS

pattern generation [213]. The easiest way to convert a NRZ bit stream into a

RZ bit stream is to cascade two modulators. The first modulator is driven by

the electrical PRBS signal and the second modulator is driven by a sinusoidal

clock at the data bit-rate. Depending on the amplitude, frequency and phase of

the clock with respect to the PRBS data, RZ pulses with different pulse-widths

can be generated [4]. This transmitter configuration, known as the “pulse–carver”

has been widely researched both experimentally and theoretically [4,177,214–216].

Therefore this fairly robust configuration was used for generation of our RZ–50

bit stream. Experimental setup used for generation of 10 Gb/s RZ bit stream and

its optimization is described next.

C.1 Experimental Setup

Figure C.1 shows the experimental setup used for generating 10 Gb/s NRZ and RZ–

50 bit streams. For generating 10 Gb/s NRZ bit-stream, MOD2 is swapped out

of the setup. For the series of experiments reported here, the tunable laser wave-

length is fixed at 1575 nm and the optical power is fixed at 14.1 dBm. The PRBS

unit is part of the Centellax TG1B1-A 10 Gbit/s PRBS generator and bit error

tester. It drives a JDSU 10 Gb/s, LiNbO3 MZM (MOD1). This device has the

maximum rated input optical power at +27 dBm. However, its IL is 6 dB. While

generating RZ–50 bit stream, the output of MOD1 goes into MOD2 which is a

EOSPACE 10 Gb/s X-cut LiNbO3 MZM. This device has a maximum rated opti-

cal power of +13 dBm and 4 dB IL. It is driven by Centellax TG1C1-A 13G Clock

Synthesizer. Because of their rated maximum optical input and insertion losses,

MOD1 and MOD2 were used as data modulator and pulse carver respectively.

The polarization controllers PC1 and PC2, control the polarization of the light
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Figure C.1: Experimental setup used for generating 10 Gb/s NRZ and RZ–50

bit streams. For generating 10 Gb/s NRZ bit-stream, MOD2 is swapped out of

the setup. PC: Polarization Controller; PRBS: Pseudo Random Bit Sequence

Generator; 99/1: 1% power tap; RF AMP: RF Amplifier; TL: Tunable Lase;

MOD1: 10 Gb/s Data Modulator; MOD2: Synchronous Pulse Carver; OSA:

Optical Spectrum Analyzer; PD: Photodiode; OSC: Sampling Scope.

going into the data modulator and the pulse carver. The polarization of the light

must be perfectly aligned with the axis of the LiNbO3 crystals in the MZM or else

the output extinction ratios become severely degraded. The RF amplifiers were

biased to operate at maximum gain and they converted input peak-peak voltages

between 0.6-0.7 V to 5.5-6 V at the output with negligible distortion.

To “carve–out” RZ–50 pulses from 10 Gb/s NRZ data, the sinusoidal clock

unit is driven at (Vπ|AC)/4 amplitude and at 10 GHz frequency. Here Vπ is an

MZM characteristic parameter and is different for RF and DC signals [4]. Further,

the DC bias applied to the SPC is adjusted at (Vπ|DC)/2 [4]. Further, the BERT

unit runs as a slave to the clock unit. To do that, the units need to the connected

in the configuration described below. For the nomenclature used, the reader is

referred to the manual of the two units [213]:
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1. Connect TrigO output in the TG1C1-A to the EXT CKI input in the

TG1B1-A.

2. Remove the shorts between TXCKI and TXCKO and RXCKI and RXCKO

in the TG1B1-A.

3. Connect L.F. TrigO to the Oscilloscope.

4. Channel 2 OUT in the front panel of the TG1C1-A goes to the RX1 in the

TG1B1-A.

5. Channel 2 OUT in the front panel of the TG1C1-A goes to the TX1 in the

TG1B1-A.

6. In the TG1B1-A, go to the CONFIG STATE menu. Keep on pressing the

CONFIG STATE button till SYNTH menu shows up. Then press the AD-

JUST CONFIG button to set SYNTH value to “0”.

At the output of MOD2, a 1% power tap facilitate simultaneous acquisition of

the spectral and temporal data. In the absence of a photoreceiver, a PD with a 22

GHz bandwidth was used to detect and characterize the incoming data stream.

The temporal signal was then captured by a 70 GHz sampling scope (resolution

1.25 ps).

C.2 Experimental Results

Figure C.2 shows the experimentally optimized 10 Gb/s NRZ and RZ–50 optical

bit streams. For generating the NRZ bit stream, the JDSU modulator was biased

at 3.29 V and the peak to peak voltage at the input to RF amplifier was fixed at

0.7 V. The spectrum of NRZ bit stream is plotted in Fig. C.2(a) and it resembles

the previously recorded spectra for NRZ bit-stream. It has a characteristic peak
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Figure C.2: Experimentally optimized 10 Gb/s NRZ and RZ–50 optical bit

streams. (a) Spectrum (b) Eye Diagram for 10 Gb/s NRZ bit stream. (c) Spec-

trum and (d) Eye Diagram for 10 Gb/s RZ–50 bit stream.

at the center frequency and a broad pedestal due to the NRZ modulation [4].

Figure C.2(b) shows the optical eye detected by a pin PD and visualized using a

sampling oscilloscope. The measured Q-factor of the NRZ bit stream exceeded 12

dB.

For generating the RZ–50 bit stream, the JDSU MZM was left as it is, the

EOSPACE MZM was biased at 9.41 V, and the peak-to-peak voltage at the input

to RF amplifier was fixed at 0.6 V. This RF amplifier seemed to have a higher gain

than the RF amplifier used with the data modulator because 0.6 V was enough

to drive the amplifier to saturation. The measurement and characterization of

RF amplifiers was carried out using a robust low-bandwidth oscilloscope and low

frequency (1 GHz) RF signals. The spectrum of 10 Gb/s RZ–50 bit stream is
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plotted in Fig. C.2(c) and it resembles the previously recorded spectra for RZ–50

bit-stream [4]. It has a characteristic peak at the center frequency and modulation

side bands at 10 and 20 GHz offset. Figure C.2(d) shows the detected optical eye.

The measured Q-factor of the RZ–50 bit stream also exceeded 12 dB, however the

peak amplitude was about 40% of the peak amplitude of NRZ bit stream. This

is consistent with 4 dB IL as specified in the datasheet of EOSPACE MZM.
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